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Since Perspectives is after all designed primarily for members of
the Association for General and Liberal Studies, it has become traditional to devote the Winter Issue entirely to the proceedings of the
Association's Annual Meeting which is held each October. This past
fall, Michigan State University hosted that meeting through their
University College, which was marking its 30th Anniversary on the
MSU campus. James M. Elliott and his Planning Committee, consequently, went all out to give the Association an exceptional Annual
Meeting. They were successful-both qualitatively and quantitatively.
They were, in fact, so successful that it posed some minor problems for us. We are not used to such an abundance of material-at
least twice what we ordinarily publish. And, we were not too successful at the Meeting in contacting each of the participants to assure
having manuscripts of their prepared remarks in time to meet our
normal deadline. We, consequently, spent more time than usual editing
as well as soliciting manuscripts. Deadlines were extended in order to
assure as complete a coverage as possible of the very exceptional
meeting. Some manuscripts never did reach us. But, in spite of these
deficiencies and the delay in publication, we are proud of this issue-quantitatively, and especially qualitatively. We think it may be worth
the wait, and hope that you agree that it was.
The Editor
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This issue of Perspectives is devoted entirely to the proceedings of the Annu al
Meeting of the Association for General and Liberal Studies which was h eld
at Michigan State University, October 17 through October 19, 1974.
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Lifelong and Global Views
By

JOHN

A.

HANNAH

Some months ago when Dean Carlin first invited me to participate
in this meeting, I reminded him that I have been away from the University arena for five and one half years and no longer claim any particular competence that would justify my presence here tonight.
He persisted and clinched his argument by reminding me that this
year marks the 30th Anniversary in the life of the University Colelge,
and so I am here.
It was my privilege to meet with your Association for General and
Liberal Studies when it held its first annual convention on this campus
in 1961.
Much has happened since then in the education profession. And
much has happened in this country and in the world.
It seems to me that I have been involved all of my life in one way
or another in general and liberal education. For more than 40 years
it was as a member of the staff of this University.
For almost five years as Administrator of the U.S. Agency for
International Development (U .S.A.I.D.), a substantial part of the
thrust was in general and liberal education.
Now, as Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations World
Food Conference to be held next month in Rome, that involvement
continues. Here we are concerned on a worldwide basis with broadening mutual understanding of one of the most serious and troublesome
problems facing most of the peoples of the world.
With your permission I would like to take a few minutes of your
time to tell you what the United Nations World Food Conference is
all about before we turn to dealing with the basic objective of this
evening's program.
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Very few Americans have any adequate understanding of the seriousness of the food problem faced by most of the world.
More than 10% of all of the people on this earth face chronic
hunger and tens of thousands of them have died of starvation in the
past two years. Unfortunately, many more will die in the months ahead.
More than 400 million people are now not getting enough to eat
to maintain good health. Many are starving and will actually starve
to death. Many more will die of the diseases and human health hazards that accompany gross malnutrition. Four hundred million people
are about twice as many people as the total population of the United
States. More than half of those who will die are children.
All of you know of the starvation tragedies in Bangladesh and in
the Sahel countries of Sub-Sahara Africa and extending on east in
Africa to Ethiopia.
Some of you know that parts of India now face a terrible crisis
due to chornic drought and another poor moonsoon. India, in the
months immediately ahead, requires ten million tons of cereal grains
beyond their in-country production and there is not now available
anywhere ten million tons of cereal grains.
In recent months there has been more rain in the Sahel countries
than in the past two years, but not enough to produce enough food for
all of their 25 million people.
The World Food Conference that convenes in Rome from November 5 thru the 16th will include ministers of foreign affairs, ministers
of agriculture or other officials from all the governments of the world.
The U.S. delegation will include Secretary Kissinger and Secretary
Butz. Every country is entitled to not more than six participating delegates at any one time. More than 20 members of our Congress expect
to participate-and that is good.
Basically the world's food problem is directly related to the world
population problem. World population is growing more rapidly than
the food supply.
Currently droughts and floods in Africa and Asia have reduced
food production there.
In the United States the worst food producing weather in 40 years,
with floods in the spring followed by drought in the summer and an
early frost this fall, has turned what had been hoped to be a bumper
crop into a great disappointment felt throughout the world.
Approximately 70% of all the food that moves in International
Trade is of North American origin-<:oming from this country and
Canada.
The Energy Crisis of the past year decreased the natural gas and
petroleum available in many countries for the production of nitrogeneous fertilizers. There was not enough fertilizer to go around this
past crop year, and because many of the poor countries could not buy
100

the required oil, their fertilizer production was curtailed as much as
50%.
The World Food Conference is concerned with the problem of
feeding the hungry people in the poor countries-short-range for the
balance of this year and 1975 and 1976, middle-range for the years
1977 thru 1980, and long-range for the ten years 1981 thru 1990.
It is a certainty that there will be more than twice as many people
on this earth at the end of this century as there are now. And the end
of the century is only 26 years ahead. There are now about 3.8 billion
people in the world. There will about 8 billion in the year 2000.
Unless the number of children per family can be reduced to an
average of two in the next few years, demographers tell us there will
be 10 billion people in the year 2022, almost three times the present
number.
It is noteworthy that the United Nations held a World Conference
on Family Planning in August in Bucharest, Romania. It is no less
noteworthy that the first worldwide United Nations conference to deal
with the food problem will convene next month.
The world has no acceptable alternative but to marshal! the forces
and actions that must be taken to provide food for all of its people for
a reasonable number of years.
If the international and national leaders of the world by the end
of the century have not reduced the rate of human increase to what
the world can feed and assure lives of better quality for all people, the
pessimists and purveyors of doom of that day will contend then as the
Paddocks and other Malthusians do now that it is hopeless to try to
feed all the world's hungry people, and we should let them die. My
grandchildren and yours may have to participate in making that decision. Difficult as today's problems are, we do not have to make that
decision now.
The world can produce the food required for many more people
than the present world population. But it will not be easily accomplished.
There are many opportunities available to the peoples and governments of the world that can make a real difference.
Some of the priority issues that will be before the World Food
Conference include:
First, we must substantially increase the food production of the
less developed countries and of the entire world.
To accomplish that goal requires more fertilizer, more pesticides
and more of the good new seeds.
There must be much more emphasis on the worldwide network of
International Agricultural Research Centers now in existence with
some expansion in the numbers of them and with greater emphasis in
their research on the problems of the small farmers on the very small
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farms in the poor countries. The International Research Centers must
be backed up with regional and national institutions that will adapt
what is known or becomes known to local problems and situations.
Beyond that we must reestablish substantial food reserves in the
world, to assure some sort of food price stability for all. For more
than 40 years the North American food reserves· were a hedge against
starvation anywhere in the world. The disappearance two years ago
of our food reserves changed the whole world picture.
There must be created food stocks sufficient and available to deal
with the victims of floods and droughts and disasters. A mechanism is
needed to deal with these recurring problems.
And the last item I will mention is the requirement that there be
an effective international entity created and maintained to assure the
implementation of the decisions that hopefully will be made at the
World Food Conference next month in Rome.
This is the kind of general education I am presently concerned
with-now we will return to my role here tonight and the kind of general and liberal education you are concerned with.
In 1944 this University, the prototype for the land grant colleges,
established the Basic College, now called University College, dedicated
to general education.
At that time I reminded our faculty, our students and the people
of the state of Michigan that "there are some words in the first Morrill
Act which established the land-grant college system that sometimes
are forgotten. We seem to have had no difficulty remembering that
the Morrill Act was passed to promote practical education but have
at times neglected to remember the phrase in its entirety ... "in order
to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes
in the several pursuits and professions in life."
Let me now undertake a brief historical review. On March 9, 1944,
the President charged the faculty at its monthly meeting to look at the
possibility of establishing a program which would develop some common educational experience for all students. Dr. Floyd W. Reeves of
the University of Chicago was invited to express his views on general
education to the faculty. Following his presentation the faculty indicated its interest and appointed a committee to study the problem and
bring back recommendations.
On May 22, 1944, after 33 meetings the Committee submitted its
report to the faculty. After heated discussion the faculty without a
dissenting vote adopted the Committee's recommendations. With the
approval of the faculty the matter was referred to the Board of Trustees on July 1, 1944. In my presentation before the Board it was stated
that "the establishment and support of the Basic College (now University College) provides institutional evidence that Michigan State
recognizes that the man lacking a liberal or general education is but
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a partial man; incomplete as a citizen, as a professional, as a human
being.''
I would submit to you tonight that the statement made before the
Board 30 years ago is, if anything, more true today.
With that bit of background, let us share experiences and views on
the role of liberal and general education in American society.
In order to meet the needs of citizens in a democratic society with
worldwide commitments any program of general education must have
two major ingredients: a philosophical foundation and an organizational structure. Long experience has taught us that a philosophy
without implementation can be meaningless, and a structure without
philosophy falls within the meaning of Parkinson's Law in its worst
sense.
Many modern scholars have tried to define general educationfrom Alexander Meiklejohn's inaugural address at Amherst in 1912,
through President Hutchins of Chicago, to President Harold Taylor's
attempt to classify and describe the philosophical positions which
underlie all the collegiate general education programs in the United
States.
Probably the most ambitious attempt at codification occurred in
the Harvard Report, General Education in a Free Society, published
in 1945, the year after the development of University College at Michigan State. The Harvard Report philosophizes that the "true task of
general education is to reconcile the sense of pattern and direction
deriving from our heritage with the sense of experiment and innovation deriving from science that they may exist fruitfully together, as
in varying degrees they have never ceased to do throughout Western
history.
Parenthetically, it would seem Harvard did not recognize that we
owe much to the rest of the world as well.
Belief in the dignity and mutual obligation of man is the common
ground, the keystone of a democratic society, between these contrasting but mutually necessary forces in our culture.
All attempts at codification have fallen short of an all-encompassing
definition. It is possible that this state of affairs has left general education open to its many critics.
There is no need to lament this difficulty in building an orderly
philosophical position. One of our nation's greatest strengths is its
pluralism, in which no single value system holds sway over the minds
of all of our people. Even if we in education could agree on a basic
definition the only way we could impose and maintain it would be
through authoritarian enforcement and coercion. Such coercion would
be abhorrent. Such enforced unity is not in the tradition of American
higher education, nor in the American tradition itself. All of us may
not agree, but all of us are charged with the opportunity to participate
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in the decision leading to the adoption of sound policies. Whether in
education or in world food problems, imposed solutions will not solve
permanently the problems confronting mankind. General education is
to free men's minds, not to indoctrinate them with imposed values.
Tonight we are looking at the definition of general education that
has served as a guide here at Michigan State. In 1944 the exploratory
Committee report submitted by the faculty attempted in the preamble
to build a working definition of general education. This definition became the keystone of policies followed thereafter.
The faculty said:
"Basic education, as proposed for this University is designed
to provide students with a sound foundation on which to build
an intelligent interest in personal, family, vocational, social and
civic problems, a better understanding of these problems, and a
greater ability to cope with them. It includes the study of man's
relationship to physical, biological, and social sciences, an increased knowledge of the historical background of present-day
civilizations and enhanced appreciation of cultures, past and
present, that have been expressed in literature, music, and art."
"General education should give students .an opportunity to explore broad areas, should aid them in the discovery of their own
interests and aptitudes, and should equip them better to assume
their responsibilities as individuals and as citizens of a democracy. Students whose training may eventually become highly
specialized need this foundation of general education experience
that each may have a greater appreciation of the relationship
of his special field to the needs of society as a whole."
There are at least two characteristics of a general education program for which this definition can be used to distinguish such education from education for specific majors, including majors within the
liberal arts and sciences.
First, general education is that minimum of a liberal education in
both the arts and the sciences that should be part of the educational
experience of every college or university graduate. The second distinguishing characteristic is that the conventional disciplinary lines
are broken, and the focus of such courses has shifted from preparation
for additional work in the discipline area to a course that may be the
only formal intellectual experience the student will have in that particular area.
In implementing this philosophy of general education there were
many alternative structures available. We at Michigan State looked
carefully at many models. One approach is to locate general education within the various departments and colleges of the University.
The temptation in this model is to designate introductory courses as
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general education. This threatens to defeat the very purpose and
philosophy of general education, for courses are taught as introductions to a discipline, and most instructors stress their own specializations
within their discipline. This is as it should be, but it strays away from
the general. The second defect in this approach is that it tends to become a smorgasbord of courses with no consistent whole.
We at Michigan State decided to implement the general education
program by establishing a college, with a dean and faculty specifically
chosen for their dedication to the general education philosophy adopted by the faculty. This approach has the advantage of demonstrating
both institutional commitment and awareness that general education
is an integral part of a total educational program.
One of the major sources of strength of the general education program at Michigan State comes from the Committee's recommendation
that all general education courses should be taught by fully qualified
faculiy members having the same academic status as do the instructional staffs of the other colleges within the University. At Michigan
State the teaching of freshmen and sophomores is not relegated to
graduate assistants whose primary interests naturally are the completion of a major and the doctoral dissertation. Graduate Assistants can
properly be used as teachers in courses within their majors, but not
in general education; that requires a wider breadth of maturity as a
scholar.
It was the Committee's feeling and mine that too many colleges
and universities have slighted the undergraduate program in order
to concentrate on graduate education. It has always been my feeling
that this is not an either-or proposition; each should strengthen the
other. One also must realize that at a state university, the great source
of political strength to insure adequate funding from the Legislature
is to fuifill the entire mission of the University. For Michigan State
our basic and enduring mission had been spelled out in the Morrill
Act of 1862.
Howard Rather, a distinguished scholar and chairman of the
Agronomy Department was appointed Dean of the new college. Dean
Rather, like all deans, reported directly to the President of the University. As established in 1944, the Basic College was composed of
seven departments offering courses entitled Written and Spoken English, History of Civilization, Biological Science, Physical Science,
Social Science, Literature and Fine Arts, and Effective Living. All students were required to take Written and Spoken English and at least
four of the six other courses. The student's grade was determined by
his performance on comprehensive examinations given at the end of
each full academic year course by institutional examiners.
In 1952-1953 we consolidated the general education program into
four areas-Communication Skills, Humanities, Natural Science, and
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Social Science-and returned to the instructor the authority to grant
grades.
Perhaps more importantly, an Office of Student Personnel Services
was created under the Assistant Dean, John Winburne. This was a
new concept. Until this time we had relied exclusively on faculty
advisors who could give only part-time attention to this responsibility.
Although we believed strongly in the principle of using teaching faculty
as advisors whenever possible, it was apparent that entering students at
Michigan State needed more assistance if we were to fulfill our mission
of personalizing the University. Our rapid growth dicta ted a strong
system of student academic advisors, specifically trained, who would
be continually available when students wanted to discuss major choices,
registration problems, grade problems or selection of courses. As designed, the advisors would be part ombudsmen, part friends and good
listeners. Newt Winburne became the perfect Assistant D ean. It h as
been said many times tha t "Newt knew the difference between bending a rule to fit an occasion and breaking one."
Later- in 1958-we changed the Communication Skills Department to the Department of American Thought and Language .
From this modest beginning 30 years ago, the University College
has grown to be the largest general education college in the United
States. Today, on its 30th birthday, it has a staff of over 200 faculty
members and serves the needs of over 14,000 students each year.
In the world in which we live today, it is no longer possible to roll
back into Pan-America positions, for what happens in any part of the
world may affect every individual in the world.
General education, which was designed to educate Americans for
a democratic society, must serve today to broaden man's horizons beyond the shores of America, beyond Western Civilization, to encompass
the needs of a global inter-dependent society within the na tion-state
framework.
Let us continue to hope, and to work, for a wider acceptance of
general education as a key foundation stone in a structure of worldwide understanding, cooperation, and brotherhood.

O=====
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General and Liberal Studies
for the Career Oriented Student
General Education: Developing Li£e Skills
for a World in Persistent Trans£ormation
By RICHARD C. GIARDINA
Bowling Green State University
One often hears these days that we are entering an age of increased
vocationalism, with students at the nation's colleges and universities
scrambling over each other in their attempts to develop marketable
skills in order to land that crucial first job. Richard Little speaks of a
"rampant careerism (or 'grim professionalism,' as Kingman Brewster
has labelled it) among students who have entered college during the
past several years.'' According to Little, "a college education has always
been perceived as providing the best general preparation for productive and satisfying careers following graduation, but the demand these
days is for specific curricula which will lead to specific careers for
which there is a demonstrable market."!
Needless to say, colleges of liberal arts and sciences are feeling the
pressures to come up with new gimmicks in order to keep their students
and profit from the occupationally oriented "bandwagon.'' Thus the
trend appears to be toward encouraging students into increased specialization.
While it is certainly not my intention to deny the importance of
having students develop specialized "marketable" skills, it is equally
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important to keep in mind that there is a life "beyond careerism''
(Little's terminology), and that liberal arts colleges would be doing
students a grave disservice by failing to help them develop a set of
basic human capabilities or general life skills which will enable them
not only to survive but also to thrive in a world engaged in persistent
transformation. To quote the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
at Bowling Green State University, " ... the most extensive and central role of the colleges of arts and sciences ... [is that of] liberal or
general education. This role is not new, for it finds its origin in the
best classic tradition of higher education. It is a role of helping the
individual to think critically and analytically about himself, his environment, and his relationship to that environment .... In short, the role
of the liberal arts college is to develop the self-motivated and selfdirected learner who will continue to employ his critical faculties both
to his own and to society's advantage throughout his life."2
Nevertheless, higher education's increasing commitment to the
development of professional skills serves to highlight much that is
troublesome in what is t1;aditionally called general education.3 While
professional education is goal-specific and allows for reasonable accountability, general education remains amorphous, intuitive, and
devoid of anything approaching "hard" criteria. The suspicion grows
that what passes for general education on our nation's campuses is
often an aimless patchwork of introductions to departmental curricula,
peripheral to the real business of an academic community.
A number of us at Bowling Green have been consciously attempting
to work with the premise that general education is a central, rather
than peripheral, mission of colleges and universities-one that may, in
the long run, be the sole justification for retaining all of the more
specialized capabilities of the university in a single institutional setting.
We further assume that competency-based learning is an educational
approach that promises an effective redefinition and reaffirmation of
the general education mission.
We have defined general education as education which seeks to
develop a core of specific, but highly transferable (hence geenral) ',
siklls. We see these skills critical to mature human performance in a
complex and rapidly changing society. They are vocational skills, in the
sense that a capacity to master competencies and perspectives in new
work contexts is vocationally relevant. They are liberal skills, in the
sense that a capacity to challenge dominant assumptions and to pursue
the consequences of alternate models of experience is both self and
socially liberating.
General education conceived in this fashion quite clearly becomes
the most comprehensive and demanding challenge colleges and universities might address. It represents a mission long implicit in higher education which needs to be made both explicit and central.
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This competency-based view of skill development has several justifications: First, it is impossible to predict what knowledge and information individuals will need in the future. Second, it is vital that education be concerned with helping individuals acquire the generalizable
and adaptive skills which have the power to serve them well in new
situations. Third, the store of knowledge is too great to sustain hope
for any simple knowledge transmission model of general education.
The above view of general education suggests that it is both the
foundation and the capstone of learning. It is the foundation in the
sense that it provides the student with the necessary tools and perspectives to enable him to understand and master complex principles
and concepts. It is the capstone in the sense that it enables students
to evaluate the utility of those principles and concepts and to appreciate their limitations.
Seen in this light, general education becomes the essence of the
baccalaureate: " . . . attuned to the need to prepare the student to
think critically about himself, his life, and his future, and to take steps
to ensure that the decisions he makes accord with the goals he has
articulated for himself . . . The purpose of education is to help the
student determine his goals and objectives and to utilize correctly the
cognitive tools at his disposal in concert with the appropriate effective
orientations ( themselves cognitively specified) in order to carry out
effectively the implementation of those goals and objectives.''4
In this view, there is a very close inter-connection between general
and specialized education. The two form a continuum in which the
basic competencies developed through the general education curriculum are developed still further and utilized in the solution of (or at
lea.st in the pursuit of a solution to) complex problems of a more
specialized nature. Thus, both general and specialized education take
on a "process" focus in which the content to be studied is an integra~
part of, while nonetheless subordinated to, the development of a process of understanding reality.
The content-process dilemma is articulated as follows by James
Gass of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development: "On the one hand specialization, which has been and doubtless
will remain a powerful instrument of our technical progress, is the
very basis of our educational system. This specialization is blind t,o
the consequences of the progress it generates. During the events of
May, 1968 [in Europe] there was an expression which seemed to me
to reflect this idea; it was the term, coined, I think, by German students, of Fachidiot-a person who knows all the facts but who has
no idea how to deal with the problems. On the other hand, the separation of theory and practice which goes right to the roots of our educational systems, creates a feeling of frustration, at least to some
students."5
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One cannot quarrel with Mr. Gass that there must be an integration of theory and practice, and that general education without the
development of specialized capabilities will find liberal arts colleges
graduating, according to Howard Figler, "large numbers of Benjamin
Braddocks, who are directionless, uncertain about their futures, and
despairing about their potential for future employment."6 Nevertheless
one must caution educators that "increased specialization is not
necessarily the answer to society's problems. The overly specialized individual lacking in the a ppropriate evaluative tools or in the psychological preparation to use them is just as subject to 'future shock' as
the non-spccialist."7
It is general education which enables the student to relate his
specialized skills to a rapidly changing world in which the expertise
appropriate to one's first job might not necessarily apply to one's second or third; and it is general education which develops in students a
set of general capabilities or coping skills which will enable them to
transfer successfully from one occupational endeavor to another as
certain of their skills become obsolete. In fact, D avid Brown, Provost
of Miami University, speaks of issuing a " liberal certificate" which
"might indica te to the student and others who are interested that this
particular individual is likely to be able to adjust to radical changes
in circumstances, and even to the elimination of a profession."8
Armand Burke and Joseph H arkin of SUNY-Brockport both appear to agree with the above view of general education : "According
to Harkin, .. . the inclination to move to a more specialized program
of study would not allow the student to develop both awareness and
other skills to be used in adapting to personal life experiences. General
education is thus necessary to develop problem-solving skills which can
be applied to [problem] situations. 'The movement towa rds specialism
totally is basically education for extinction. Without the accompanying
intellectual process component, college m ajors come out as technicians
rather than as process-oriented technologists.' Reinforcing this notion,
Burke stressed that, rather than educating for extinction, baccalaurea te
degree programs should 'educate for survival'."9 Thus competencies
gained in general education should transcend any career or area of
specialization to give the individual a foundation to deal effectively
with new problems and new situations. General education thus becomes the basis for life-long learning and increases one's ability to be
self-directing. In short, it provides a "survival kit" for the rest of
one's life.
Bowling Green State University has recently embarked on two
ventures designed to help students prepare their own "survival kits"
for the future. The first is the University Division of General Studies
and the second is the Center for Competency-based Undergraduate
Education. The University Division is an administrative agency created
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to encourage the development of both disciplinary and interdisciplinary programs at the general education level to help students attain
basic skills in critical thinking, communication, problem solving, information retrieval, value clarification, and conflict resolution. In addition, the Division will attempt to implement an advising and counseling philosophy relating general education skill development to the
articulation and pursuit of career and life goals. It will continue the
work of Bowling Green's Carnegie-funded Modular Achievement Program in developing a competency-based, time-flexible baccalaureate
program.
The Division will work closely with the Competency-based Undergraduate Education Center, recently funded through a large grant
from the Fund for the Improvement for Post-Secondary Education
of H.E.W. The CUE Center, directed by Gary Woditsch, has been
established primarily as a research agency charged with the task of
assisting faculty in the attempt to define more clearly the basic competencies or general life skills needed by an individual in order to
lead both a satisfactory and a productive life. The Center hopes to
bring together a group of scholars, both from the Bowling Green community and from elsewhere, to engage in systematic research on the
nature and function of general education, with the hope that, as a
result of such research, a number of competency-based models might
be developed to help the student attain the basic skills described above.
It is hoped that the Division and the Center, working together,
will enable faculty members to gain new insights into and new perspectives on general education, and to relate these new insights and
new perspectives to the task of helping students develop the life skills
necessary to maintain both one's well-being and one's individuality in
an increasingly complex and increasingly demanding society.
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Notes on Liberal Studies for
Career-Oriented Students*
By CAROL J. G u ARoo
Utica College of Syracuse University
Every college or university d efines its approach to liberal studies
for ca reer-oriented students within the broader con text of its own
characteristics as an educational institution. The rema rks which follow
are thus based on my experiences and observations as the academic
dean of Utica College. Utica College is not offered as a model, but
rather as an exempla r of the small, private college serving a pproximately 1,500 full-time students which h as asserted a dual commitment to
liberal a rts and career-oriented curricula r progra ms.
The two-fold educational commitment to the liberal a rts tradition
and career / professional studies emerged over the course of Utica Col-

*

Remarks made at the A.G .L .S. meeting on October 18, 19 74 were an extemporaneous presentation based on the major points outlined here.
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lege's history. Its evolution is now at the point where approximately
fifty percent of its students are majoring in liberal arts curricula and
the other half of the student body majors in career-oriented curricula.
The career /professional studies have emerged progressively in the fields
of business, public service and allied health.
All of the curricular programs at Utica College incorporate a
"core'' requirement. The requirement has the objective of providing
a liberal education base for the total curriculum. The core experience
is based on fulfilling distribution requirements in written communication and four of six basic areas of knowledge, such as humanities
and science.
The basic liberal education component is required of all students
because the Utica College faculty subscribes to the educational philosophy that all learning should be based on a liberal education base.
The core experience is aimed at the development of such fundamental
skills as communication, conceptualization, critical analysis and problem-solving. These skills are thought to prepare students for the exercise of flexibility and adaptability in our changing society.
Just last year the faculty of Utica College reaffirmed its commitment to a liberal education base and this year has undertaken an extensive review of the core program with the hope of improving its
content and substance. In the face of mounting pressure for professional training, the college is also seeking to maintain the balance
between its liberal arts and career-oriented programs.
Other colleges have chosen to initiate programs of professional
studies as a means of counteracting declining enrollments. Based on
the almost thirty-year experience of Utica College, I would suggest
that a college not embark on these curricular developments if they
are contrary to the mission and identity of the college. I believe that
Utica College has been successful in its balance of programs because
it has had the dual commitment to liberal arts and career-oriented
education since its inception as a branch college of Syracuse University in 1946. And from my perspective, the small, private college which
will survive today's challenges and economic strains is that college
which remains true to its mission and identity during the next few
difficult years. The presumed first step for any college is, of course,
the recognition and articulation of that mission and identity and then
the deliberate commitment to them. In my judgment, that is the stuff
of which a viable college is made.
For those of you who are considering the development of careeroriented curricula as an attraction to students, I offer the following
cautions. These cautions are based on the notion that for every advantage which career/professional studies offer, there is a concomitant
problem which must be addressed.
1. Many have cited the commitment of career-oriented students
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as a plus. They are perceived as highly motivated, with direction ,
enthusiasm and dedication. This is often the case. However, becau se of
their commitment to their future profession, they are often more dedicated to their major courses and need concentrated persuasion about
the value of a liberal education base for their preferred course of
studies.
2. Relatedly, career-oriented students are frequently described as
h aving a strong esprit de corps because of their common goal-orientation. This is also often the case. However, placing these students in the
perspective of the broader college community can be a problem. Career-oriented students (and sometimes also their faculty ) may be
estranged from their colleagues because their own in-group cohesiveness insula tes them from a wider scope of excha nge and interaction .
Optimistically, the common liberal education experiences assist students in bridging the communication gaps which may develop between
career-oriented programs and the rest of the college community.
3. Another attraction of career-oriented programs is that they
will be high demand, high enrollment programs because they lead to
assured job placements for graduating students. On the other h and, the
average college graduate will go through several job changes throughout the course of his or her professional career. New occupational situations not anticipated by present-day training will arise and others
which now abound with job opportunities will decline. Students need
to be prepared for this kind of reality, one which seems to require
tha t they experience a more broadly based education in college.
4. There is indeed strong demand on the part of incoming students
for certain career / professional programs of study. How long the interest p attern will persist is problematic. We have all experienced the
seduction of fantasies a bout bringing in numbers of students by creating certain curricular programs. And in these fantasies, concerns about
costs, points of diminishing return, long-term versus short-term a ttractiveness, the space and resource demands involved h ave not been
fully addressed. In closing, I would simply suggest tha t these fantasies
need to be tempered by the reality of the institutional mission a nd
objectives of your own pa rticular college or university before decisions
about new liberal or career-oriented curricular directions are made.
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General and Liberal Studies for
the Nontraditional Student
By MILDRED B. ERICKSON
Khalil Gibran says "Life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday." Montaigne once wrote, "Nothing is so firmly believed as what
we least know." In the 19th century James Russell Lowell said, "They
must upward still and onward, who would keep abreast of truth."
William Ostler in the twentieth century said, "The greater the ignorance, the greater the dogmatism.''
Long ago it was discovered that the more we know the more we
need to know-and that few answers are final. Now again we are
reaffirming and expanding upon what wise persons centuries ago discovered: that education, learning, is continuous, a lifelong process.
Perhaps a circular story is appropriate here. Recently the teacher
of a group of elementary school boys and girls decided on a field trip
for general, liberal and multidisciplinary education reasons. The trip
was to an airport to look over an airplane and talk to the pilot and
copilot. Upon returning to school, each child was asked to write something about what he/she had learned. These are a few of the essays:
Euclid thought out how to make geometry help people to fly. He
was born in the 300's and died in the 200's. That is another thing he
thought out how to do. He thought out how to do it by using B.C.'s.
Back in 1924, eight men tried to fly around the world, but they
only ended up where they started.
The navigator figures out the latitude. Latitude tells him were he
is and longitude tells him how long he can stay there.
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I know what a sextant is but I'd rather not say.
A visa is a passport p ermitting an airplane to leave the country.
For round trips you need a visa versa.
Some people can tell what time it is by looking a t the sun but I
have never been able to make out the numbers. l
Seriously, Lifelong Education and General and Liberal Studies,
our theme, suggests that it is not enough for a person to be a specialist;
he needs to be broadly educated to be effective as an individual and
as a citizen. To illustrate the point I would like to use the following
story:
"A very wise man once described to me the evolution of his decision on whom to hire to direct an institute to a ttack environmental
problems.
" ' My first thought was to hire a basic scientist,' he said, 'a geophysicist or someone of that sort who could press on for the scientific
truths about our earth which we so clearly lack. We simply do not
know enough about it.' "
" 'But then,' he said, 'I recognized that we weren't really making
use of the pure scientific knowledge we already possessed. It seemed
to me tha t we ought rather to begin by hurrying to the application of
what was alread y known. So I cha nged my mind and decided to hire
.
'
an engmeer.
" 'And then again I realized tha t while an engineer might develop
new technologies, it is sadly obvious tha t we a ren't really using the
technologies that we alread y have. We already know how to purify
water; our factories don' t have to foul our rivers. What we need to
know first is how to pay for what we are already capable of doing
but cannot afford. So I decided to hire an economist.'
" 'But,' he went on, 'I saw still another flaw. If the man who could
tell us how to fund our needs could not make us vote the taxes and
spend the money, we'd be no better off. And so I decided that my
first appointment would be a political scientist who could show us
how to act.'
" 'And then, at last, I realized the basic problem: the political
scientist would not be able to accomplish anything unless the people
want to vote his schemes. That would require a basic change in our
values. And so in the end,' he said, 'I knew what my first appointment should be: a philosopher.' "2
The conclusion one can draw is "No one person, no one discipline,
can do it alone.''3
1. Topics from Harold Dunn, The Northliner, Nov. 1968.
2. Kenneth G. Wilson, "Benchmarks," Phi Kappa Ph i Journal, Summer 1974,
pp. 38-39.

3. Ibid, p. 39.
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Indeed, there is no split between the intellectual and the practical
life of an individual. The total person acts. Career education itself
is a lifelong exploration and trial. President Kemeny of Dartmouth
asks this question: "What do we say to all of our students when we
realize that a significant fraction of them will end up in a profession
that hasn't been invented yet?"
I quote from Robert Nisbet, writing in a recent issue of Change:
"The ancient Greeks thought the pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake possible only for a leisure class. Perhaps that phrase is too strong
for the demographic-social-cultural stratum that is now growing constantly in size, thanks to increased longevity and retirement planning.
"I am struck by the increasing numbers of those returning to the
university or attending for the first time, once the demands of job
and household have been met and the mind can turn for the first
time to interests and activities that require some degree of leisured
contemplation.
"We may ... find in the future the audience for the liberal arts in
the university among those well beyond the [typical] age of undergraduates. But even for the young, the prosperity of the liberal arts
will be far greater if they are woven into those professional fields central to the university's history, rather than being treated as they now
so commonly are as a kind of museum of interesting exhibits which
one should pass through on his way to chosen interests."4
The lifelong education student-usually older than the typical
undergraduate---often has a successful career, or needs credentials for
promotions, or needs renewal or up-dating after a lapse of time, or feels
a need for personal growth. Each individual has unique needs, perhaps
only for a general-liberal education on top of special expertise already
in use. So often there is no existing program or degree that fits the
individual's needs-really no place to be accepted. It becomes especially important then to have procedures and programs which differ from
those already in effect. Too often in institutions of higher education
specialists are insensitive to those who fall outside their particular professional enclosures.
Of major importance to the lifelong learner is information and help
about formal and informal educational opportunities, cutting of red
tape, waiving of time-encrusted procedures and prerequisites and acceptance, welcome, and support in the learning environment-and a
source of information on fitting interests, skills and experience into new
job, life or volunteer patterns.
Before you is a high-powered panel of men and women who are
in the category of lifelong learners, i.e., more mature, more experienced,
4. Robert Nisbet, "The Decline of Academic Nationalism," Change, Summer
1972, p. 30.
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somewhat older than the "typical" student. They will talk about themselves, their experiences, their feelings about lifelong education and
general and liberal studies. They have not been brain-washed by the
chairperson. Their lives, aspirations and plans are fascinating. They
are active, effective persons. I will introduce them only by name but
have asked each to sketch short autobiographies as well as their educational needs and experiences and suggestions to educators.

The Challenges of
Life-Long Learning
By BARBARA

ANSTINE

"The education of a person is a process never finished;
it must continue throughout a lifetime." 1

As a woman, a wife, a mother of two teenagers, employed as an
Office Assistant (Administrative Secretary) in the Dean's Office, College of Osteopathic Medicine, Michigan State University; serving as
a co-chairperson of the Education Committee for the MSU Business
Women's Club (MSUBWC) which sponsors the Annual Education
Institute in February 1975 at Kellogg Center, East Lansing (this year's
theme "Professional Development Opportunities for Women"), and
giving volunteer time to a local hospital, I lead many interesting and
varied roles.
To be asked how do you do it, and why do you do it, the answer
is not a simple one. Perhaps it is to better understand and prepare
for the future, or there could be some family or peer pressures, but
I prefer to say that it is just a special challenge for me to be able
to master possible abilities. With a father and a brother both with
doctorates and a sister with a masters degree, as well as several family
members with bachelor degrees, there is the desire to perhaps prove
not only to myself but to them that it is not too late for me to achieve.
I entered MSU as a transfer student in the Winter term 1970 with
43 credits. I am now proud to say I am at junior status with a collection of varied credits. I am not presently enrolled but anticipate
returning again on a part-time basis either Winter or Spring term
1975. Frankly, I am searching for a major, a home, a place to incorporate not only my interest areas, namely, managerial, administrative,
1. MSU, As A Lifelong Education University, a Position Statement by the
Continuing Education Service Committee on Lifelong Education, July 1972.
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personnel and public relations, writing, communications and possibly
additional education credits to possibly one day teach business-related
courses; but, to add to my varied completed courses and to accomplish
a program of study. To date, I have completed various business skills,
some office and administrative management courses, education and the
basic university requirements.
The question is, where do I go from here? First, I have taken
time and thought to document what I feel is necessary prerequisites
for continuing one's education or continued learning process: ( 1) a
sincere determination, and definite need to further achieve, (2) the
need for a goal or a purpose, and a desire to continually want to accomplish and to keep abreast with current events, ( 3) the realization
that you are never too old to learn, that you can accept new ideas,
and have the ability to cope, ( 4) the willingness to take on extra
responsibilities, to accept new challenges, to have the desire to
be competitive, ( 5) the realization of the unknown years ahead,
the necessity to possibly supplement a family income or having to
solely support a family or oneself, and (6) most important, to realize
that in order to advance within fields and specialty areas, a degree
and sometimes degrees are absolutely essential.
As an older part-time student returning to college, have I encountered problems and frustrations? Yes, without a doubt, everyone returning to college will encounter difficulties. Many situations are individual; for me, it is not financially feasible to attend college on a
full-time basis. Therefore, in order to attend college even on a parttime basis, it means combining a full-time working situation with
college. This is where the problems begin. Most majors within a University are administratively set up for full-time students and with little
flexibiiity, few classes within majors are held in the evening, and you
are left with the difficult task of determining some kind of major and
complying with set requirements.
Further, as discussed previously, attending college as an older student means combining the complexities of a marriage, motherhood
( or fatherhood), a working S'ituation, etc.; that is why the desire and
determination are so very important. It takes patience and continued
endurance and organization to realistically continue. To realize the
competition within the classroom, that younger people are much better
prepared-I have two teenagers to prove it. The instructors are many
times younger or your same age, and yet somehow the older student
must get to know the instructor in order to be better prepared to ask
questions, to seek advice regarding a subject matter for that term
paper, how to handle testing situations, etc. Many times the classrooms are overcrowded with more than one instructor with the course
requirements not always consistent. There is the horrible encounter
with multiple choice examinations; you have chewed off all of your
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fingernails, have put down too many cups of coffee or tea, and have
eaten not just one but five of those cookies not included in your diet,
just to prepare. You realize through experience that essay examinations and term papers have proven your true worth, and yet how can
you explain or ask for special consideration or substitution when you
fully realize it is not that simple within a large university setting?
Most universities use the computer system to accomplish the monumental testing task, and in most cases are much too large to cope with
individual situations. To the older student, there is the fear of losing
a precious minute, or of possibly making a mistake; you study compulsively ( over study) in order to achieve. Every paper, every test, and
every grade is treated as the only means of your worth. You take every
possible note for fear of losing something, e.g., as a secretary, to learn
to switch roles, to realize it is not necessary to record every word. It
is better to listen and understand.
As I look back, I realize that it takes guts and determination just
to be admitted to a university. To find yourself facing all those directions in the registration arena, to realize that you complete all directions correctly and precisely is essential. For example, never mistakenly
mark the wrong box that says NC ( no credit )-only to not realize the
mistake until the end of the term and having earned a 3.5. The red
tape, time and explaining spent to correct a mistake is unforgettable.
Among other lessons of having to learn the hard way include a suggestion "never to take an I (Incomplete)." If at all possible, stick with the
class, and complete and meet the requirements. For the older student
in a large university, completing those requirements alone can be a
frustrating experience.
The struggles and exasperating moments are well worth it for
there are no words to describe the accomplishment when you really
do it. We must be honest and admit that the older we get, the harder
it is to accomplish. Many older students lack self confidence, feel self
defeated and need reassessment and reassurance that it is possible to
attain a purpose and meaningful goal. Continuous approval and encouragement are special and important to the older student returning
to college; in fact, it is necessary. In a large university, it is necessary
that you find the time to communicate and better understand the university system. With credits and experience behind and with two years
yet to accomplish, it seems only realistic that the university structure
should include an office, a center, or a place for the older student to
return for counseling, to better understand the system, to realize possible majors with flexibility to incorporate earned credits and interest
areas to possibly complete a degree. There is a definite need for
a general and liberal education major to realize such educational
possibilities.
Most universities are set up administratively for the 18-25 year
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old students; they are not prepared for the over-30-year-old student,
and most important, are definitely not prepared for the over-60-yearold student returning to the campus. If education is to be a life-long
learning process, and if they write about and predict that individuals
can possibly have more than one career within a lifetime, why are the
universities not better prepared to receive us?
We do not want special privileges, we just want to be heard, to
provide an awareness that there is a need for life-long learning, and
especially that there is a place for the older students to return to
within a university structure. An awareness is also needed that not
all older students wish to return to specific educational fields; therefore, other fields of interest need to provide classes in the evenings
and on the weekends. Flexibility is an individual concern but in conversations it appears to be a concern with many older students. If
returning older students could be given an opportunity to voice their
opinion, I feel that two major concerns would stand out, namely:
( 1) need for varied interest major areas, and ( 2) that the prerequisites
for those major areas would be realistic. Returning to the classroom
after an absence for whatever reason should not necessitate continuous
frustrating experiences.
I would like to close with a statement taken from an article, "How
to Stay Younger Longer,"- professional sociologists and gerontologists
tend to harp on the word "education," which is enough to turn many
adults off. "Learning" is a simpler and better word, and if we keep
on learning something new, we fend off one of the most damaging
features usually attributed to aging-a fixed and unchangeable state
of mind.2

A Pilot Study
The Mature Woman Employee
By

GRACE REID

Lansing, Michigan
Perceptions of Assets a nd Liabilities from Selected
Successfully Employed Mature Women and Employers in the Lansing Community.
A hundred years ago, a woman's life expectancy was one half of
the 75 years that it is today. ( 1, p. 28 )
2. McCall's Magazine, October 1974, "How To Stay Younger Longer," by
Gilbert Cant.
1. Theodore D . Lockwood, "Liberal Arts Colleges in the Cause of Humanity,"
Chronicle of Higher Education, March 25, 1974, p. 24.
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Only 50 years ago, a woman's youngest child left home approximately 10 years before she was likely to die. (3, p. 28)
Today, women can expect about three decades of life after the
youngest child graduates from high school. ( 8)
The number of mature women in the total population grows
larger as medical science extends the years of health and vitality.
These added years of potentially productive life find women without
a traditional role to fill. Cultural expectations have bordered women's
lives with service for home and family to which she becomes less essential. Recognizing the need for new activities in an unprecedented
stage of life, many mature women look to employment. But the transition from housewife to job can be fraught with conflict and frustration for the older woman long removed from the work force. The
media provides incessant cues to the unenviable position of older
women employees. They have difficulty finding work; rank very low
on pay scales, have high unemployment rates and are subject to covert
discrimination. The barrage of negative information creates a climate
for self-fulfilling prophecies which result in rejection by employers
and intimidation for the older woman.
As one of the numerous mature women enrolled at Michigan State
University, I studied local mature women employees for a project in
Dr. Sower's class in Contemporary Communities. It was hoped that
establishment of the value of the mature woman employee would serve
two purposes:

l. Develop employers' awareness of the value of mature women
workers.
2. Develop personal awareness of her own value as an employee.
Lack of self confidence is a critical problem for mature women
seeking employment.
The 13 women included in the study made a successful transition
to employment after a span devoted to family care which ranged from
8 to 24 years. They were in the 35 to 65 age group with most over 45.
Commonalities were evident in high educational commitment, supportive families, extensive participation in activities during the "at
home" years, and an awareness of the value of maturity. The 10 local
employers, both male and female, were in organizations in which a
large number of women of various ages were employed.
To establish a basis for comparison, qualities that employers
prized in employees regardless of age were first determined. Two thirds
of the employers gave highest priority to personal qualities in estimating the value of an employee. Most important were:
Stability
Dependability
Pleasing personality
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Good employee potential
Ability to relate to others
Job-related qualificaitons were primary in the minds of one third
of the employers who were mainly concerned with the applicant's
mental and/or physical ability to perform a job. The emphasis on
personal characteristics by most of the employers provides a clue to
the value of the mature woman as an employee. WHAT SHE IS becomes the crucial determinant of the value of her expertise to the
employer.
Both women and employers were asked to name their perceptions
of the assets and liabilities of mature women employees. Women considered the assets to be:
Stability
Work efficiency
Dedication to work
Ability to get along with many people
Fewer family responsibilities
The employers' list of assets included:
Stability
Dedication to work
Ability to get along with many people
Fewer family responsibilities
Agreement is evident in the qualities considered as assets by both
sets of respondents. The combined list compares favorably with the
qualities employers value in an employee regardless of age.
The list of liabilities of mature women employees was conspicuous
in its brevity. Whole-hearted satisfaction was expressed by a third of
the employers who could think of no disadvantages. Lack of self
confidence and the possibility of education and skills being out of date
were cited by both sets of respondents. Women added that energy
tended to decrease with age. Employers noted that mature women
were more inclined to be set in their ways.
The years spent as a housewife contribute to both the assets and
liabilities of the mature woman employee. No special competence,
training or education is required for the role and it is accorded little
status or significance. Society's contempt for the housewife deflates
her self esteem and diminishes her self confidence. But judging the
housewife's value by simple household tasks is literally not seeing the
forest because of the trees. Caring for a home and family involves
managerial and administrative skills, intricate time management, allocation of human and non-human resources and coping with the nuances of human interaction. In these aspects, the housewife's job has
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been compared to running a small but complex corporation. (6, p. 56)
It is these often unrecognized elements of her function that temper
the housewife's personality, work habits and interpersonal skills into
qualities prized by potential employers.
The myths, misconceptions and stereotypes that have constricted
the mature woman's acceptance in the work world are being negated.
They have been regarded as difficult to train.
But research reported by the 1971 White House Conference on
Aging shows that older people learn well in comparison with young
adults. In tests measuring conceptual thinking, women do better as
they age. Intelligence tests indicated that women of 50 surpassed their
previous scores as college freshmen. The results for 61 year olds were
the same except for a slight decline in sharpness on numerical tests.
(5, p. 6)
It was thought that older women would not stick with their jobs.
But the turnover rate for women in the 50's is one sixth the rate of
women in the twenties. ( 5). A local employer puts it this way:
"They stay on the job long enough to learn it well. The
job is a more permanent thing with them.''
It was thought that older women had high rates of absenteeism:
But a study of Federal employees shows that women over 40 use less
sick leave than younger women. Local employers say:
"They are dependable. They come to work and do what
is expected of them."
The implications of the value of mature women in the job market
go far beyond the present set of mature women. Brought up with the
life expectations of another era, the women included in the study
focused life plans on home and family. Only two gave thought to the
lifetime potential of her career choice and only one specifically planned to return to work later in life. Yet, all had reentered the work
force. They typify the greater responsibilities which social changes
and longer life expectancies are outlining for women.
Nine out of ten girls can expect to work sometime during their
lives. They are likely to work at least 25 years outside of the home
and most of this time will be after marriage. (8) The importance of
career decisions must be emphasized early in a girl's education because
such decisions reverberate throughout her future. Awareness can forestall the problems today's mature women face as they seek new horizons. Demographers estimate that in one generation, one half of the
population will be over 50 years of age. The economic implications
posed by this fact add even greater impetus to the need for realistic
career choices and work plans in the lives of women.
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CONCLUSION OF PANEL PRESENTATION
It is time, according to Alvin Toffier, that "education shift into the
future tense," a recognition that many consumers in higher education
differ from recent high school graduates who find it possible to devote
fulltime and energy to their educational enterprise.
Rapid changes, increasingly accelerating, make it vital that individuals become broadly educated for maximum flexibility and understanding. The "yo-yo phenomenon in which supply of skills so often
is down when demand is up" 1 requires effectiveness in many areas and
as whole individuals.
Dr. Arnold Clark, professor of biological sciences at the University
of Delaware, sums up some of our ideas effectively:
"A major function of a University education should be to encourage people to be generalists. This is the reason for the breadth requirements. But breadth requirements in themselves are meaningless if they
are viewed as a dabble of history and a dash of sociology and a drip
of mathematics. This produces only pseudo-intellectuals and educational dillettantes. Courses for citizens need to show connections to
other areas of knowledge. Biology must relate to the Humanities, and
History must relate to Science, and Sociology must relate to M athe125

matics. And all of them must be related to the hopes and goals of
mankind. An educated person is one who can make the connections
between knowledge and world problems. We don't need interdisciplinary courses as much as we need interdisciplinary people.
" It is clear that the University makes no serious effort to train
the generalist. Students do not recognize the need for such training
and generally resent it. 'Why do I have to take history? I am going
to be a chemist.' Professors are so involved in their own specialty that
they rarely see the need for relating their teaching to other areas. They,
like the student, resent the involvement in this kind of teaching. They
fail to recognize such teaching as a social and moral responsibility.
The reward system of the University does not recognize this kind of
teaching. There are very few courses taught in such a way as to stimulate students to think broadly and to make the connections. There
are no special courses on "Great Issues" and there are no special
courses on "Great Ideas." Professors generally do not like to teach
such courses. And indeed do not know how to teach them.
"And yet, this is an important aspect of teaching and learning.
The University needs to take more seriously its responsibility to this
kind of program. And convey to the student the real intent and importance of a liberal education. In our present world community with
problems of population and pollution and war, what is at stake in such
a teaching effort is merely survival.''2
M. B. Erickson
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2. Arnold M. Clark, "Some Questions About Education," Phi Kappa Phi
Journal, Fall, 1973, pp. 61-62.
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Community-Junior Colleges and
General-Liberal Education
Man and the Environment: A Course
Designed for Li£elong Learning
By

JAMES

L.

WARNER

O akland Community College
Alvin Toffier in his recent best seller, Future Shock draws an
analogy between the vast resources employed in preparing spacecraft
for a "soft landing" on the planets and the importance of equipping
society for a "soft landing'' as it impacts with the future. In this same
vein, I suggest that jet-age knowledge and technology was necessary
but not sufficient for outer-space travel. So too, our past educational
experiences, no matter how comprehensive, can only serve as prerequisites for continued and lifelong learning. The ultimate need for
lifelong education should be apparent to anyone who has observed
the social scene during the last decade. In that brief period we have
all had to adjust to dramatic changes in life styles and job requirements, scientific discoveries, technological advances and an explosion
of knowledge in virtually every field of endeavor.
If one accepts the desirability of lifelong education as a means of
helping us to adapt to the future, the questio~ must be raised, "What
types of educational approaches will be most appropriate?" In responses to that question, Hesburgh, Miller and Wharton state the
following:
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The responsibilities among institutions for inculcating
skills and attitudes favoring lifelong learning differ according to institutional type and purpose; these different
responsibilities should be recognized and appropriate
steps taken to meet them.1
Indeed the responsibilities of elementary, secondary and higher
education are distinct and separate. The modes of instruction suitable
for preparing students for lifelong education at the various levels may
also be quite different. From my vantage point as a community college instructor I will attempt to describe the role of the community
college in this regard.
Community college courses not designed for specific vocational
training should be interdisciplinary and should allow for some degree
of independent or group study. A major reason for providing an interdisciplinary approach is to combat what Daniel Bell refers to as "intellectual fragmentation."2 A course which is interdisciplina ry tends
to encourage students to explore and gain insight to bodies of knowledge without being constrained by the artificial walls of specialized
disciplines and academic departments. It is also essential that exploration in the form of independent and group investigation not be limited
to the goals of the expertise of the instructor. The instructor's role in
such a course should be primarily one offacilitation.
The principle implication of preparation for lifelong
education is that students must acquire the skills and
techniques to help them know how to go on learning as
long as they live. A great deal of independence must be
generated in the learning process. The faculty members
should be used as resources just as the library, the lab'ora tory, television tapes, programmed learning and other
resources are used. Students need to be involved not
only in self-learning but also in groups, which is the
way much of the work in life is performed.3
I do not wish to imply that the instructor in the role of facilitator
need merely to stand by passively and wait for students to approach
him/her for advice and informa tion. Undergraduates, whether they
be recent high school graduates or mature adults will require, in varying degrees, the prerequisite knowledge and skills needed for inde1. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Paul A. Miller, Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., Patterns
For Lifelong Learning, Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1973, p. 12.
2. Daniel Bell, The Reforming of General Education, Columbia University
Press, New York, 1966, p . 282.
3. Hesburgh, et al., op. cit., p. 11.
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pendent study in a given area. Therefore steps must be taken to assure
the acquisition of those prerequisites before the students are "turned
loose" to investigate selected areas of interest. Initially, this requires
an active and directive approach on the part of the instructor.
How is it possible to incorporate into a course of study both selflearning and teacher-centered instruction? As one example of how it
can be accomplished I refer to a course in which I have been involved
for the past two years. It is an introductory course entitled, Man and,
the En vironment. The format for the course includes three separate
learning phases shown below.
FIGURE 1

1 ORIENTATION

1- 1
•

DESIGN

1- • 1 ACTUALIZATION

THE PHASES OF LEARNING
During Orientation the students are expected to become acquainted with each other, examine their values and master a consider.able
amount of subject matter. The subject matter deals with our impact
on the environment as well as the impact of the environment on us.
A model depicting this relationship is shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2

IMPACT

Energy

ENVIRONMENT
Living and NonLiving Factors

IMPACT

CONTENT MODEL A
There are really only two "environmental problems" considered.
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They are pollution (land, air and water) and reduction of natural
resources (both living and non-living).

FIGURE 3

IMPACT

Q Energy.
~
Reduction
of Natural
Resources

IMPACT

ENVIRONMENT
Living and Nonli\'ing Facto rs
Pollution

CONTENT MODEL B
One of the dangers in teaching this particula r course is to view
every human condition as an "environmental problem.' ' Such matters
as war, racism and emotional stability when discussed are more usefully considered as being caused by or causes of the environmental
problems.
I agree with Thomas Tanner that in a course such as this (and
it may be true of any general education course) there is a tendency
to be pseudo holistic. Tanner makes the following observation:
The danger of being insufficiently holistic is that one
may not see tl1e forest for the trees. The danger of being
pseudo holistic is that one also will fail to see the forest
if he insists upon calling everything a tree.4
To avoid being "insufficiently holistic" there is a consideration;
by way of selected readings, lecture and discussion; of factors which
amplify our impact on the environment. A completed model for the
Orientatio n phase of the course (it is constantly being revised, largely
on the basis of student input) is shown below.
4. R. Thomas Tanner, "Environmental Pseudo-Holism," an article in the
American Institute of Biological Sciences, Education Divisio n News, Vol. 1,
Number 4, August 1972.
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FIGURE 4

IMPACT
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ENVIRONMENT
Living and Nonliving Factors

Pollution

IMPACT

CONCEPT MODEL C
As a part of Orientation the laboratory hours are devoted to learning water and air analysis techniques and to visiting natural communities, as well as industrial sites, waste treatment facilities and power
plants. Orientation continues throughout the course but there is less
emphasis on directed learning and an increasing concern with what
the students plan to do with the information acquired. By the midpoint in the semester the students are encouraged to begin to design
a plan of action based on what they have learned thus far.
The Design Phase requires that the students write down what they
plan to do individually, in small groups or as a class. The activities
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usually include personal conservation commitments (e.g., turning down
thermostats, riding in car pools, recycling paper, using returnable bottles when possible, research efforts ( e.g., studies of biological oxygen
demand of a stream or lake, effects of local sewage treatment plant
on a stream, diversity of plant life in a forest community) and public
awareness (e.g., writing articles in the school paper, participating in
local environmental organization activities, writing congressmen, promoting environmental education in elementary and secondary schools ).
The Actualization Phase requires that the students demonstrate to
themselves, their classmates and their instructor the extent to which
they are engaged in the activities specified during the Design Phase.
This is not always possible, especially in the area of personal conservation commitments. It is understood that grades are not a fun ction of
their ability to show to others what they have accomplished. This last
point is made in an effort to minimize extrinsic rewards and to maximize the intrimic value of what they are doing.
Theoretically the Actualization Phase does not end when the course
is completed. In fact, many students return after completing the
course to share new insights, seek information and discuss their continued efforts to learn about and improve the quality of their environment.
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SESSION 4

Non-Traditional Degree Programs
By C. G. MORRIS
University of Michigan
PROGRAMS WITHIN THE B.A. DEGREE
( 1) Individualized Concentration Program. Students who have
special academic interests which do not fall within existing departmental, interdepartmental, area, or special concentration programs
may propose their own field of concentration. They define the core or
unifying element of their intended programs and prepare four-term
academic plans designed to produce a thorough study of the subject
areas. Each student consults with a concentration counselor from the
department which offers the largest number of courses contained within the academic plan to determine the degree to which the proposed
program could be carried out within the framework of a regular concentration program. If the program cannot reasonably be carried out
within a regular concentration program, the student discusses the
academic plans with a special "individual concentration" advisor;
the resulting academic program is forwarded to the Committee on
Interdisciplinary Studies which approves such special programs if the
subject is susceptible to the kind of systematic study involved in a
concentration program and if the program adequately and coherently
insures systematic studies of the central subject. Approximately 50
juniors and seniors are presently participating in this program. They
are not normally required to obtain counselor approval for course
elections in any given term, but the special individual concentration
advisor does meet with each of them prior to their final term to assure
that the courses actually elected match reasonably close to the proposed
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program study. Sample programs which have been approved in the
recent past include "Urban Studies," "Cybernetics," "Environmental
Studies," "Women's Studies," and "Technology and Values."
(2) INTEFLEX. 50 Freshmen each year are admitted to a special
6-year combined premedical/medical program. These students select
a full set of courses for the Fall, Winter, and Spring terms ( 10 months
each year). The program is intended to provide these students with
the advantages of a liberal education with emphasis upon social re-\
sponsibility. It is based upon the assumption that education includes
moral, social and attitudinal growth as well as increased knowledge
of facts and concept 0 , that the extra-curricular portions of the educational process are and should be important in determining the character of intellectual growth, that students should learn facts as a
part of a coherent whole rather than as isolated bits, that the number
of facts and concepts in the area of the natural and basic medical sciences which are necessary for the practice of medicine is smaller than
is usually apparent in standard curricula, that the number of facts and
concepts in the area of behavioral sciences and the humanities which
are necessary for the practice of medicine is greater than is usually
apparent in standard curricula, and that grading should be used for
evaluation and not stimulating learning. The curriculum is highly
structured and it includes courses which have been developed specifically for INTEFLEX students. The students are counseled by special
INTEFLEX counselors who represent both LSA and the Medical
School. Since the students selected for this program are chosen in part
because of their extremely high SAT math scores and their strong
high school records, it is not surprising that their academic recordS!
at Michigan are generally outstanding.
BACHELOR IN GENERAL STUDIES

In 1969, LSA created a new degree: the Bachelor in General
Studies (BGS). This degree requires only that the student complete
120 hours with an overall grade aver.age of C or better, that at least
60 credits be earned in courses numbered 300 or higher, and that of
the 60 not more than 20 be earned in any one department. There are
no distribution or concentration requirements in the BGS degree program. Course elections for the BGS students are subject to counselor
approval only during the Freshman year; thereafter, students are encouraged but not required to seek advice from a special full-time
BGS counselor. Each student has the ultimate responsibility for planning his or her own academic program. Students are permitted to
switch to and from the BGS degree until their senior year, but even
then a student may switch if he or she can complete the degree program in the normal period of time. Almost 20% of the student body
has elected the BGS program, and we now graduate more BGS stu134

dents each year than any other college program. Research data indicate that approximately two-thirds of the BGS students apparently
elect the program for the flexibility which it affords in the area of
program planning. Research data indicate clearly that BGS graduates are quite comparable to B.A. and B.S. graduates in terms both
of ability and of performance, and there is some evidence that GBS
graduates are somewhat more creative and imaginative than the
average B.A. or B.S. graduates.

A Program in Humanities
By PHILLIP D. ADAMS
Western Michigan University
The Humanities Area of the College of General Studies is among
the largest of the departmental units at Western Michigan University;
with a full-time equated faculty of forty (40), it offers thirty-four
(34) courses and participates in the inter-Area Integrated Programs
offered by the College of General Studies. Courses offered by the
Humanities Area may be used to satisfy General Education requirements of the University or, in some cases, they may be used to satisfy
major/minor requirements (such as in the programs offered by the
Institute for International and Area Studies and the newly created
Fine Arts Minor, which will be offered jointly by the departments of
Art, Dance, English, Humanities, Music, and Theatre).
The major concern in all courses offered by the Humanities Area
is the fundamental question: what does it mean to be a human being?
We examine, especially through historical perspectives, a spectrum
of other persons' intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and imaginative
responses to this basic question. We explore a whole range of values
associated with those responses for the purpose of providing a comparative basis for one's own discrimination and choice.
The objectives of the Humanities Area are:
1. To demonstrate to students how they may, by drawing upon the

knowledge, insights, and methods of inquiry from several fields,
develop their skills of inquiry, communication, critical analysis.
2. To assist students in their understanding of and appreciation for
the unique adaptations made by the world's major cultures to
their particular environments by studying the cultural values
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manifested m religious-philosophic, social, political, and artistic
systems.
3. To examine the range of responses individuals have made to their
cultural environments.
4. To assist students in developing a range of meaningful ways of
responding to the arts in order that they may understand the
relationship of artistic expression in any age in the cultural context
in which it occurs.
And while it is evident that no one course or instructor will give equal
weight to each or all of the objectives we have adopted, it is safe to
say that each of the objectives will at least be touched upon in each
of our courses and at least one of them will be given strong emphasis.
All courses offered by the Humanities Area are interdisciplinary,
and each deals with man's imaginative and aesthetic responses, his
cultural symbols. Our emphasis is frequently on the arts, but our approach is not so much a comparative or interrelated study of the arts
(where the main concerns lead ultimately to questions about the arts
and their form, style, etc.) as it is a matter of employing the arts to
gain particular insights into the nature of man as he responds to his
cultural environment. Our approach necessarily involves more than
a concern for the arts. Since our primary concern involves the question
of what it means to be a human being, and since answering such a
question also involves an examination of man's cultui:al context, all
of the traditional humanistic disciplines are involved in our courses.
Moreover, in many of our courses, we find it necessary to extend into
the Sciences and Social Sciences in order to delineate and / or collaborate a given cultural premise.
One of the important features of the Humanities Area offerings
involves our approach to areas of study traditionally referred to as
"Non-Western." We do not arbitrarily set apart our courses into NonWestern and Western categories. Since our basic concern is what it
means to be a human being, the notion of categorizing our courses by
geographical boundaries seems inappropriate. Our concerns can not
be different for geographical portionings.
The conceptual framework for our program can be summarized
as follows:
The only Humanities Area offering at the Freshman ( 100 ) -level
is our course Direct Encounter with the Arts. This is a multi-section
course enrolling approximately 400 students each regular semester.
In this course we attempt to bring students into direct contact with
artists and the arts so that they may become more knowing as an
audience and realize the value the arts may have in their lives. We
take students to concerts and plays; we provide exhibitions of the
works of visual artists in the Humanities Area SPACE Exhibition Area.
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We make sure, also, that students encounter the artists personally.
During the past year or two, we have had such figures as Christo,
Peter Max, John Cage, Clark Terry, and VinniP- Burrows participating
in the program. \,\Then the course program involves a play or a concert,
we make arrangements to involve some of the participating artists to
work with our classes; the road show of Neil Simon's Prisoner of Second A venue was presented at Western last year, and some of the cast
members met with our students to discuss the play, acting, the problems of putting on such a production. During each semester students
in the course encounter a minimum of 12 performances/exhibitions
and artists.
Our Sophomore (200)-level courses are directed toward the relationships between man's expressive-imaginative reactions to the
twentieth-century world in which he lives. Courses in this category
range from Arts in the Twentieth Century, to Popular Arts, to Arts
and Cultures of Africa, to the Arts and Cultures of Black America.
\Ve attempt to bring students to a clearer understanding of their own
cultural context through a clearer understanding of how twentiethcentury artists have or are responding to their world.
At the Junior (300)-level we offer a series of courses exploring a
more expansive cultural context, with a deliberate emphasis upon the
historical perspective. Our two-semester seuqence titled Man's Search
for Meaning, for instance, deals with the cultural high points of Western man beginning with the 5th-century Greece; we offer, among
others, such courses as American Culture and African Cultures. We
deal, also at the 300 level, with courses involving man's symbolic processes, offering courses in Human Communication and Mass Media.
Because we are concerned with interdisciplinary /integrated approaches to knowledge, and because we do not feel that Humanities
should necessarily be equated with introductory and broad survey
courses, the Humanities Area offers a variety of courses at the Senior
( 400) -level which are directed toward more specifically designated
areas of inquiry. Thus we have such courses as The Twenties; Art and
Technology; America Since World War II; Women: Past, Present,
Future; Creating History; Towards 2000; Common Metaphors in the
Arts.
Student involvement in our program begins with an immediate
inYolvement in the arts and ideas of the contemporary setting; then it
proceeds to a more intellectual and objective approach, concentrating
on the students' primary cultural experience, the twentieth century;
following this, students are provided with an opportunity to broaden
their cultural background both historically and geographically; lastly,
students are given an opportunity to involve themselves in some kind
of in-depth study in the Humanities.
The Humanities Area at Western Michigan University does not,
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at this point, offer major and minor sequences or graduate programs,
but we are preparing them. The primary thrust of the Humanities
Area has been directed toward offering quality undergraduate courses
in the General Education Program at the University.

How About Accountability?
By

PHILLIP

D.

ADAMS

Western Michigan University
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said
the Cat.
"I don't much care where-" said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"-So long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "If you only walk long
enough."
Lewis Carroll
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Perhaps Alice lacks a sense of direction; but, in some respects, she
may not be as confused or lost as she appears to be. After all, Alice
does not "care," particularly, where she is going-"somewhere''' will
do. And, as the Cat explains, she can manage that easily by walking
until she gets there. Nebulous as it may be, Alice has a place to go,
and she knows how she is going to get there.
We are gathered together to discuss "non-traditional degree programs." While the questions we ask concerning student enrollments,
student preferences, acceptance of courses and programs, faculty
adaptabiilty in response to student needs and the like are important,
perhaps the most significant question we should raise is directly related
to the nature of Alice's itinerary: Can those of us who are professionally involved in offering non-traditional degree programs justify merely walking "long enough" to get someplace, anyplace? Or, put another way, how do we determine whether the cobblestones we and
our students are stumbling over aren't part and parcel of a primrose
path?
Alice does not "care" where she is going, but we should care about
which paths we are directing our students to take. If we are to lay
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claim to any intellectual and professional integrity, we should determine our points of rendezvous. We should be able to say to our students, our colleagues, to any interested party, for that matter, if that
is the point you want to reach, this and this and this are paths which
lead there. If you, with our guidance and assistance, can successfully
negotiate the terrain, you can get to that place.
This is one of the premises we at Western Michigan University
are assuming as we prepare our non-traditional degree programs. The
Humanities Area has very deliberately established objectives and determined the parameters, as we see them, in that area of study we
refer to as the Humanities.

Non-Traditional Degrees
By DoN M. FLOURNOY
Ohio University
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Description: The Bachelor of General Studies is an individualized
four-year degree. This program provides an opportunity for undergraduate students at Ohio University to design their own education.
The student with high motivation, an exceptional background or an
unusual combination of talents and interests may find this degree program useful in attaining his/her goals. The program is geared toward
four categories of students. 1) The student who is undecided about
career goals ond wishes to utilize the university resources to find out
who he is and what he wants to become; 2) the student who desires
to obtain an education motivated only by self-interest with no apparent
intent to utilize the education for career purposes; 3) the student who
knows what it is he wants to become but wishes to pursue a non-traditional approach in attaining that goal; and 4) the student who wants
to utilize the available university resources in some combination to
create an entirely unique field of study not currently available in the
curriculum offerings.
Admission Requirements: Applicants must have earned no less than
45 quarter credit hours of college credit and have a cumulative grade
point average of 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. Students must complete the formal
application and have discussed their proposed progmms with faculty
advisors and a counselor in the University College. The application,
consisting of a rationale and outline of courses to be established as
graduation requirements, is approved by a faculty /student committee.
Graduation Requirements: Candidates must have earned 180 quarter hours with a minimum grade point average of 2.0 and have com139

pleted the approved area of concentration. No less than 45 quarter
hours must have been earned after admission with 90 of the 180 required hours earned in courses numbering 300 or above.
Cautions: Although Ohio University provides a legitimate and
workable process for designing a non-traditional program of study,
applicants are cautioned that an element of risk accompanies departure from tradition. The traditional degrees have greater visibility and
inherent acceptability to employers and graduate schools. We also
point out that the curricular patterns suggested by the various disciplines are the judgment of professionals and have passed the test
of time. To follow an established route may be safer and in the long
run more fruitful. If, however, the student has exhausted other possibilities and feels comfortable with the requirements of this degree,
he/she is welcome to apply.
Evaluation: Follow-up evaluations of BGS graduates compared
with graduates of other Ohio University degree programs reveals that
these students are having no particular difficulty ( attributable to the
degree ) getting jobs and gaining admission to graduate and professional schools. The level of satisfaction reported by graduates with
their undergraduate preparation is also high.
Profile data is now being collected on all students enrolled to determine the characteristics of BGS students, types of degrees designed,
distribution of courses completed, admission and graduation grade
point average, age range, transfer/transient work taken, etc.
Program Initiated: Fall 1970
Total Graduates: 1,000
Current Enrollment: 1,000
ASSOCIATE OF INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY
The following request has been forwarded to the Ohio Board of
Regents following its approval this Summer and Fall by the Ohio
University Curriculum Council and the Ohio University Board of
Trustees:
Associate of Individualized Studies: This degree will be awarded
for the satisfactory completion of a minimum of 90 quarter hours of
credit with a minimum 2.0 accumulative grade point average in a
self-designed course of study.
Students seeking the Associate of Individualized Studies degree must
complete a formal application outlining a proposed course of study
not available through an existing Ohio University degree program.
Students may begin work at any time upon this degree but a minimum
of 30 credit hours must be earned after admission. The number of
total hours to be completed in a given area of concentration will be
left to the discretion of the student and his advisors and the approving
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curriculum body. Two resource faculty must have been consulted in
the preparation of the individualized program and the entire plan approved for workability and educational merit by the University College
Council.

Non-Traditional Degrees
By ALLEN M. KEPKE
Bowling Green State University
The College of Arts and Sciences at Bowling Green State University offers two non-traditional degree programs, the Individualized
Planned Program and the Bachelor of Liberal Studies Program. The
Individualized Planned Program offers students the opportunity to
modify their program within the traditional Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor Studies Program, the entire academic program is tailored
uniquely to a student's needs and goals.
The requirements of the traditional Bachelor of Arts Degree and
Bachelor of Science Degree include five requirements ( composition,
foreign language, science-math, social sciences, and humanities), a
major (approximately fifty hours), and a minor (approximately thirty
hours).
The Individualized Planned Program affords a student the opportunity to modify the major and/or minor requirements. The student may create an Individualized Planned Program in consultation
with a faculty adviser or advisers to substitute for the major/minor
areas of study. A student who has earned .at least 45 hours of credit
and who needs at least 45 hours to complete the program may petition
the Academic Appeals Board of the college by presenting a statement
of rationale for an individualized planned program as well as a detailed list of courses to be taken. Upon approval, the student is obligated
to complete the program as planned unless changes are approved by
the Office of the Dean. The group requirements for each degree remain the same.
Although the program offers the opportunity to create a program
which replaces both the major and minor (and there are currently
several exceptional students pursuing such a program), the primary
,student response has been to earn a traditional major and use the
Individualized Planned Program to plan the minor studies. Many students find that an interdisciplinary minor better complements their
major, while others tailor a minor program with the placement office
in mind and incorporate business and other job entrance skill courses.
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The Bachelor of Liberal Studies Program is a totally self-planned
program having no group requirements, major, or minor. The
Application for Admission to the Bachelor of Liberal Studies Program lists the requirements for admission and for graduation. Since
no more than forty hours in one department may be counted toward
the minimum 183 hours required for graduation, the program is interdisciplinary in nature.
Much of the advising of Bachelor of Liberal Studies students is
conducted prior to their admission to the program both to establish
the fact that this program is the best means to realize their goals and
to outline their future course of study as required on the application. There is a full-time academic counselor in the College office
who serves as adviser to his program. Students are also referred
to department advisers when appropriate.
There were 106 students enrolled in the Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Program in Spring Quarter, 1974. The average accumulative point
average for the Bachelor of Liberal Studies student was 2.84, .05 below
the average for all students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences.
The areas of the students enrolled in the Bachelor of Liberal Studies
are listed below with the number of students in each area indicated.
American Indian Studies
Art (cartoonist)
Business
Career Military Service
Carpentry
College Student Personenl
Communications
Environmental Studies
Farming
Fashion Design
Interior Design
Photography

Politics
Pre-law
Pre-medicine
Public Administration
Public Relations
Religious Vocations
Secretarial
Social Work
Stewardess
Theater
Women's Studies
Other ( vocational goal
not yet established )

2
1
9

14
1

2
6

2
2
1

3
3

1

20
4
3
1
3
1
11
1
3
1
11

Non-Traditional Degrees
By s. D. LOVELL
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
THE DEANS COLLEGE
This is an undergraduate honors program designed to serve the
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outstanding student. Each Deans College student is assigned a senior
faculty adviser who, together with the student, arranges a program of
courses appropriate to the student's needs, interests, and capabilities.
The student is not required to fulfill any of the requirements for the
B.A. or B.S. degree except the minimum number of hours for graduation. Four hours of individual honors work may be taken each quarter
under the direction of the student's adviser.
Entrance into the Deans College is based for incoming freshmen
on nominations and recommendations of their high school teachers
and guidance personnel. Grades, test results and specific accomplishments are given serious consideration in the selection of students. For
students already enrolled in the University a 4.5 g.p.a. (out of a possible 5.0) or the nomination by five faculty members is required. While
in the program a 4.0 average must be maintained. At present there
are approximately 325 students enrolled in the Deans College.
Probably borrowing the idea for the Deans College from another
university, the Vice President for Academic Affairs (for both the Carbondale and the Edwardsville campuses) and the head of Academic
Affairs at SIUE provided the initial impetus to the program. At the
beginning the aim was to include only a very small number of students
( 1%) within the program. This portion of the student body has grown
to 4 or 5%.
Reaction to the program has been good, generally. Faculty members and students have supported it. At present the program appears
to attract more of the better students than in the past.
Apparently the Deans College has had little if any appreciable
effect on the traditional B.A. or B.S. requirements or on the various
curricula. Probably one reason for this is the fact that the program
itself has no courses or special features except the freedom of students
from the General Studies requirements. Although the program was
established with the idea that the participating students would not
be required to establish a major, the practical effect, in many cases,
has been the opposite. They are in a position to take many major
courses and often do, for the students find it difficult to graduate without the signature of a dean who, in effect, is signing for a department
or discipline.
There are no figures available on the number of Deans College
students who go on to graduate school, but it is the impression of the
director of the program that a high percentage of them do study toward a graduate degree.
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
This program is based on the British Open University idea. Participating students do most of their work outside the classroom. Texts,
workbooks and audiovisual materials replace lectures. However, learn-
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ing centers are established where teachers are available to meet with
students for discussion and consultation, and where audiovisual materials are available to students. Students may "at any time" contact
teachers on the telephone. Throughout the year, several weekend sessions are held during which the students and instructors will meet to
review the assigned materials.
Two courses are offered this year-one in humanities and one in
science. Each course lasts the entire academic year, and each confers
24 quarter hours of credit. Yet to be determined is how these courses
will fit into the General Studies Program. This is the first year of the
Open University Program, so we are not sure how successful it will
be. However, it is off to a good start, for the two classes offered this
quarter have attained a total enrollment of approximately 100 students.

Non-Traditional Degrees
By WARREN S. SMITH
Penn State University
GENERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES MAJOR, B.A. DEGREE
Administered in the College of Liberal Arts
This program enrolls over 600 students-one of the largest majors
in the University. In its present form it dates back about 10 years.
At Penn State, all B.A. degrees require 70 credits from options in
speaking and writing skills (9), foreign language (12), science-mathematics ( 18), arts, humanities, social and behavioral sciences (27 ),
physical education ( 4).
The General Arts and Sciences Major requires in addition:
18 credits, with at least 3 in each of four groupings:
The Arts, Humanities, Science, Math, Social and Behavioral
Sciences. Plus 18 credits in any one of them.
Half of these 18 must be upper-division courses.
Additional Option: With the advisor's approval these 18 credits
may be programed from courses anywhere in the university-but again,
half must be upper-division.
This is a "walk-in" major: any student may declare for it if college requirements are met.
It is an advisory unit-not a teaching unit. It has no faculty and
no budget.
Requires a staff of interested and competent advisors. The office
includes a full-time advisor, a half-time advisor, graduate assistants
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and secretaries. There is a student-advisor-training program, which
prepares upperclassmen to advise incoming freshmen.
There is no "standard" program. Majors include pre-dental, premedical, pre-law, pre-ministerial, trainees in business and basic therapyr
SAMPLES: Preparing for a career in biological illustration, combining courses in Biology, Art, and Journalism.
Prepa ring for a career in Environmental Law, with courses in the
colleges of Liberal Arts, Earth and Mineral Sciences, and Human
Development.
General performance of students: excellent.
GENERAL ARTS MAJOR, B.A. DEGREE
Administered in the College of Arts and Architecture
This program was initiated in 1972 by the college administration
to meet the need of students whose dominant interest is in the arts,
but who do not want to specialize in any one arts area.
It currently enrolls about 30 students; has graduated only 2 so
far.
These students need the same 70 credits of B.A. requirements as
the majors in General Arts and Sciences. In addition, the General Arts
major requires:
9 credits in each of any four areas of the arts. (These areas are
loosely interpreted and might include: painting, sculpture, printmaking, a rchitecture, dance, theatre, film, music, esthetics, environmental arts, art history, etc.)
At least six credits must be in the history of the arts.
At least 12 of these credits must be in upper-division level.
The above 36 credits plus the 70 required for the B.A. still allow
for a minimum of 24 elective credits.
At present, the advising is done by the Associate Dean of the College, but as the program is steadily expanding, advising may be shifted
to the Office of General Education in the a rts.
Performance of these majors is about average. Quite a number of
them simply want to bide time before committing themselves to a
major in some one of the arts majors. The use of the program for this
purpose is considered completely proper.
THE BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE
This degree has no college identificatiaon. It is administered by
a committee.
It is for the unusual student who feels his needs cannot be met by
any of the standard programs, and who is willing to build his own
program with the help of a preceptor.
For graduation the B.Ph. student needs 120 credits comprising a
program of his own making, certification by his preceptor, and ap-
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proval by the committee. Entrance to the program must be after the
Freshman year.
To apply, a student must convince the committee that he has a
valid program and must secure his own preceptor. Only one student
per preceptor is permitted.
From the catalog: "The preceptor must be able to certify to the
B.Ph. committee that the student has achieved the stated goals. The
basis of this certification might be a comprehensive examination
(written or oral), a written report, a public seminar or performance,
the presentation of a paper to a national meeting of a professional
society, etc.''
The program was begun in 1972, and is still regarded as experimental. Only 4 students have been graduated so far. There are 14 currently in the program. The program grew out of the "relevance"
arguments of the 60's.
Of students who express an interest in this program, only about
30% follow through to present a program and find a preceptor. Of
these, about 75% are accepted by the committee. Most common
reason for rejection: The student's program fits into a traditional
curriculum.
The academic performance of the students has been very good.
EXTERNAL (OR EXTENDED) DEGREE
In its early stages of development, this program aims to allow
students to acquire credits for a baccalaureate degree without residence
requirements. It will make use of credit by examination and credit
for life experiences.
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SESSION 5

International Dimensions of
Lifelong Education in
General and Liberal Studies
Li£elong and Worldwide
By

w ARREN

L.

HICKMAN

Probably no society has ever so mangled and abused its own vocabulary as much as have Americans. Language is meant for communication, to simplify the exchange of ideas. But when academic disciplines
and professions extract words from the common language and arbitrarily attach a new restricted disciplinary meaning, they do a disservice
to the entire society. In place of a common language, we are faced
with ever-expanding jargons. It behooves each of us, therefore, to
define our basic terms before pursuing our discussion.
Webster's Third New International Dictionary offers the following
definition of Liberal Arts: "The studies ( as language, philosophy,
history, literature, abstract sciences) especially in a college or university that are presumed to provide chiefly general knowledge and to
develop the general intellectual capacities ( as reason and judgment)
as opposed to professional, vocational, or technical studies."
Moving a step farther, this dictionary defines Liberal Education as:
"Education based on the liberal arts and intended to bring about the
improvement, discipline, or free development of the mind or spirit."
General Education, as defined by the same reference is: "A pro-
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gram of education ( as in some liberal-arts colleges and secondary
schools) intended to develop students as personalities rather than
trained specialists and to transmit a common cultural heritage.'''

*

*

*

*

At one time, educators spoke of education versus trammg. But,
training became a vulgar word. Teacher training, for example, became
teacher education. So, more and more educators began to differentiate
the learning of skills from learning to employ various modes of thinking by stressing a liberal arts education as contrasted to other education. However, liberal arts colleges have since come to embrace majors
in accounting, home economics (human-ecology), elementary education, commercial art, performing arts, and other professional or occupational preparatory fields. Thus, we are now arrayed for another
stand-this time behind the breastworks of "General and Liberal
Studies."
While this has been happening, we have also witnessed the abrupt
demise of Adult Education, the birth of Continuing Education, and
its premature retirement in favor of Lifelong Education. For our purposes here, let us consider lifelong education as including not only
education on the campus or at the extension center, but also in the
learning centers established for employees of major industries and banks.
We should also include courses by newspaper and television. This,
then, points to two types of students. First, there are the students who
are completing vocational preparation, often while on the job. There
are also the students, rapidly growing in number, who have completed
all the courses they ever intend to take in their occupational area,
and who are seeking courses in fields they have until now had little
time to explore.

*

*

*

*

Our topic today is International Dimensions of Lifelong Education
in General and Liberal Studies, but I am inclined to ask one further
question concerning terminology. When speaking of international relations, international law, or international trade, we are referring to
contacts between or among two or more nation-states. But, can we
expect an understanding of the reasons behind such activities and
practices without some awareness of the various peoples and cultures
involved? Let us not forget that in developing areas of the world states
have arisen which encompass two or more nations, or whose boundaries divide a nation.
What our students need is a basic background for perspective, and
such a background includes, in fact demands, sufficient knowledge
of the various aspects of other cultures, to be competent for us to
empathize, or at least to try to empathize. Thus, we should be expecting
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liberally educated individuals to look deeper than the formalities of
nation-states in order to comprehend the actions of such states.
Thomas A. Bailey, in his A Diplomatic History of the American
People, has emphasized the role of the people in determining foreign
policies. He says:
"The American people themselves, by expressing their
attitudes and desires, decide fundamental policies or
objectives. The Executive branch, by framing specific
courses of action, provides implementing policies or
tactics."
Therefore, to understand the reasons for American policy, it is
necessary to appreciate the economic, political religious, aesthetic,
and other facets of American life. So, too, is this necessary when attempting to understand the policies and actions of the world about
us. We must have some knowledge of the religions, arts, histories,
languages, political systems, economies .and economic systems, literature, sciences, anthropological backgrounds, and origins of social values
and social institutions of other peoples.
To meet this challenging expectation, perhaps we may better refer
to programs of Worldwide Studies than to studies limited to the
workings among nation-states, which we have in the past labeled
"in tern a tional."

*

*

*

*

Academic deans administering programs of lifelong education
have noted increasing interest in and demand for liberal arts courses.
As you are already aware, engineers, doctors, accountants, pharmacists, teachers, and other professionals who enroll for evening or weekend courses are not usually seeking further classes in their fields.
Instead, they are experimenting-tasting, as it were-Shakespeare,
the novel, art history, logic, political theory, sociology, .and other areas
not directly related to their work or their own earlier college major.
However, the courses usually available are fragmented and overspecialized for the explorer.
Can an individual with a full-time position as an accountant
afford the time to take fifteen literature courses? If not, is it the best
we can do if we offer occasional fragments such as Victorian poetry
or The Golden Age of Spansih Literature?-There must be an infusion of general and liberal studies as an integrated program in the secondary schools, the undergraduate colleges, and in lifelong education
programs for the post-college adult. Most of these potential adult students have not had a good general and liberal studies background,
and further occupational or vocational offerings are not going to satisfy
them or give them the perspective with which to meet the world's
problems.
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It is noteworthy that in this association we speak of general and
liberal education as a single term, implying a package, a program, a
unity, rather than a collection of unrelated fragments. Yet, when we
welcome to our campuses or extension programs those individuals who
wish liberalizing courses to supplement their already completed occupational preparation, we usually offer only a list of fragmented electives from the "liberal arts."
We should be asking ourselves why the non-liberal arts graduate
is giving up his or her evening of bowling or afternoon at the country
club to come back to us for further courses. Obviously, in such cases
it is not merely to have something to do. Is it just because they like
a classroom atmosphere? Or have these individuals felt a need which,
to this point, has not been filled? If it is the latter, we should be asking
ourselves if we are filling that need. Why should we assume that a
single specialized junior- or senior-level course in the History of the
French Revolution or Advanced Inorganic Chemistry is any more
"liberal'' than a course in Cost Accounting or Engineering Thermodynamics?
If all the days and hours the average individual spends during
his lifetime outside his job were to be accumulated, they would total
approximately 65 years.* During almost a half-century of that time,
life will be spent as a voter, a taxpayer, a citizen of the community,
and as a policy maker. There are a few compulsive workers-individuals who are so devoid of creativity or ability to cope with personal
problems that they are unable to develop a life away from the job.
There are, in contrast, millions of other individuals who work hard but
who recognize their need to fill their lives with more than the requirements of their job. It is, therefore, understandable that "job-prepared"
(occupationally trained) individuals need continuing education in
liberal arts more than did their grandparents and parents with their
less formal education of earlier generations. Higher education has
narrowed, rather than broadened, man in recent years. The outlook
of some of the best scientists, engineers, accountants, pharmacists,
and performing artists is frequently more limited today than that of
the frontier physician, the rural lawyer, or the coastal merchant of
the nineteenth century.
Specialization has provided our society with experts in ever-narrowing fields. Higher education has been perfecting human machines.
This could turn out to be a losing proposition if, in the twenty-first
century, computers and robots prove to be more efficient than human
machines.
Life today may not involve more or greater problems than faced
the individual of the seventennth century, but the individual today

*

Calculating an eight-hour work day as one-third of a 24-hour calendar day.
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faces a broader spectrum of problems than the many-faceted man or
woman on the Dakota prairies in 1900 or the Renaissance man or
woman in the Swiss cantons of 1660. Today the individual is awed by
problems on a world horizon, rather than a regional horizon. In the
United States, for example, individuals are confronted with a growing
need for fuel from the Middle East, Latin America, and Indonesia.
These same persons are entertained by a traveling ballet from London,
a new book from a Russian author, and movies from France. Each
day they use implements of steel alloy, the tungsten for which came
from Asia or Africa. They vie for parking space with automobiles from
Japan and Sweden. They pay taxes to send planes to Southeast Asia
and naval vessels to the Mediterranean. And to pay for much of this
they seek to expand markets in Germany and Japan and to open new
markets in China and Russia. Their religious affiliation is drastically
affected by the theologians of the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. When ill, they look to new techniques developing in
South Africa, England, China, the Soviet Union, and Canada.
The multi-national corporation has become essential to the maintenance of the standard of living to which the individual is accustomed. Treaties are being drafted in the Middle East which can be
critical in maintaining Western technological society. Detente is
under way in relations with China and the Soviet Union. These we
may classify as international problems.
We know we cannot comprehend nuclear reactors without atomic
theory. We know we cannot work on environmental impact without
a knowledge of biology and chemistry. We know that we cannot travel
to the stars without knowledge of mathematics. So why do we believe
for one moment that we can comprehend or analyze international
problems without knowledge of world cultures?
We have long noted that liberal arts students should be able to
analyze, to synthesize, and to interpret. What are we giving our students in Lifelong Education that they can analyze, and synthesize, and
interpret in such a way as to comprehend international problems?
Nigeria and Ghana provide examples of several nations within
single states, somewhat like the Austro-Hungarian empire of 1914. On
the other hand, the boundaries of Kenya, Uganda, India, and Bangladesh provide examples of nations divided by state boundaries, somewhat like the division of German-Austrians from other Germans in
the 1930's. If it is true that American foreign policy is largely the result of public opinion and public demand, should we not be frightened
that not one out of every hundred citizens is aware of these anomalies
in an age of relations between nation-states? If we do not believe a
diplomat can competently deal with problems in Indo-China without
a knowledge of Buddhism, why should we not expect a knowledge
of Buddhism among the public who create our policy? Professors in
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international relations would criticize a diplomat who had no knowledge of Islam, yet sought to bring about a modus vivendi in the Middle
East. On the other hand, we seem content to permit the average voter
to demand particular solutions in the Middle East with no such
knowledge.
Let me ask you for a moment to project yourselves into the future
in what may be nothing more than fantasy. Look now at the Indian
Ocean as it develops from today until the end of the next century.
Keep in mind the resources of East Africa, and those of Central Africa
which find an outlet through East African ports. Assume the world's
largest collection of investment capital developing in the Arabian and
Persian Gull states. Assume the world's greatest market in terms of
more than one and one-quarter billion Indians and Chinese. Note
the access of Japan and China by way of Southeast Asia and Indonesia,
and note too the position of Australia as both a supplier of food and
as a representative of the Western world. Can you visualize these
land masses and their populations and resources forming the western,
northern, and eastern boundaries of the Indian Ocean? Why should
not this area become what the Atlantic community was during the
last two centuries? In such an event, what importance do naval bases
on the Indian Ocean inherit? How important is it to some United States
planners that the Suez Canal become open in order that the Russian
fleet be able to balance increas<ing Chinese influence in East Africa.
There has already been one war on the borders of this ocean, in
Indo-China, and there is an international energy crisis triggered by
states located elsewhere on the Indian Ocean. This could be an even
greater center of world activity than the Atlantic community has been
throughout the past lifetime of the United States. And how much does
the average individual know about the Indian Ocean and the societies
which rim it?
That part of the world can't be taken for granted! It can't be
assumed that these peoples will and must react in the way of Europe
and America! The very existence of the Western nation-states may
hinge upon the whims of the Indian Ocean states in the next quarter
century. Their actions could even alter the concept of national sovereignty in the Western world. And yet the population of most Western
states knows practically nothing of this area of the globe!
Just what is involved? Well, only two-thirds of the world's population-only Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, the beliefs of the Sikhs, the
Taoists, the Confucists, the practices of Shinto--languages and dialects numbering in the hundreds--completely different family structures, different flora .and fauna, different seasons, different climates.
What does the average American know about which art forms offend
or please the individuals of that area of the globe? What do we know
of their tools, of their social taboos, of their economies and economics,
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both international and domestic? How familiar are we with agricultural patterns, ethnic origins, and national histories? How many of us
understand the forms of government and the accompanying problems
of Arab, African, Indian, and Indonesian tribes, clans, and other
social structures which have not found the nation-state system compatible? How many understand the negative impact of the strong man
and military force in a society practicing Mahayana Buddhism?
If this fantasy which we have projected for the next century becomes reality, we cannot merely apply Western international relations to an area that may be moving beyond the Western nation-state
system. If nation-states do not exist, do rules of international relations
apply? Instead of worrying only about the technicalities of the relations between states, we must concentrate more on the ability to
empathize with the people of those regions.
Man cannot exist in a social vacuum. He cannot even define himself in a social vacuum. Try, if you will, to imagine one lone individual somehow or other brought into existence on a planet on which
existed no other individual of the species known as man. Could, or
would, the individual even develop a language with which to describe
himself?
Aristotle said, "Know yourself.'' Myander later observed, " 'Tis
better to say, 'Know others'." It is only possible to know one's self by
knowing the species, Man. It is only possible to understand one's self
by understanding others, and only by understanding one's self can one
hope to empathize by placing himself with his own consciousness in
the position of others.
The earliest societies known to man sought means to guarantee
the presen-ation and perpetuation of the species. For this purpose,
among other things, they developed social values. Even these early
human beings knew the need to short-cut the learning process of each
generation by passing these values on to succeeding generations. Consciousiy and unconsciously, early societies developed social institutions
as vehicles for their social values. Century upon century was to come
and go before most of these societies came into contact with other
societies beyond the mountains and beyond the seas.
Today we can cross those mountains and those seas in a few hours.
But if we do not know of those different concepts of man, of time,
and of space, if we do not realize the difference in the associations and
organizations within the social institutions, how can we know the manner in which values are interpreted?
Perhaps to this point this has sounded like one more collection
of cliches about the importance of a liberal education or an internationally oriented education. I would hope, however, that we could
see in this the importance of packaging that general education. There
just is not time for the average individual to take separate courses in
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Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, and Islam, or in the literature of several dozen cultures. Even a course in non-Western religions can suffer
from being isolated from the political and social developments of the
v.arious societies and nations over the centuries. Yet, in the same way,
a course in history can fail to impart the import.ance of philosophical
or religious thought in the development of political and economic life.
General and liberal studies in these times must become world-oriented.
But for general and liberal studies to be effectively presented, within
the limited hours usually available for lifelong education, we must
forget any ideas of patching together dozens of fragments from departmental disciplines.
It is essential that a prime goal of lifelong education be empathy on
a worldwide basis. This is essentially the role of international studies
woven throughout general and liberal studies. Therefore, general and
liberal studies should become lifelong and worldwide!
We are all aware that general and liberal studies have declined as
the thought of requirements became abhorrent. At the same time, we
realize if a student chooses two to four courses out of 150 social science
fragments, or two to four courses out of 125 humanities offerings designed to meet the objectives of single disciplines, or an isolated course
in chemistry or st.atistics, that we have completely failed to provide
"a program of education intended to develop students as personalities
rather than trained specialists and to transmit a common cultural
heritage;" nor h.ave we "assured an education intended to bring about
the improvement, dis·cipline, or free development of the mind or
spirit."
In order to meet the objectives of general and liberal studies, these
studies must be integrated and designed in such a way as to leave no
major gaps in the student's awareness of cultural heritages. This need
to package, to integrate disciplinary contributions without doing violence to these disciplinary elements, is even more important when we
are involving the cultures of numerous societies.
At Eisenhower College, the undergraduates have been required to
complete a program of World Studies. Each ye.ar, the faculty have
found it necessary to cooperate even more closely, and to plan in considerable detail in order to assure the complementary effect of each
discipline upon the others. This can be done when all the undergraduate freshmen are expected to begin together and seniors to end
together their general and liberal World Studies. General and liberal
studies as a part of lifelong education is even more complicated. Some
students may enroll for three credit hours, others for six. Some will
skip terms; enrollment will be irregular.
We have already implied a package, a total program, when we
speak of general and liberal studies with a common objective. Perhaps the way to provide the appropriate integration of numerous
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disciplines in a cohesive, meaningful offering lies in the method of
presentation and packaging.
Why should we assume that general and liberal studies should be
offered on the campus? If newspapers, television stations, and other
agencies are entering the arena of lifelong education, should we not
be looking for new ways of making the program of general and liberal
studies available? And if the worldwide dimension of that general and
liberal studies program makes it impractical to provide other than a
closely integrated interdisciplinary or multi-disciplinary approach,
should we not find it to our advantage to find a new way of presentation?
The television tape cassette which can be played at home or in a
room loaned by a local high school is ideal for inclusion of a team of
lecturers, along with audio and visual illustrations. Indian music,
Chinese art, Arabian literature, African institutions, Soviet economics,
Asian religions, European philosophers, Latin-American political development, and American foreign policy are a few examples of areas
in which a cassette can be more effective than a single lecturer or
class discussion. The cassette also has the advantage of making material
a\'ailable at all hours of the week, beginning or ending at the convenience of the student-something financially impossible on campus.
Newspapers can combine lecture materials with selections from
numerous readings. Other media should also be explored. The point
to note is that, rather than this being an unfortunate substitute for an
on-campus presentation, it can actually provide more material than
can be drawn together day after day amidst the other responsibilities of
on-campus faculty. In fact, it may be that a world-oriented general
and liberal studies program cannot be effectively provided as a part
of lifelong education in any other way.
In summation:

*

*

*

*

1. General and liberal studies are in increasing demand among
learners in lifelong education programs.
2. General and liberal studies as a part of lifelong education are not
to be considered merely entertaining or as a substitute for a hobby.
It is needed, particularly by those whose previous education was
occupationally oriented, and ironically because it is increasingly
found necessary in their occupation because of its emphasis on a
variety of modes of thinking, and of analyzing, synthesizing, and
interpretation.
3. The world-wide aspect of general and liberal studies in lifelong
education is also a necessity, not a luxury. Today the banker in
Rochester, New York, must consider the international trade of his
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clients, such as Eastman Kodak, Bausch and Lomb, and Xerox.
The Westinghouse engineer in Lima, Ohio, may be employed only
as long as Westinghouse can share certain markets with Phillips
of the Netherlands. The doctor in the small Montana city has a
lifestyle dependent upon petroleum from the Middle East. The
foreman in the Birmingham, Alabama steel mill could lose his
job if war broke out between certain Latin-American states from
which iron ore crosses the Gulf of Mexico. The worker in the Detroit automobile factory could be unemployed because of an invasion of South Africa which closed the railroads bringing tungsten
to the ports.
4. Lifelong education should be life-wide. At any one time in life,
the individual is affected by and affects all social institutions and
social values. This runs the gamut of the liberal arts disciplines.
5. Time limitations faced by individuals in lifelong education preclude the use of numerous national, single culture courses. Likewise, single discipline courses become impractical. Total programs
must be considered to assure appropriate integration of general
and liberal studies.
6. New off-campus means of presentation are required if the use of
numerous faculty from various disciplines and appropriate visual
and audio illustrative materials are to be involved. Otherwise, such
offerings will be financially impractical within the random schedule
patterns of lifelong learners.

*

*

*

*

In the past we tried to sell lifelong education, and sometimes to
attract students we offered some miserable excuses for educational
offerings. We may be on the verge of a new era in which demand
will permit us, even force us to offer good, sound programs. And the
cost of providing such packages may push us into means and approaches quite different from what we employ on campus. Let us
recognize this as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to innovate, ( and
seize upon it) and to communicate the essentiality of an integrated
general and liberal education.
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Sweden: Adult and Recurrent Education
1n a Disciplined Democracy
By ALBERT E. LEVAK
Michigan State University
Sweden is the largest Scandinavian country and the fourth largest
country in Europe. It has a relatively stable, homogeneous population
with a low birth rate and low population growth. In 1970, approximately 365,000 out of a total population of a little more than eight
million were immigrants. At least two-thirds of these came from other
Nordic countries, the largest group being the Finns. Every member
of the society without regard for his individual influence or group
affiliation is given, without qualification, the basic necessities of living.
There is no poverty in Sweden, at least as we know it. The annual
per capita income in Sweden is the highest in Europe and, on the
world scene, it is second only to the United States. However, it is a
more realistic statistic when one examines the distribution of income
in Sweden.
A brief review of the history of Sweden reveals a move into full
modernization which was both rapid and peaceful. From the 1890's
to the 1920's organized liberalism and socialism, parliamentarianism
and popular democracy, and the change to an industrial society came
about. By 1930 modern technology had been applied to most of the
societal resources, and by the latter part of that decade the traditional
political ideologies had been replaced by a far-reaching consensus
politics which accepted democracy as an absolute principle.1 This
later was strongly supported by the dominant values of empiricism,
which stressed truth as that which can be measured and counted;
legalism, doing things according to rules and regulations; science and
the usefulness of knowledge, a respect for science knowledge and expert opinion; and a malleability of institutions.2 Thus, statistics and
logic rather than personal charisma, and proposals determined by
their utilitarian value to the general population are important norms.3
It is the intent of this paper to view education as an element involved in bringing about economic development and social change
with particular reference to social stratificaion. Since the middle of
the 18th century universities have served as a major means of pre1. Tomasson, Richard F., Sweden: Prototype of Modern Society, (New York:
Random House, 1970) p. 8.
2. ibid, pp. 273-277.
3. Pirtle, Wayne G. and John J. Grant, The Social Sciences: An Integrated
Approach, (New York: Random House, 1972) p. 745.
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serving the class lines of the society. The traditionally great prestige
assigned to higher education is a result of its function of research and
scholarship and the training of all manner of all types of technical
specialists, scholars, upper level teachers, and professionals. Liberal
education has been the function of the lower levels, of adult education,
and of other agencies of the society. Sweden, as in other western
European countries, has had an under-representation of workingclass students at institutions of higher learning. With all these countries the screening for admission has been highly selective in terms of
social class.4
While this approach has created inequalities within a single generation there is another problem of greater significance. This is the
gap between the favored younger generation and their less favored
elders. Most of the members of the present labor force have had only
six or seven years of primary schooling, while as a result of the recent
expansions in education 90 percent of the younger generation is receiving eleven or twelve years of education.5
In 1968 the Riksdag resolved to replace the existing multi-faceted
school system with a single, compulsory, comprehensive integrated
nine-year school by 1971-72. There are no qualifying examinations and
all classes except grade 9 are unstreamed. Attempts are being made
to reduce the fragmentation of school work at this level by abolishing
the rigid and artificial demarcation of different subjects and replacing
them with study projects of an interdisciplinary nature. In 1971 a
single, integrated upper secondary school was established to replace
the continuation school, vocational school, and upper secondary school.
These reforms were a radical departure for the school system and a
break with the clearly stratified class society.
Further educational change was contemplated when the Minister
of Education, in 1968, appointed an Education Commission to work
out an overall plan for post-secondary education. Their proposal accepts
the notion that all higher education is to prepare students for future
occupational activities.6 These needs are estimated in terms of prestige of occupations rather than in terms of the future demands of
individuals for higher education. A University Committee reviewing
the relationship between the university and the labor market expressed
concern over the increasing number of students in the liberal arts

4. Tomasson, Richard F., "Some Observations on Higher Education in
Sweden," Journal of Higher Education, 37 (Dec. 1966) p. 496.

5. Jar! Bengtsson, The Swedish View of Recurrent Education, (Paris: Centre
for Education Research and Innovation, 1972) p. 12, mimeo.

6. Higher Education, Proposals by the Swedish 1968 Educational Commission,
(Stockholm: 1973) p. 29.
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faculties, of which it does not approve, and seeks a more occupationrelated curriculum. 7
Some indication of the prestige accorded to technology is reflected
by a 1958 study of the Swedish Ministry of Labor Statistics. Male
students in their final year of scientific study in the gymnasium who
named a technological university as their first choice to those who
preferred a liberal arts college was six to one. Admissions to liberal
arts, theology, and law are open to all students who complete the
gymnasium. Other colleges and specialized institutions have selective
admissions policy.8
Of particular concern to the leadership in Sweden is that this
educational orientation might lead to conditions in opposition to the
goals of solidarity and democratic cooperation characteristic in the
working life and society at large.
A most pressing problem in Sweden is the educational gap between
the generations. Keep in mind that many of the adults now in the
labor force are products of the earlier parallel system of education and
the largest share of them have not had the benefits of a higher education. To approach this problem the Swedish officials are taking a closer
look at adult education. In the past few years one has seen in the
literature a variety of terms used to describe the education acquired
by an individual during his active period. Among these are: lifelong
education, permanent education, and continuing education. These
terms have been accepted quite readily.
It is in this field of education where, for the first time, the Government has actively set out to help those groups in Swedish society
who were most in need of education. In this way, adult education
has become significant in the wider context of public discussion of
whether educational activities are capable of bringing about greater
social equality.
The involvement of students in adult education has almost tripled
in the past twenty years. Today there are more than two million adults
enrolled in some form of adult education.9 There has been a noticeable
shift in emphasis in recent years. In the earlier period the students
were interested in getting a more general education for reasons of
personal growth. Now the motivation is one of improving their job
position or seeking better jobs by gaining in subject matter content.
In Sweden adult ducation is not new. It began in the late 19th
century with the social conscious popular movements, e.g., temperance.
7. Tomasson, "Some Observations on Higher Education in Sweeden," op. cit.,
p. 493.
8. ibid. p. 496.
9. "Adult Education in Sweden," Fact Sheets on Sweden, (Stockholm: 1974)
p. 1.
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Now there are a variety of forms of adult education. These are the
labor market training programs, national adult schools, municipal
adult schools, study circles, radio and television, trade union programs,
educational associations' programs and folk high schools. Government
expenditures for these programs has nearly doubled for the period
1969-70 through 1972-73.10 Extensive adult education programs are
also carried on within business organizations, the Swedish Employers'
Confederation, and the producer and consumer cooperative movements. In addition, a broad program of internal education exists within central, county, and municpal authorities.
The folk high schools and the educational associations arc the
oldest forms of adult educationi n Sweden, while the municipal adult
schools came about in their present form as a result of the adult Education Act of 1967. The most popular form of adult education is the
study circle. This is more attractive to people with little formal education than the school-like atmosphere of municipal adult classes.
Possibly because study circles consist of only ten people on the average and the structure is relatively informal.
As indicated previously, one pressing problem is the educational
gap between generations. More of a problem is the likelihood that
it will become greater because there is an increasing tendency for the
well-educated young to take advantage of adult education programs.
Those with the poorest schooling are less likely to take advantage of
the opportunities available through adult education. An earlier investigation revealed that it was possible to convince the poorly educated
to participate in adult education through a well-developed promotional scheme. Research into this problem area continues.11
Because adult education may not be lessening the gap between
students and the working population and between younger and older
generations as well, recurrent education is being viewed as an answer
to this dilemma. It is believed this approach should help considerably
in the pursuit of equality in society. It is further assumed that this
system would make the educational choice less dramatic and decisive
for the youth. They may be willing to select interest-oriented options
rather than those which are prestige loaded.
Recurrent education proposes that educational opportunities should
be spread out over the individual's lifetime, as an alternative to the
ever-lengthening period of education for youth. The reasons for moving in this direction are multiple. "First, educational expansion has
not played the role in social equality that was foreseen. Second, some
form of continuing or permanent education is indispensable in socie10. Berndt Johansson, Adult Education in Sweden, (Goteborg: The Swedish
Institute, 1973) p. 48.

11. ibid. p. 25.
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ties where social and economic change calls for continuing social and
occupa tional adjustment by individuals. Third, the divorce of formal
education from learning by experience, which has typified most educational systems, is making some form of 'deschooling' a necessity.
Finally, recurrent education would reduce the gap between the educational opportunities now given to young people and those from which
the older generations have benefited.''12
This concept of education has been of concern of a number of
countries of Europe and has also appeared in the literature in the
United States.13 The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD ) has been working on this concept for the past
few years. It is becoming one of the most debated, but not clearly
defined, new concepts regarding the planning and organization of
education in modern societies. During the past five years this concept
has been the focus of Swedish educational debate. When educational
policy issues are discussed, whether in the newspapers or in conferences, the concept of recurrent education arises.
Two views of recurrent education emerge. It may be seen as simply
another form of adult education, i.e., giving the adults a second
cha nce. It suggests an expansion of the present system and the creation of new ones. Implicitly or explicitly it accepts the existing system
of youth education and does not anticipate any profound changes.
The other perspective of recurrent education clearly sees radical
changes in the entire system of education. It will change the existing
post-compulsory system into one that will provide an alternation
between work and study after the years at school.

12. Recurrent Education: A Strategy for Lifelong Learning, (Paris: Centre for
Educational Research and Innovation, 1973) p. 1.
13. See Bruno Stein and S. M. MiJler, "Recurrent Education: An Alternative
System," in Rethinking Urban Education: Essays in Honor of Robert
Havighurst, Walberg and Kopan, eds., (San Francisco: Josey-Bass, 1972).
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Model

I

Higher education continues directly from upper secondary
school. A first period of higher education is followed by
work in an occupation, after which the higher education
is completed. After some years in an occupation, a brief
education period follows, consisting perhaps of a refresher or upgrading course with some specialization.

Model II

From upper secondary school direct to an occupation,
after a period in which higher education is completed in
one sequence. Refresher or upgrading courses are offered
sometime after the return to the occupation.

Model III

Periods of occupational work both after upper secondary
school and between periods of higher education. Refresher
or upgrading course, later, after some years in an occupation.

Model IV

Part-time higher educational studies concurrent with an
occupation. These begin after a period of occupational
work following upper secondary school. Refresher or upgrading course after some years in an occupation.

Model

Part-time higher education starts concurrently with occupational work immediately after upper secondary school.
Final period of higher education is fulltime. A later refresher or upgrading course may be taken on a part-time
basis.

V

The Swedish experience for coping with the concept of recurrent
education is different from other OECD countries. As evidenced by
the diversity of adult education programs in its history there has always been a wide and active participation of representatives from all
interested groups in searching for solutions to problems. This is the
national political tradition of Sweden. As indicated earlier there is the
belief in the malleability of institutions and the evaluation of proposals
on the basis of their utilitarian value to the general population. In
addition, the task is not overwhelming for Sweden because the objectives of recurrent education are not fundamentally different from the
objectives of the present system. These objectives are related to: the
need for a common set of values; the interaction between education
and the labor market; the motivation of the students; and, equality.
The development of recurrent education is complex and involves
the interreiationship of the variety of institutions in the society. This
has been stressed by the Education Committee. It is a reform which
Jar! Bengtsson, The Swedish View of Recurrent Education, Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, Paris, France, 7 August 1972, p. 8.
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cannot be totally introduced at a given moment. It requires long-term
guidelines and modifications must be made gradually to adapt the
proposal to the conditions existing in the culture at that period of
histo1y. The Swedish experience can be helpful for all advanced, modern, industrialized countries. Many of the problems Sweden faces in
the education of their population are similar to those now being faced
in other industrial nations of the world.
By the modifications in the educational system Sweden continues
to accept a basic premise of democratic ideology, i.e., an individual
should be dependent solely upon his own qualities and achievements
and should be free to rise above or fall below the class position of his
parents. This process has been unden-vay to a limited degree. In 1947,
8 percent of the university students had fathers who belonged to the
working ciass. This was at the 12 percent level in 1953 and slightly
more than 14 percent in 1962-63.14 This slow growth of the percentage of students of the working class into universities has been readily
absorbed by the Swedish occupational structure. However, the radical
changes in the national system of education and the introduction of
recurrent education may cause an imbalance in the existing system.
As the educational system becomes more readily available to all
segments of the society more higher paid and prestige occupations
must also come into existence. This will obviously have an impact on
the stratification system. Heritage will no longer be an important
criterion of evaluation. As in our society, three objective criteria-occupation, income, education-will be the best indicators of social
class.

Can Tourism Produce a Better
Understanding of Foreign Peoples
and Their Problems?
By WOLF D. FUHRIG
MacMurray College
Most people gain their knowledge of other societies and their problems through the news media, a few books, and occasional direct
reports from persons with first-hand information. Although the use
and improvement of these basic sources is crucial if the mass of mankind is to have some knowledge of conditions in other parts of the
14. Tomasson, "Some Observations on Higher Education in Sweden," op. cit.,
p. 500.
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world, it is increasingly possible to provide more people with more
first-hand experience of other societies. If we are serious about breaking down the barriers of ignorance and prejudice between nations,
our programs of international education will have to provide much
more study abroad than ever before.
Due to the increasing speed and the decreasing prices of transcontinental transportation, the proportion of Americans traveling abroad
each year multiplied by fourteen from 1950 to 1972.1 Still, only three
out of every one hundred Americans got to see a foreign country in
1972, and some of them had been abroad before. Even more surprising may be the fact that the great majority of Americans travelling
to foreign countries indicate on their passport application that business, personal affairs, and recreation are the primary reasons for their
stays abroad. Only one to two percent of all passport applications list
education as the main purpose of the intended foreign travel. Thir,
low rate of interest in educational tours has remained relatively stable
between 1950 and 1972, but the average length of time which Americans travel abroad each year has dropped from sixty-four days to
twenty-seYen days. Although this may largely be due to the increased
availability of faster and less expensive transcontinental flights, the
fact that the average American tourist stays less than four weeks
abroad corroborates the assertion that education is not one of his
chief purposes. As .a byproduct of other pursuits, of course, the educational yaJue of foreign travel is widely extolled by both the tourist
industry and its customers.
A careful analysis of the tours abroad offered by the tourist industry confirms the statistical evidence that, beyond lip service to educational vaiues, the primary appeal is to people desiring to visit famous
romantic places and to do so with a minimum of discomfort and a
maximum of pleasure. In order to make tourism as profitable as possible, the industry has developed an assembly-line approach based upon
massive demand for the same tours chosen from a limited selection of
favorite piaces, comforts, and pleasures. For Americans interested in
\Vestern Europe, for example, the three-week tour of London, Paris,
and Rome typifies the pattern. The Soviet State travel agency Intourist has a similarly profitable Moscow-Leningrad package for Westerners moderately curious about the Soviet Union. Similar to our
automobile producers, our tourist industry offers just enough new
models and variations to keep the veteran customer interested in the
latest innovations.
In thousands of uniformly packaged tours, millions of Americans
have been taken to the same tourist havens around the world from
1. The data which this paragraph provides on U. S. tourism have largely been
drawn from the Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1973, pp. 212-213.
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London's Piccadilly Square and the Roman Colosseum in the West
to Hawaii's Waikiki Beach and Hongkong Harbor in the East. These
"adventures in travel" are bound to differ slightly from day to day
and from guide to guide, but overall the educational results tend to
be very similar:
( 1)

The content of these tours consists of experiences which have
proven customer appeal.

(2)

The descriptions· and interpretations are provided by guides who
know what stories the customers want to hear.

(3 )

Most of the natives whom the tourist meets are people either
invoived in the tourist business or living along a well-trodden
tourist trail. Their responses to foreign visitors are likely to be
busines.s-oriented and routine.

( 4)

First and foremost, tourist agents want to entertain rather than
educate. Hence, they tend to show their customers the most pleasant and sensational aspects of the foreign land rather than a
balanced picture of its strengths and weaknes.ses. This kind of
tourism only reinforces the prevailing stereotypes and prejudices.
But then, the profit-oriented tourist agent can hardly be expected to make his customers ask questions and seek answers on
their own.

On the whole, neither the itineraries nor the activities, i.e., neither
the content nor the methods, of commercial tourism can be accepted
as a satisfactory aspect of international and intercultural education.
If tourism were to become an effective part of lifelong education,
it would have to develop sound educational programs and operate
them distinctly separate from its entertainment packages. This, however, will only come about if secondary and higher education develop
larger demand for study in other cultures. The tourist industry itself
is unlikely to give prime consideration to educational tours which are
not only more difficult to arrange but less profitable than the pleasure
packages to the traditional entertainment centers of the world.
If it is our objective to give postgraduates the most effective exposure to other societies, we have to find better ways for them to meet
foreign people amidst their ordinary pursuits and problems. To achieve
this, many educators themselves will first have to become more resourceful in using the opportunities for meeting people in other lands;
to understand that little is gained when one attempts to see six countries in as many weeks; and to experience how much closer one gets
to the natives in hostels, camps, and private homes than in hotels. To
appreciate the life styles of people, one must plan not only to stay in
one of their communities but also to participate in some of their activi-
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ties-their labors and their leisure-perhaps even to get creatively
involved in their ongoing concerns.
The organizers of such field experiences can rely little on the services
of commercial travel agents but rather need to develop, on their own,
friendly contacts with native agencies and individuals. It is with this
kind of preparation that educational tours tend to become intellectually and socially much more rewarding than the elegant jaunts sold by
travel bureaus.
Although a growing number of American colleges and universities
are arranging tours and study centers abroad, many of these programs
show glaring deficiencies: tours which hardly differ from the entertainment packages of the travel industry, and year-round study centers
which provide little more than American-style college courses on foreign studies subjects in a picturesque location abroad. Such experiences
may be better than no visits abroad at all, but they fall far short of the
most essential ingredient of genuine foreign study: immersion in the
native culture in verbal as well as nonverbal ways. Even many of the
Americans who have the opportunity to live abroad for years have
the ethnocentric tendency of clustering together in "Little Americas"
well insulated from full exposure to the host culture.
If future generations of Americans are to receive a better understanding of other societies, we need to develop cultural immersion
programs on a wider scale and in greater variety. This means, first
of all, that the decline in foreign language learning will need to be
halted by starting more foreign language programs in elementary
schools and uninterruptedly pursuing them through high school into
college. The later one starts a foreign language, the slimmer tend to
be the chances for success. Those who hope to achieve intercultural
understanding without the learning of the appropriate foreign tongues
forget that, aside from ideology, language is by far the most difficult
barrier between the nations of the world. Nevertheless, even without
training in the native tongue, a limited amount of immersion in a
foreign culture is always possible, particularly if the hosts can communicate in the language of their guests.
Perhaps the most successful institutions for the development of
genuine dialogues between people from two or more nations are international meeting centers. Most of them were developed by private
organizations, sometimes with the help of governmental subsidies, in
postwar vVestern Europe. One of them, for example, Haus Sonnenberg in West Germany's Harz Mountains, started as an endeavor to
initiate a dialogue between Germans and Danes after World War IL
It soon opened up to people from other nationalities. Today Haus
Sonnenberg operates two-week dialogues on a great variety of topics
throughout the year, and many of the people who meet there continue their contacts through affiliate organizations in other Western
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countries. With the help of financial support from numerous private
and public sources, Haus Sonnenberg is able to attract people who
otherwise could not afford this kind of educational experience.
An even more inexpensive and productive way for adults to plunge
into a foreign culture is work experience. As many Peace Corps members have confirmed, this can be most rewarding for both hosts and
guests, particularly if the latter can offer much-needed skills. Goshen
College, Indiana, succeeded in involving "virtually all of its students in
a full term of study and service in a developing country."2 When study
or work contacts develop favorably, the arrangement of genuine exchange visits between families, organizations, and institutions is often
the next step leading to further deepening of intercultural learning
expenences.
Since most educational administrators tend to think of education
only in terms of formal and measurable achievements, few colleges
and universities have so far explored the possibility of including immersion-type experiences in their foreign studies programs. If they did,
they would quickly find out that cultural immersion is usually less
expensive, and thus available to a much larger student population,
than the conventional tours and the residential study programs abroad.
Yet, even moderately priced immersion projects overseas remain
unattainable for the great majority of young Americans who can either
not obtain the funds for such a venture or exclude this possibility when
they get married and have children very early in life. Twenty to thirty
years later, however, many of them may well have the money and the
time to further their intercultural education. It is at this point that
our institutions for continuing education should provide the right
counsel and suitable programs which will help these people to choose
the most educational experiences abroad rather than succumb to the
superficial offerings of the tourist industry.

000000==

2. Allan 0. Pfnister, "Everyone Overseas! Goshen College Pioneers," International, Educational, and Cultural Exchange, Fall 1972, pp. 1-12.
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General and Liberal Studies for
the Career-Oriented Student
By ERNEST

H.

BLAUSTEIN

Boston University
This afternoon's session is entitled, "General and Liberal Studies
for the Career-Oriented Student," and will consist of three papers.
My co-discussant will be Dr. Clyde J. Lewis, Dean of Central University College, Eastern Kentucky University. We will not only serve
as the discussants, but will attempt to act as catalysts for the discus'.;ion that will follow.
Papers are being presented by Dr. Myrtle Beinhauer, Director of
the Center for Economic Education at Olivet College, Olivet, Michigan. She will be followed by Dr. K . D. Briner, Associate Professor of
English and Director of the Chrysalis Program at Wartburg College.
The third paper will be given by Dr. Wilton Eckley who is Chairman
of the Department of English at Drake University.
In an earlier panel, "career-orientation" may have been used in
a rather restrictive although not necessarily in an incorrect sense.
Many of us who find ourselves attempting to bridge the gap between
traditional liberal arts programs and the more flexible general education curricula, note that in dealing with the highly-motivated vocationally-concerned student population in the University these days,
career-orientation has become a euphemism for what really is in the
very best sense, professionalism. While I am not critical of student
aspirations I am of the opinion that our penchant for attaching labels,
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if not a form of misrepresentation, at least obscures certain underlying
concerns. For example, I think that it is fair to state that the preponderance of Biology majors found in many universities today is
simply a reflection of the desire to enter medicine as a career. I think
that the growing numbers of Political Science and History majors may
perceive these areas of concentration as the most appropriate vehicles
for gaining admission into law school. I have no doubt that the growing number of liberal arts programs associated with professional schools
of business represent one kind of curricular pathway to graduate programs leading to the increasingly popular Master in Business Administration degree. I am sure that we are all familiar with the programs
and professional commitments required in the various Allied Health
Professions, Nursing, and the diverse Public Communications degree
opportunities. Thus, career-orientation in our student population is a
fact of academic life. The problem, as I see it, lies in determining the
appropriate balance between the liberal arts component and the
undergraduate professional degree requirements.
One way of reassuring ourselves regarding the inclusion of general/
liberal studies in any degree program, I suppose, is to refresh our
memories regarding the functions of the ( any) University. Of course,
there are probably as many identifiable responsibilities of an institution
of higher learning as there are people s~tting in this room. I think that
we might all agree, however, that under this mbric of responsibilities
of the University is that it should serve as a storehouse of man's knowledge, a function that is fulfilled in its libraries. We all will surely agree
that a University should devote a substantial portion of its resources
to the advancement of the frontiers of knowledge by mea ns of research and by encouraging the scholarly activities of its faculty. Finally, and for some the most obvious function , is the transmission of
knowledge (i.e. teaching) to generations of students.
Now, the vehicle for accomplishing this latter function of teaching
is the curricular structure or collection of courses that represents our
immediate concern in this session. However, the development of a
curriculum is no simple enterprise. In fact, there are complicated
problems that all of us encounter in developing programs in general
studies. I do hope that some of these will be addressed by our
panel today.
One of the most readily visible problems in the area of curriculum
development is the rather obvious conflict that exists between perceived career technologies and existing societal values. This may sometimes be translated into the apparent ( real ?) conflict between Iibral
arts education and career or professional education. In fact, the perception is frequently accurate that the basic conflict coming into sharp
focus lies between the liberal arts program and tl1e requirements of
the vocational or professional school.
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It seems to me that the root of the problem is to be found in the
gradual erosion of the general education or liberal arts portion of
curricula that has been taking place over the past decade or two.
Consequently, we see that general education today is no longer the
core curriculum of the forties, but is the two-year program we now
see contracting into a one-year collection of the unrelated so-called
"inter-disciplinary" courses. Furthermore, what has now seemed to
become quite fashionable is the so-called "buckshot approach" of
scattering courses throughout the four years of undergraduate study.
Thus, the generalist may be found guilty of that very same charge
leveled at liberal arts colleagues; i.e. of providing a cafeteria-style
education with its "smidgeon of this, a little bit of that, and not-toomuch of the other things." Some institutions are simply replicating
the very same introductory-level courses, only under slightly different
and more acceptable "general studies" titles. Thus, instead of Biology
or Physics, we sometimes observe the use of the term "Life Sciences"
or the "Natural Sciences." Instead of an integrated program in
Aesthetics, Art, or Music, the designation Humanities is used. Finally,
the label of the general education Social Science course is the alias
for the same highly discipline-oriented courses such as Sociology,
Psychology, or Anthropology, etc.
There is little doubt in the minds of some that the resolution of
this adversary role between general/liberal studies and career goals
will be found in the reemphasis of the faculty commitment to the
liberal arts tradition as a goal in and of itself and not simply in terms
of "distribution" or "residency requirements." The question is then
frequently raised, "Well, what is to be the student's contribution to
his own education?" Some members of the Academy have become
extraordinarily courageous in recent times and have said that the
faculty member may indeed exercise a more expert judgment in the
selection of courses on behalf of and without the need for student
consultation. In fact, some have even suggested that the result of
dialogue between the student and faculty member in this "arena of
relevance" is about as useful as a course of treatment arrived at by
mutual agreement between patient and physician, independent of the
realities of the disease. In any case, we confront this issue of the careeroriented student and the liberal arts educational commitment of the
faculty.
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General and Liberal Education and
Career Education: Partners
By DR. MYRTLE BEINHAUER
Olivet College
The general theme of this particular session is "General and Liberal Education for the Career-Oriented Student." This title raises the
question of relationship between General Education and Career Education. As one reflects on this subject it seems the two are inseparable
and that General Education must be an important part of the education of career-oriented students. But in order to see this relationship
one must first look at the philosophy and goals of each.
The end product of education is the individual, so we must ask
ourselves what kind of individuals with what values and training is
expected. First let us look at the goals and philosophy of Career Education. Dr. Keith Goldhammer, Dean of the College of Education of
Michigan State University, and a well-known proponent of Career
Education, makes the following statement: "Career education is an
educational program designed to assist every individual to become a
fully capacitated, participating, contributing, and fulfilled citizen. The
goal of Career Education is to achieve a healthy state of society in
which all individuals have found a place for themselves, can cope with
the problems which confront them, and can become effective in the
performance of their roles."1 Dr. Goldhammer believes that to achieve
this goal individuals must have:
1. Acquired knowledge and skills necessary to establish a place for
themselves.
2. Found themselves a place in society where their capabilities can
be developed and used and have planned their life style to coincide
with their aspirations and capabilities. (This is saying an indiYidual
must know his limitations as well as his potential.)
3. Recognizezd their own worth. They develop satisfaction from developing their capabilities to the fullest extent possible.
4. Acquired the skills necessary to perform ALL their life roles with
a large degree of effectiveness. Career Education emphasizes not
only the skills essential for becoming a competent worker but also
the development of knowledge, understanding, attitudes, and skills
required for the performance of roles as a member of a family
group, as a citizen of .a community, as a participant in the avocational, aesthetic, religious, and moral life of the community.
1. Goldhammer, Keith. "Career Education ." Michigan School Board Journal.
(October 1973.
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Kenneth Hoyt, another advocate of Career Education, says:
"Career education should neither deny intellectual achievement nor
denigrate manual skills. It is neither academic education nor voca tional education, yet it involves both. Early childhood and college education are as much a part of the concept as elementary and secondary
schools-wherever youth and adults can find learning relevant to the
world of work. It must encompass all these prerequisites: attitudes,
knowledge, and skills necessary to choose, prepare for, and pursue a
successful career.
"Central to the career education concept is recognition that success
in ·working life involves good mental and physical health, human relations skills, a commitment to honest work as the source of income,
and a willingness to accept the discipline of the work place and to be
motivated toward achievement in the work setting. It also requires
all of the basic skills of communication and computation and a basic
familiarity with the concepts of science and technology as well as a
saleable skill in demand in the job market.
"Career education is not something which precedes participating
in society, but it is an integration of learning and doing that merges
the worlds of the home, the community, the school, and the workplace
into a challenging and productive whole ...
"Career education is a total concept which should permeate all
education, giYing a new centrality to the objective of successful preparation for, and development of, a lifelong, productive career. Yet
it must in no way conflict with other important education objectives.
Its beneficiaries can still become good citizens, parents, and cultivated
and self-aware human beings because career success can augment all
other sound educational objectives.
"Career education should become part of the student's curriculum
from the moment he enters school. It relates reading, writing, and
arithmetic to the varied ways in which adults live and earn a living.
As the student progresses through school, the skills, knowledge and,
above all, the attitudes necessary for work success are stressed. This
stress is phased into e\·ery subject for every student, not just in separate classes design ed for those who are going to work."2
As many of you may know, the Michigan Legislature passed a bill
requiring Career Education in all schools. This law, House Bill 4422,
states "Career education means programs for K-12 students designed
to create career awareness, orientation, exploration, planning, preparation, and placement, to maximize career options available, and
to provide comprehensive career development. In addition, ca reer education sha ll provide for the full development of students to gain
maximum self-development and fulfillment from career preparation
2. Hoyt, Kenneth. Career Education: What It Is And How To Do It. p. 3.
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and choice, and to max1m1ze the capabilities of students to explore,
analyze, prepare for, gain entry to, and succeed in career choices."
Quite logically, then, the questions arise: How is this to be done?
What program or programs should be developed and implemented to
help individuals acquire the essential information and characteristics
to achieve the goal of Career Education as described? Presumably,
there are a number of routes such educational programs may take.
Hoyt says that it is the goal of Career Education "to make work
possible, meaningful, and satisfying to each individual"3 which in his
opinion can be done within the present educational system with some
modification of values and relationships.
Another widely known program articulated by the Center of Vocational and Technical Education at Ohio State University and quoted
by Earl Nelson identifies eight areas which it deems necessary for an
understanding of the Career Education process and which outline the
characteristics embodying the whole of Career Education:

1. Self-Awareness-It is essential that each person know himself, and
develop a personal value system.
2. Educational Awareness-It is essential that each person perceive
the relationship between education and life roles.
3. Career Awareness-It is essential that each person acquire knowledge of a wide range of careers.
4. Economic Awareness-It is essential that each person be able to
perceive processes on production, distribution, and consumption
relative to his economic environment.
5. Decision Making-It is essential that each person be able to use
infonnation in determining alternatives and reaching decisions.
6. Beginning Competency-It is essential that each person acquire
and develop skills which are viewed as ways in which man extends
his behavior.
7. Employability Skills-It is essential that each person develop social
and communication skills appropriate to career placement and
adjustment.
8. Attitudes and Appreciations-It is essential that each person develop appropriate feelings toward self and others.
Although there are doubtless innumerable proposed programs for
Career Education, we need not delve into them. These suffice to give
us a basis for determining the components of what a successful product
is to be.
To ascertain if General Education may be of service to the careeroriented student, we must now look at the goals and philosophy of
3. Hoyt, page 4.
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General Education. In leafing through various materials we find
descriptive statements such as: "General Education ... that part of a
student's whole education which looks first of all to his life as a responsible human being and citizen." Another, "In order to discharge his
duties as a citizen adequately, a person must be able to grasp the complexities of life as a whole." A third, "What characteristics are necessary for anything like a full and responsible life in our society . . ."
Again, "General education ... must constantly aim at these abilities:
at effective thinking, communication, the making of relevant judgments
and the discrimination of values.''4
More recently, Dr. Dressel says "General Education ... as applied
to higher education has a wide range of meanings ... Its major interest seemed to be that of defining liberal education ... in terms of aims
and content suitable to conditions existing in the Twentieth Century
American Society ... The argument that General Education must be
related to individual needs introduced the possibility that these experiences might contribute to vocational competency as well as family life
and citizenship. This made it possible to argue that the qualities and
abilities associated with general education could be developed equally
well by vocational, professional, physical educaion, traditional liberal
arts or even shop courses ... "5
Dr. Mayhem defines: "General Education (as) that portion of
fom1al collegiate education specifically designed to affect non-vocational life style of the undergraduate."6
Quoting T. R. McConnell, he continues "The purpose of General
Education is to enable men and women to live rich, satisfying lives and
to undertake the responsibilities of citizenship in a free society. Although General Education seeks to discover and nurture individual
talent, it emphasizes preparation for activities in which men engage
in common as citizens, workers and members of family and community
groups."7
In another paragraph he has the statement: "The goal of general
education programs must be realistic. They must focus on ... attitudes,
capabilities, abilities, and values ... "
A comparison of goals and philosophy indicate that the end product
of Career and General Education is virtually the same, namely, a wellrounded, broadly educated individual who will fulfill all his roles in
4. General Education in a Free Society. Pp. 52- 73.
5. The Undergraduate Curriculum in Higher Education. Paul L. Dressel. New
York. The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc. 1967. Pp. 13-14.
6. Lewis B. Mayhew, College Today and Tomorrow. (San Francisco: Jossey
Bass, Inc. 1969), p. 199.
7. Mayhew, p. 206.
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society with maximum efficiency and satisfaction to himself and others.
The components which make up this end product and the emphasis
on the various components differ somewhat.
Emphasis on General Education came as a result of what some felt
was on over-stress on specialization in education. It was argued that
there are certain skills and bodies of knowledge that ALL citizens
should have to function with maximum group and personal satisfaction. Career Education agrees, for the most part, that there is need
for the same type of skills. Recall an earlier quotation which says "It
(Career Education) requires all of the basic skills of communication
and computation and a basic familiarity with the concepts of science
and technology ... '' But Career Education places more emphasis on
work orientation. Career Education has grown from a society which
finds that many of its job opportunities do not require a formal college
education and which predicts that with present trends proportionally
fewer will require a formal college education. According to statistics
quoted by the Michigan State Chamber of Commerce, 25 percent of
jobs at the present time require no more than a high school education.
By 1980, that number will reach 30 percent. Quite naturally, then,
Career Education stresses the development of values in a work-oriented
society.
In the past years there has been a tendency to think of work in
the manual sense as degrading. One "gets ahead" if he has a sedentary
job or position which does not require physical exertion.
The traditional work ethic has apparently been eroded in American society to a considerable extent. The extent of this erosion is
easily seen when we speak of such principles as: "All honest work
possesses innate dignity and worth," "One should strive to do his best
in whatever he does," "A task well done is its own reward," and "The
contributions one can make to society stem . . . from the \\·ork one
does." These statements sound Victorian and strange, don't they? I
am not advocating a return to the original Puritan ethic concept.
Social change has made this undesirable, but we do need to recognize
that manual labor is not a four-letter word and we do need less intellectual snobbery in our attitude toward one's earning a living by manual labor. We do need an attitudinal change on the part of the individual and society so that work has an innate dignity and worth and
so that the person who is performing honest labor- no matter how
menial the task-and who is contributing to society is respected.
Perhaps society needs to revamp its values in the pa ttern of the
economic world which has long since placed higher value on m anual
work than on much of the sedentary, white collar work, A bricklayer
is paid more than many college professors. As Hoyt says "\Vhat needs
to be done is to help individuals ( 1) to develop and / or become familiar with the values of a work-oriented society; (2 ) to integrate these
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values into their personal life values; and (3) to implement them in
their lives in such a way that work becomes possible, meaningful, and
satisfying to each individlual."8
General Education can and, in my opinion, should help to bring
about this attitudinal change realizing that Career Education is something more than the Vocational Education programs of years ago which
had as their basic concept the training of an individual in a skill with
which he would earn his livelihood through all his working years.
:Many individuals can no longer expect to remain in one job all their
working life. Social and technological change is occurring so rapidly,
we are told that individuals must be prepared to train and retrain
three times during their working years. A major function of General
Education is to help individuals recognize the need for change and
adapt to it. General Education, then, can and should place more emphasis on preparing individuals to recognize the need for change in
their "work life."
This will necessitate a greater emphasis on economic education for
the individual. If a student is to understand the wide range of careers
with their rewards and responsibilities, if he is to be able to judge his
potential and limitations in careers, if he is to recognize the need for
retraining, and if he is to be able to determine the direction of that
retraining, he must understand the whole economic system within
which he must perform. He must know how his chosen career "fits"
into the whole. He must know how the system functions, what the
system expects, and what its values are and he must understand the
interaction with other forces of society.
An individual's vocation or career is only a part of the entire economic system and only a part of his economic activity. Both General
Education and Career Education can well look at this part of a student's needs and build economics into their programs. This means that
both proponents should take a look at what they are doing to meet
this need.
Though Career Education places an emphasis upon values in a
work-oriented society, it parallels General Education in pointing to
the need for ALL the basic skills, communication, computation, etc.
and to the desirability of retaining them. Thus, it appears that Career
Education is really asking for General Education but with a greater
emphasis on the world of work and assurance of a close relationship
to the real world. This is not to say that all that is not related to the
world of work should be deleted for there is recognition that there are
many roles for which man must be prepared. It seems to me that
General Education is well prepared and has a responsibility to provide
8. Hoyt, p. 66.
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programs to aid individuals to fulfill life roles other than those in the
world of work.
I expect we all agree that to be significant education must be related to the world in which we live. Thus, it seems necessary for General Eductaion to re-examine its offerings to ascertain if they serve the
individual realistically. Frequently, education has been accused of
teaching in a vacuum, or of being too theoretical and of not being practical. For example, in January 1972, an article appeared in the Saturday Review of Literature entitled "Is Economics Relevant?'' The gist
of this article is that classroom economics is too theoretic.al and that it
is not related to the real world; that a student may take several economics courses but not know how the real economic system functions.
I fear there is more truth to this charge than most economists care to
admit. I'm sure other disciplines will find that they, too, are often unrealistic and theoretical.
So we conclude where we started, but with a more positive note.
Instead of saying "it seems that General Education must be an important part of education for the career-oriented student," we now say
"General Education must be a major portion of the educational program of the career-oriented student." If the end product of education
is the fully capacitated individual, then the two groups should cooperate in developing programs, for they are complementary.

Iron Lids and Morning Stars:
A Challenge for Liberal Arts
By

WILTON ECKLEY

Recalling that Ezra Pound once said that professors are not paid
for how much they know but for how long they can string it out, I
was tempted to begin my remarks today with Puritan New Englanda good starting place for almost any topic. Sparing you that, however,
I shall go back merely to two earlier years, years marked by significant
statements about American culture.
In 1837 Ralph Waldo Emerson delivered the Phi Beta Kappa
address at Harvard University-in which he stated that perhaps the
time is already come "when the sluggard intellect of this continent will
look from under its iron lids and fill the postponed expectation of the
world with something better than the exertions of mechanical skill."1
1. Ralph Waldo Emerson, "The American Scholar," in The Selected Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson (New York, 1940), p. 45.
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It is in one sense ironic that Emerson should have made such a statement at the end of Andrew Jackson's administration, an administration
that itself did much to increase the pragmatic aspects of American
culture- indeed that did much to make fertile the soil for future seeds
of anti-intellectualism in America. Emerson saw that, as he put it,
"The state of society is one in which the members have suffered amputation from the trunk, and strut about so many walking monsters-a
good finger, a neck, a stomach, an elbow, but never a man."2
The second year, 1907, marks the private publication of one of
the most important works in American intellectual history-The Education of Henry Adams. Early in this book Adams asks, "What could
become of such a child of the 17th and 18th centuries, when he should
wake up to find himself required to play the game of the 20th?"3 The
child referred to, of course, was Adams himself. But in a larger sense
the child was more than just Adams. For if Benjamin Franklin was a
symbol of an age, or Andrew Jackson, so too was Henry Adams. Put
simply, Adams symbolized that split in America between Past and
Present-and when we read The Education, we get some idea of what
it was like to enter the 20th centmy and, more important, what it is
like to live in it. Adams saw the 18th-century world of order having
given way during the 19th century to one of apparent disorder---one
in which the material Dynamo was to ultimately overtake the spiritual
Virgin as a creative force.
Moral values and rational action were being replaced by money
values and expedient action; and we could get a fictional character
like Christopher Newman in Henry James' The American-a man
dedicated to the making of money but with no idea of what to do
with it. Or Carrie Meeber in Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie, who
somehow feels better off just for having two ten-dollar bills in her
pocket.
Both of these statements underline the dichotomous nature of the
America n Dream-the material, or power, aspect on the one hand
and the ideal, or spiritual, aspect on the other. Never in our history
have these two conflicting aspects been reconciled on any other than
a superficial level-and usually not even there. The result is that we
are constantly forced to defend or justify---or perhaps I should say
rationalize-philosophic or economic positions with a rhetoric that
attempts to disguise this basic dichotomy.
The conflict between the spiritual and the material or between
freedom and condition was not something new with the coming of the
20th centmy. The task of achieving some kind of synthesis, however,
has become much more difficult and much more crucial because time
2. Ibid., p. 46.
3. Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams (New York, 1961), p. 4.
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-in the past a stabilizing factor in historical change-is no longer
our ally. The world has become geometrically smaller in terms of
transportation and communication and geometrically larger in terms
of population. America, once insulated by two oceans, now suffers from
a sense of insecurity comparable to that which has plagued Russia for
a number of centuries. Possessor of seemingly unlimited frontiers in the
18th and i9th centuries, we now have trouble finding space for our
trash and are in some danger of being strangled by our own affluence.
Perhaps James Fenimore Cooper's Natty Bumppo in The Prairie could
peacefully die facing the freedom of the West, but Sal Paradise in
Jack Kerouac's On the Road can only say, "Here I was at the end of
America-no more land-and now there was nowhere to go but
back."4
Condition impinges upon our society not only in the physical sense,
but also in the creative sense. When we need innovators and thinking
men, we get manipulators and Organization Men. Conditioned by
society, they accept the status quo, content merely to improve their
lot in conventional ways. Innovation has always come from people
who have been imperfectly conditioned into an acceptance of the
status quo, but it is difficult now to escape such conditioning. Moreover, as the Organization Man syndrome is replaced by the Computer
syndrome, it will be even more difficult. Indeed, there are those who
sec the computer itself as an agent for cultural change. Computers,
the argument goes, will be essential in changing society because the
organization of the modern world has become so complex as to render
it clumsy for comprehensive observation and management by individuals alone, and necessitates the recollection, project and planning
resources of the computer to bring the diverse elements of society into
new equilibria as demanded by changing circumstances.
But there is another side to the coin. If the Organization Man and
the computer combine to condemn us to a world of condition-a
world in which it is difficult, if not impossible, to realize a coherent
freedom, to what does an over-reaction to such a situation lead us?
Many young people of this generation have been pulled in the direction of extreme freedom. Daniel Yankelvich, writing a couple of years
ago in The Saturday Review, discusses the get-back-to-nature aspect
of that nebulous phenomenon called the Student Movement. He
itemizes what it means to be natural in the student lexicon:

1. To push the Darwinian version of nature as "survival of the fittest" into the background, and to emphasize instead the interdependence of all things and species in nature.
2. To place sensory experience ahead of conceptual knowledge.
4. Jack Kerouac, On the Road (New York, 1955), p. 77.
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3. To live physically close to nature, in the open, off the land.
4. To live in groups (tribes, communes) rather than in such "artificial" social units as the nuclear family.
5. To reject hypocrisy, "white lies," and other social artifices.
6. To de-emphasize aspects of nature illuminated by science; instead,
to ceiebrate all the unknown, the mystical, and the mysterious
elements of nature.
7. To stress cooperation rather than competition.
8. To embrace the existentialist emphasis on being rather than doing
or planning.
9. To devalue detachment, objectivity, and noninvolvement as
methods for finding truth; to arrive at truth, instead, by direct
experience, participation, and involvement.
10. To look and feel natural, hence rejecting makeup, bras, suits, ties,
and other artificialities.
11. To express oneself nonverbally; to avoid literary and stylized
forms of expression as artificial and unnatural; to rely on exclamations as well as silences; vibrations and other nonverbal modes
of communication.
12. To reject "official" and hence artificial forms of authority; authority is to be won, it is not a matter of automatic entitlement by
virtue of position or official standing.
13. To reject mastery over nature.
14. To dispense with organization, rationalization, and cost-effectiveness.

15. To embrace self-knowledge, introspection, discovery of one's
natural self.
16. To emphasize the community rather than the individual.
17. To reject mores and rules that interfere with natural expression
and function (e.g., conventional sexual morality).
18. To preserve the environmental at the expense of economic growth
and technology.5
There is no doubt that we are living in a kind of rear-guard romantic period, at lea.st as far as the younger generation is concerned.
And how odd, remarks Henry Steele Commager, "that this revival of
romanticism should coincide with the triumph of the cosmic-and

5. Daniel Yankelvich, "The New Naturalism," Saturday Review, LV (April
1, 1972), p. 32.
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therefore the impersonal-in science. Perhaps it is astronomy's vast
and incomprehensible extension of the universe, which threatens to
dwarf man, and the triumphs of scientific technology, which threaten
to dwarf the fruits of art and music and literature, that have led to
the cultivation of what is private, emotional, and irrational"6
In Points of Rebellion Justice William 0. Douglas argues convincingly that the goal of America's young people "is not to destroy the
regime of technology,'' but "to make the existing system more human,
to make the machine subservient to man, to allow for the flowering
of a society where all the idiosyncracies of man can be honored and
respected."7
But it is little wonder that many young people have moved in the
direction of extreme freedom from the total rejection of, the conditions of society. They grew up with the spectre of the H-bomb and
the visible horror and apparent meaninglessness of the Viet Nam war,
only to find themselves on the threshold of another terrifying situation
-a world threatened by ecological destruction and starvation. Young
people have always rebelled in some way against the authority of the
adult world, but in the end they have usually been assimilated into
and become part of, that world. For every outcast Huck Finn, there
have been a hundred conventional Tom Sawyers. In the end perhaps
this generation will follow the same pattern. Even if such is the case,
the very fact that so many recent American writers have turned to the
adolescent as a metaphor indicates a belief that youth, if not in a practical, at least in an abstract, sense can provide a dream for a society
desperately in need of one.
Dreams, however, do not become realities merely by wishful thinking or by shouting Shazam! or like Wow! They become realities only
when enough people are willing to commit themselves emotionally
and intellectually to gaining the knowledge necessary to provide substance to vision. And there, precisely, is the challenge for education
in general and liberal arts in particular.
No field has been called upon to address itself to the problem of
reconciling the dichotomies of the American Dream more than that
of education, from kindergarten to the university, from Puritan times
to the present. The American educational system, unlike the European,
is a product of a frontier society, and as such it has always had a
basically pragmatic motive-from past eras when our economic system emphasized the exploitation of natural resources to the current era
when it emphasizes mechanical, managerial, professional, and service
functions. Faith in education has always been strong in America, not
6. Henry Steele Commager, "America in the Age of No Confidence," Saturday Review World, August 10, 1974, p. 21.

7. William 0. Douglas, Points of Rebellion (New York, 1969), p. 9.
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in any intellectual sense, but simply in the sense that education brings
economic gains. A liberal education, for example, has seemed a: mark
of culture to an economically secure elite; but to farmers, self-made
men, and workers, it has seemed impractical. Moreover, to some in
America it has seemed not merely impractical, but a very real dangera threat, as it were, to the established order. Indeed, were not the
leaders of student riots in the late 60's and early 70's more often than
otherwise enrolled in liberal studies?
I need not lay out here the general external problems that face
American higher education today. They are well known. Liberal arts,
as a part of higher education, faces these same problems only more so,
the most pressing of which is declining enrollments. In his book The
Organization Man, published back in 1956, William H. Whyte presents statistics which reflect the dramatic shift in collegiate education
from the liberal to the technical. He quotes an article from The Daily
Pennsylvanian, the newspaper at the University of Pennsylvania. I
should like to read part of that article here:
The first and most important destructive influence at
Pennsylvania of the atmosphere important for the nourishment of humane arts is the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce. Justly famed for the excellent
business training which it offers, and for which it grants
an academic degree, the Wharton School by the sheer
force of its reputation and undergraduate appeal ha:s
given to undergraduate social and extracurricular life an
atmosphere which, while it is seldom anti-intellectual,
is usually nonintellectual, and which tends to discourage
the popularity of those interests which ordinarily occupy
the time of the students of other universities where the
school of liberal arts is the main impetus for student
activity.
An undergraduate body where half the members have
definite educational interests of a material, non-academic nature is bound to create an atmosphere that reflects something less than enthusiasm for the theoretical
sciences and the liberal arts. This is especially so when
those members are frequently people of particular intelligence who are adept at pointing out to their fellow
students the apparent flaws of an education seemingly
for "nothing at all," and whose idea (of what they are in
the philistine habit of calling "culture" ) is an elementary
course in the fine arts or history, judiciously chosen for
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its adaptability to the most inconsiderable demands of a
thorough business school.8
The obvious point that Whyte underlines here is that the conflict
is not between the sciences and the liberal arts, as some humanists
might believe, but between the fundamental and the applied-or, put
another way, between the liberal and the vocational. The outcomes of
such a conflict, according to Burton Clark in his book Educating the
Expert Society "mean much for students' experiences in college and
for the nature and functions of higher education. In practice, we undoubtedly will see the conflict result in various combinations of academic and the vocational. The difference will lie in whether they are
combined in generous proportions or blended by adding a drop of
the one to a heavy dose of the othcr.''9 The prevalent fear among
those identified with the academic side of this conflict, of course, is
that the vocational will be the heavy dose and the academic, the drop.
It would be little wonder, then, if those of us in the liberal arts would
not be sympathetic with the very old and very wise black slave preacher who led his congregation in prayer with, "An' deliver us, 0 Lord,
from de status quo-meanin' de mess we is in."
The "mess" that liberal arts finds itself in is not one that leans
toward easy solutions-though I hope that we are not yet reduced to
prayer. At the moment, liberal arts, and liberal arts colleges, must be
concerned with short-range tactics of smvival-and there is nothing
wrong with this, so long as the legitimate raison d'etre of liberal studies
is not permanently distorted by the "come groove in our grove" syn~
drome or over reliance on such illusory panaceas as life-experience
credit or inter- and multi-disciplinary programs. Like inflated grades
and CLEP tests, the above approaches encourage the impression that
there are short cuts to a liberal education-almost as if one can read
books about books and never have to read the books themselves.
Over the long range, however, there must be a reconciliation between liberal and career education on more than just a superficial
level. This reconciliation must come from both directions-and it
must come in a spirit of cooperation and mutual benefit rather than
in a spirit of self-righteousness and conflict. To say that our survival
depends upon this reconciliation, or synthesis if you wish, may sound
a trifle over-dramatic, but I beileve that C. Wright Mills is correct
when he postulates that we must face "the possibility that the human
mind as a social fact might be deteriorating in quality and cultural
level, and yet not many would notice it because of the overwhelming
8. William H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man (Garden City, New York,
1957), pp. 93-94.
9. Burton R. Clark, Educating the Expert Society (San Francisco, 1962),
p. 243.
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accumulation of technological gadgets."10 Mills sees increased human
alienation resulting from this accumulation of gadgets. "Those who
use these devices," he says, "do not understand them; those who invent
them do not understand much else. That is why we may not, without
great ambiguity, use technological abundance as the index of human
quality and cultural progress." 11
Some years ago a friend of mine related his experience of going into
a bank that had recently computerized its accounts. He asked the
young lady in the teller's cage how the new process was working out.
She looked up at him with resignation, saying "The computer makes
about as many mistakes as a person does--0nly the computer doesn't
care."
Obviously we cannot expect the computer to care. But more importantly we should not expect man to carry out a series of actions
without an idea as to the result or significance of those actions. Because it is highly unlikely that the current state of civilization, which
sees people in terms of their role or job in society rather than in terms
of self, will change radically, it becomes even more important that
the individual see himself not simply as a: functioning automaton, but
as a living human being. Man is like a work of art. He cannot be
poured into a mold of specialization and be expected to come out
totally integrated .and totally alive. Certainly we need better carpenters, mechanics, engineers, physicians, lawyers, or what have you. But
more importantly, we need better human beings. Education should
be more than a path to social privilege and economic power; it should
also be a path to human decency and human fulfillment-to something more than e. e. cummings describes in his poem on mankind, or
manunkind, as cummings calls him:
pity this busy monster, manunkind,
not. Progress is a comfortable disease:
your victim ( death and life safely beyond)
plays with the bigness of his littleness
-electrons deify one razorblade
into .a mountainrange; lenses extend
unwish through curving wherewhen till unwish
returns on its unself.
A world of made
is not a world of born-pity poor flesh
and trees, poor stars and stones, but never this
fine specimen of hypermagical
ultraomnipotence. We doctors know
10. C. Wright Mills, The Sociological Imagination (New York, 1959), p. 174.

11. Ibid., p. 174.
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a hopeless case if-listen; there's a hell
of a good universe next door; let's go
Unfortunately, we have no better universe next door to go to. The
one we live in now is the one that we must put our imagination to
work on and create a reality that is not merely a pragmatic expediency
to be measured only quantitatively, nor a flippant rejection of discipline based on a rationale of eccentricity, but a reality that is worthy
of the infinite capacity of both the intellect and spirit with which man
is blessed.
Arriving at this goal of the whole man does not require any single
strategy or pattern of education. It is not, for example, necessary that
a period of liberal studies precede professional or vocational studies.
The two could be blended, or the sequence could be reversed, with
liberal studies following the latter. After all, a liberal education is a
life-time endeavor. Moreover, we must not hesitate to break traditional organizational patterns and concepts, even to the extent of blurring
or erasing the lines of demarcation between the liberal and the vocational or professional segments of the educational enterprise. There
is nothing inherently sacred in colleges or schools of business administration, journalism, engineering, or liberal arts. What is indispensable
is a commitment from both sides based not on selfish biases or vested
interests, but on the belief that, in Henry Thoreau's words, "Only that
day dawns to which we are awake. There is more day to come. The
sun is but a morning star."12

Between Scylla and Charbydis
the Perils of False Dichotomy
By K. D. BRINER
I cannot address this gathering without first voicing my gratitude
to the Association. In 1967, fresh out of graduate school and with my
head full of structural linguistics and British fiction, I was selected to
participate in the Intern Seminar at your annual meeting. During four
days of lectures and discussions, I was introduced to the work and ideas
of Joseph Royce, Stanley Idzerda, and Harold Taylor. In the seven
years since, my thinking, my sense of vocation, and my behavior as
teacher and learner have been profoundly altered by those four days
and their consequences. Because you have been important to me, it
12. Henry David Thoreau, Walden (New York, 1966), p. 278.
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is my pleasure to be among you again. Some of what this Association
has tried to teach, I have learned, and I am grateful.
It pleases me, in particula r, that this meeting addresses itself to
the relationship between liberal studies and vocation. I do not regard
concern for liberal learning and concern for vocation as dipolar and
contradictory qualities. Rather, I believe that they might better be
viewed as complementary parts of that wholeness which is the aspiration to full humanity.
Often, it seems to me, we confuse ourselves by assuming that we
must choose between possibilities that we take to be mutually exclusive. Something in us loves a duality, and loves it as blindly, as stubbornly, and as irrationally as Paris loved Helen. (And, one can hardly
resist adding, with about equally satisfactory results.) Do we want
freedom or security? What in us is mind and what body? Is man
animal rationis or animal sentiens? Is a given phenomenon a manifestation of matter or of energy? Should we have free enterprise or
pla nned economies? Are we humanists or behaviorists? Liberals or
conserva tives? Little wonder that to Robert Frost man seemed
like the poor bear in a cage,
That all day fights a nervous inward rage,
His mood rejecting all his mind suggests.
At the moment, much of our "nervous, inward rage" is generated
by another of those di polar questions: should the efforts of our schools
be directed toward "Career Education" or toward "Liberal Leaming" ?
The question is seductive, partly because it invites passionate answers
ringing with righteous clarity.
For example, two years ago the Iowa House of Representatives
deba ted a m easure which would have required elementary schools to
present to every pupil a program called "Career Education." The purpose, the bill stated, was not to enable students to explore pa rticular
kinds of work, but rather to inculcate in them "acceptance of the dignity and value of work itself.' ' Here is a proposition most generalists
can attack with relish. Clearly, the bill was misnamed ; it was a proposal to require, not "Career Education," but "\,York Indoctrination."
Last year my oldest d aughter was in fourth grade. Her experience
of "Career Education" seemed to confirm my worst suspicions. One
day, for instance, she was required to watch a movie called "Who
Puts the Blue in the Jeans?" The movie pointed out that we all require the products of labor. Subsequently, the following theme assignment was made: "Describe the job you want to do when you grow
up." Boys, it was suggested, might want to write about being doctors,
lawyers, or engineers; girls about being nurses, secretaries, or teachers.
I am not aware that my daughter has ever been given a comparable
assignment asking what kind of person she is trying to become.
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Most of us do not teach in elementary schools, but this example
has point for us nonetheless, Nearly all colleges and universities may
be described as marriages, either of passion or of convenience, between
liberal arts programs and programs of job preparation and certification. Clearly enough, not all such marriages will withstand critical
scrutiny. I have difficulty imagining, for example, the precise nature
of a Bachelor of Arts program in "Chamber of Commerce Management," yet at least one American college does offer such a program.
But what of the more typical cases? Most of us work in institutions
which offer undergraduate courses (and often majors) in journalism,
social work, business administration, accounting, medical technology,
physical therapy, counseling psychology, and, of course, teaching. Thus,
we can hardly dismiss "Career Education" as unworthy of our concern. If I dismiss from consideration all the students in the programs
I have just listed I have excluded the majority of students at Wartburg College. Most of you, I am certain, could say the same of your
institutions. Such an outcome is self-evidently unacceptable.
Let us, then, come at the question from a different perspective.
If "Career Education" and "Liberal Studies" are not to be mutually
exclusive, how might they be related? This question raises several
corollaries to which we might profitably address ourselves:
First, what are we to make of the work ethic? For all the denunciations we have heard or uttered, the centrality of work as one of the
focal points of our identity seems undiminished. Who we are and what
we do are not, for most of us, separable questions. Nor is this phenomenon either new or peculiarly American. One of the characteristics
shared in common by Whitman and Rimbaud, William Carlos Williams and Shelley, T. S. Eliot and Coleridge, is that each, besides writing poetry, wrote searching commentaries on the uses of poetry and
the responsibilities of the poet. For each of them, writing poetry was
a vocation to be worked at. Our own experience should verify such a
claim. College teachers, while questioning the work ethic, typically
work hard and long. Ironists among us should be able to make something of that. If we want to find an attitude which is relatively recent, peculiarly American, and socially counter-productive, we might
look, not at the work ethic, but at its true contradiction, the attitude
that "living in the moment" and "doing one's thing" is an adequate
program for life. Work, I am saying, is here to stay, and we deny its
importance at our peril.
If we ask why work is so i,rnportant, several answers suggest themselves. The most obvious, that our economy rewards work with the
means to acquire goods and services, is an explanation of limited usefulness. Since I am addressing an audience of teachers, I trust that
the inadequacy of economic interpretation of work values is clear.
Why, then, do we work? When we call teaching our "life's work,"
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we clearly mean that it is something more than our "job," our "position," or even our "profession." I believe we mean that teaching offers
us a significant .arena for constant growth, change, learning, adaptation, reflection, conversation, and action-in short, for the cultivation
of our own best possibilities. We mean, further, that teaching lets us
pursue those possibilities in ways which are, at best, both personally
satisfying and socially productive. We mean, moreover, that the "work''
we do as teachers makes us better at our other tasks-as moral agents,
as citizens, as parents, and as lovers of other human beings. In such
a view, teaching becomes for us a manifestation of what Luther called
Berufung-the calling to use ourselves fully and express fully the
human spirit in all the aren.as of our action.
If we hold such a vision of the possibilities for human life, then
"Career Education" ought to afford ocasions for sharing that vision
with our students. To the student whose intentions are narrowly vocational, we should be able to show visions of aesthetic sensitivity and
ethic.al responsibility, and to do so for two reasons: first, because that
student's human possibilities are not confined just to working, and
secondly, because the student who becomes a better, more realized
person will be better at work. And to the student whose interests are
in self-cultivation .and service to others, we should be able to introduce
the possibility that creative, productive work can be a locus for the
realization of such aspirations. We ought to affirm with Swift that
it is useless to love mankind in the abstract and with Carlyle that only
in the Actual can the Ideal be grounded. To both kinds of students, we
ought to exemplify, and thus not need constantly to talk about, our
conviction that everyone is entitled to and needs instruction in the
arts, politics, history, language, psychology, philosophy, and science
for the simple reason that the road to full humanity proceeds through
competence, not away from it.
Our need for fully human practitioners of many kinds of work
could hardly be more desperate. V-/e have not discovered how to deliver adequate health care to a clear majority of our people, though
our health-care personnel are the best trained and best paid in the
world. Our system of laws and law enforcement seems frequently to
perpetuate the privileges of the fortunate and the exploitation of the
oppressed. Our industrial plant seems typically to make money by raping the environment and subjecting workers to a regimen of soulgrinding monotony the costs of which are becoming clear in studies
of absenteeism, on-the-job drug use, and industrial sabotage. Our
economic planners define "full employment" .as a condition in which
four to six per cent of those who could work and want to are excluded
from the experience of work. Many of our best scientific and technological minds are occupied with the invention of new and better
agents of destruction. Meanwhile, the dearth of skilled craftsmen and
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conscientious workers has filled our lives with shoddy goods and utterly unnecessary gadgets that don't work. We lack, it seems to me, not
so much particular skills as disposing wisdom, a sense of human purpose which would direct our application of skills to worthy ends.
If "education," then, is to mean the articulation of human purpose
and the exploitation of human possibility, it follows that education is
not the exclusive province of the schools. Neither does education terminate with the attainment of any academic degree, even one so potentially terminal as the Ph.D. But it also follows that schools have educational responsibilities, and it is with a brief consideration of those
responsibilities that I wish to conclude.
Now and again I reread Cardinal Newman's treatise on "The
Education of a Gentleman.'' It reminds me that the traditional liberal
arts curriculum had, in Newman's day, readily identifiable cultural
utility. But those of us who profess the value of a liberal education for
apprentice citizens of the United States in 1974 are frequently regarded as the village idiots of American academe. I think that is an honorable role, perhaps a vital one. Thus far, I have been trying not to speak
like the village idiot . What I have said seems to me to be true, which
probably means that most of it has been safe and conventional. If we
are to survive the immediate future, we must be able to see, affirm,
and, alas, sell the possibility that the marriage of liberal a rts and
education for careers can be passionate and fruitful. Our managers
can use our help if we will give it. But if we believe our professions
about the liberal arts, we might be of further use by spinning, out of
what we know and believe, visions of a viable future. Here, in brief
compass, is one such vision. Think of it, if you will, as a "Village
Idiot's Manifesto."
1. Whatever may have been the motives that brought our colleges
into being, they now exist. There are a lot of us. If we could define
some purposes that we share, we should be able to work at those purposes with wit, energy, and impact.

2. It is consistent with the premises of the liberal arts for us to
profess ( and confess) the following proposition: Persons coming to
adulthood in this society could do four kinds of tasks as expressions
of their humanity. In order of diminishing importance, these tasks are:
a. To be a responsible participant in the environment.
b. To become a fully realized, imaginatively free, spiritually
awakened, and aesthetically alive human being, and a good
lover of other humans.
c. To be a good citizen.
d. To hold and perform well a "job" of the traditional kind.
3. At the moment, the means of sustaining life, dignity, and com190

fort are offered as reward for performing only the last (and perhaps
least) of these tasks. Performance of any of the others is usually praised, seldom rewarded in other ways, and often punished.
Therefore, the task of the liberal arts professors-all of them, not
just the Professors-might be to help people prepare to do their jobs,
to follow their vocations, in ways which will bring into being a cultural structure which rewards those who perform the critical tasks of
human life according to their merits.
Can we create such a culture? I doubt it. Should we try? I think
so. This decade will not see the creation, nor in all likelihood will this
century. But we are, right now, teaching those who will teach our
children-in the classroom and elsewhere. We ought to be offering
them such visions of future possibility. If we do, our grandchildren
might find such a culture thinkable, and their children find its creation
possible.
If this be a pipedream, our ignominy will not long outlive our
funeral flowers. But if it be a vision, our grandchildren's children
might remember us, not as village idiots, but as God's holy fools who
fed on honey-dew and drank the milk of Paradise.
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What the University College
Advisor Needs to I(now
By
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KENNEDY

The University College advisor at Michigan Sta te University needs
to know dozens of things. The kinds of things she has to learn can be
divided, roughly, into two categories: the written and the unwritten.
The sources of written information are the catalogs, brochures,
directories, and handbooks circulated on the campus. Consulting these,
she comes to know the requirements of the degree-granting colleges
( of which there are seventeen at MSU with well over a hund red programs) and the University requirements. She must also be familiar
with the rules and procedures governing the academic life of our students: recess and dismissal policies; the readmission process; MAPS
(Minimum Academic Progress Scale); honors programs; opportunities for independent study, advanced credit, a nd credit by examination;
and how transfer credits are evaluated.
The advisor must be conversant, as well, with the services and the
organizations available to students. These range from the facilities in
student living quarters to those provided across the campus such as
the Health Center, the Counseling Center, the Ombudsman's Office,
the Legal Aid Bureau, the Placement Bureau, the Learning Resources
Center, the Office of Financial Aids, the Scholarship Office, Supportive Services, the libraries, a nd the Volunteer Bureau. She must know,
too, where the student can replace a lost I.D. card, obtain a bus pass,
a lecture-concert ticket, a refund, used books, or a football ticket-and
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where to register a complaint, a car, a bike, or report a theft or register to vote. I have even been asked the best way to get a date!
The unwritten sources of information for the advisor are the students with whom she has contact (usually about three hundred per
term in a four-hour working day), the instructors she comes to know,
and the people on the other end of her telephone line whom she will
consult in the course of doing her job . . . everyone from a helpful
clerk in the Registrar's office to the busiest dean of a college.
From these kinds of sources she will gradually come to know quite
a lot about people on campus and will be able to direct a student who
is interested, for example, in some new or esoteric field to the professor who is an authority on the subject.
How to get action or assistance for a student is something else she
will learn from these contacts. Knowing whom to call on a student's
behalf can often save considerable time, energy, and adrenalin. If a
good rapport has been established between an advisor and the people
in the many offices on campus, the student may well get the impression
that his welfare is of some concern to someone besides himself and
that he is not simply the proverbial "number" after all.
Another area where an advisor's experience helps the student is
in knowing not merely what is said-even in print-but what is implied. When a student reads in the catalog, for instance, that "Upon
completion of the first year requirements, a limited number of students
will be accepted for the sophomore program" he may not know the
basis on which that limit is set. The advisor who knows that only those
with a certain grade point average will be accepted can prepare the
student for the realities of the situation.
Again, it helps to know what is not said. Course descriptions often
sound enticing but if the advisor observes a student agonizing over
which of two courses to elect and knows that one of them bears little
resemblance to the description given, she can pass that information on.
Even the people in the Placement Bureau are reluctant, I think,
to forecast very far ahead what the job opportunities will be in a given
field. Yet almost daily students seem disappointed that advisors cannot predict their futures! What we make an earnest effort to do, however, is to keep abreast of changing trends. Some of our information
comes from sources within the University but an advisor's contact
with people in professions and ocupations beyond the campus are
often very instructive.
The advisor needs to know what the graduate schools will require
of those now embarking on an undergraduate degree. We are often
asked, as well, about programs and majors which MSU does not offer.
It is important, too, to be aware of the curricular offerings of junior
and community colleges in the state. Meetings with representatives
from these areas are held frequently to keep advisors informed.
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Finally, the advisor has to learn how to respond to the myriad
kinds of concerns students have. Sometimes called "playing it by ear,"
it means, simply, that the advisor assumes different roles for different
circumstances. To the student incensed by some real or imagined injustice, the advisor may become his champion or mini-Ombudsman.
Confronted by a depressed or tearful student, one must determine if
the situation calls for a gentle referral to the Counseling Center or
some on-the-spot motherly advice or even some stern talk straight from
the shoulder. We are all quick to point out that we are not trained
psychologists but if a receptive audience is what's wanted, we are available. We might even call this "playing it by heart."
No advisor learns all about the workings of the University in a
week or even a year. The requirements, policies, people, attitudes, and
practices keep changing. The most important thing the advisor needs
to know is that she must be learning constantly and she must be a good
listener.
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Lifelong Education for Women:
General and Liberal Studies for
Women Fulfilling Traditional
Social Roles
"From Their Point of View"
By GLADYS S. KASHDIN
University of South Florida

General and liberal education has been a major interest in my
own life and career. My classroom and social contacts with women in
college and adult education reinforced my own conviction that it
enhances the quality and style of a woman's life in ways, which defy
statistical analysis.
This past summer I asked 75 women if they would help me in
formulating this idea. Some were former students, acquaintances, colleagues, others were suggested by interested women. Therefore, I was
not acquainted with many of the respondents. The form which these
women were asked to complete elicited information about age, educational background, and occupation. The two most important questions
were ( 1) What social roles do you think you fill? and ( 2) In what
ways have your general and liberal studies affected the quality and
style of your life?
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Because this last question required testimonial answers, the chairperson of my department was frankly skeptical that I'd receive many
responses. Well, 45 women answered, at great length and in detail.
Their ages range from 14 years to 80; two-thirds of the women are
between 30 and 60. Most of them live in Florida, but answers came
from Maine, Canada, Michigan, Georgia and New York. They are
white, black and red, most religions, most educational levels. They are
unmarried, married, divorced, and widowed.
Seven of my respondents attended high school and adult education
classes only. Twenty attended undergraduate classes, some for one year;
most received a degree. Eighteen attended graduate school, about half
received a degree. Seventeen women wrote that they are attending
classes now, twenty-six were not. Thirty-four in all planned to attend
classes in the future. Only nine do not plan to attend and they were
generally the older, retired woman.
The answers to the question concerning social roles revealed a
very interesting pattern. While the married women generally listed
themselves as mother, wife, widow, volunteer community and church
worker ( our traditional roles), almost all the women added social roles
which are more descriptive of functions and occupations. For example:
13 teachers, 13 students, 12 workers, 7 (only 7) homemakers, 7 friends,
4 artists, 3 lovers and 2 companions to husbands. They also see themselves as consumers, taxpayers, and chauffeurs, voters, etc. The more
education a woman had attained, the more roles she listed. Two women described their social roles as a process. One young woman, 26,
who is or was married, listed the roles she considered primary: feminist, humanist, counselor, lover, friend, confidante, citizen, artist and
student. This is what she wrote: "I want to be quite clear in my own
definition of social role. For myself, I do not conceptualize a social
role as a 'mask' that I don at appropriate times. Such a definition
suggests a rather static idea of roles. Instead, I view my roles as integrated parts of myself which I expose at different times. Filling my
varied roles becomes a dynamic process and not a change from one
static frame to another My roles are manifold and involve relationships
I have with other people. 'I' am not defined by any one of those relationships and I am more than the sum of my social roles."
The second woman, older, divorced, mother of 3 wrote: "We fulfill (or fill) roles as circumstances demand. To ascribe 'traditional'
to any role other than 'motherhood'-and that is rather divinely planned as a function, at least-seems to ignore the very emergence of
varied lifestyles. And 'fulfilling' the role of motherhood has been rather
successfully accomplished by non-female surrogates. I like to feel that
'fulfilling' the role of friend-albeit resulting in relationships of varying intensities-moves away from the hidebound traditionalism and
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allows one to 'fill' more definite roles, while adapting to the particular
needs of the moment."
She listed her social roles as ( 1) lifelong friend, and lover of life,
and (2 ) of varying degrees of duration: child, pupil, daughter, wife,
ex-wife, mother, student, colleague, employee, supervisor.
One writer put it this way: "I question the concept of 'traditional'
roles of women on the one hand yet on the other hand feel that women are performing 'traditional' roles but in a 'new way.' What has
emerged is not so much a change in traditional roles of women, rather
it is a change in the life-style and life-quality of contemporary
,vomen."
Their answers are testimonials, rather than scientific treatises; but
they are quite objective, considering that we are dealing with subjective material. And they are very thoughtful, revealing, or rather,
corroborating a social phenomenon of long standing, that is, social
change and education go hand in hand. If you want to maintain a
particular cultural and economic status quo, then you must control
the amount and type of education of the people. It will be much easier
to maintain the idea that there are traditional roles for women if their
education is limited to the work and social skills necessary for wife,
mother, homemaker and low-paid labor. The more general and liberal education a woman obtains, sooner or later, the more aware she
will be that old "traditions" limit her development as an individual;
and the more aware she is, the more ways she will find to change the
pattern.
Our younger women, for whom educational opportunities have
been more available, are making these changes in their life-style earlier
in their life-cycle.
And this brings me to the major part of my study-and the ways
in which general and liberal studies affect the quality and life-style
of women, and by extension, their families. Curiously, or maybe not,
husbands were rarely mentioned, children often.
If we look at the testimonies, in age groups of teens and twenties,
thirties, forties, etc., another interesting pattern appears. It is actually
possible to trace the effect of liberal studies on the lives of American
women. Taken by decades then, these are some of the highlights, some
of their insights.
The 2 fourteen year olds and the women in their early twenties
seem to be taking their liberal education as a right. They are the
beneficiaries of the changes that have come about in the last few years
and it is a source of amazement to them to learn that educational
choices were not always available to women. Right now, this group
is gobbling up new experiences and insights as fast as they can and
loving it. Their full-time occupation is that of student, they are aware
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of themselves as individuals and view their liberal studies as a means
to develop their talents and potentials.
This is a fast-moving age. Changes have been coming so swiftly,
five or ten years will show a difference in attitude. For instance, another student, in her late 20's is not only aware of herself, but of her
first-hand, bitter experiences with sexism in university education.
"Sexism is no longer an abstract concept for me . . . it is a blatant
practice by the university system to systematically undermine the potential of women-the potential which is mine. I am more determined
than ever to invest my energy in doing something about it." This young
woman, who is now a graduate student in rehabilitative counseling,
is ready to accept responsibility for the choices she makes, knowing
full well that her choices may be subjective, but they are hers.
For the women in their 30's and 40's, the anger isn't so bitter, but
it is there, underlying the words as a substratum. All of these women
are wives, mothers, and homemakers and all but 4 have professional
careers, too. Their answers all contain phrases like: most exciting, great
fun, great enrichment, a feeling of satisfaction, of independence, of
accomplishment, expanding the mind, more awareness, sharing with
others, but several writers expressed insights which deserve further
consideration.
"It is so easy for a wife and mother to totally subjugate herself to
her husband and children, that it is very important to me, as a person, to have an identity that is solely mine. As a student working
toward a goal, or taking a class just for fun, I am able to achieve this
separate identity. To be a total person, without appendages, is not
only good for me, but I feel it makes me a more interesting and exciting person to live with. Nothing is more boring than a group of
women who can talk of nothing but their children and/or husbands.
My grandmother, at age 85, is still reading and learning, and can
converse extremely well on a wide variety of subjects. This is what I
want for myself and my life-I abhor the thought of stagnating and
spending a dull, boring old age. I strongly feel that most women allow
themselves to be herded into a certain niche in life and there they
remain until they die, wasting their talent and abilities and time!"
This young woman, age 31, has accepted the traditional roles of
wife, mother and housewife, and will probably continue in them, but
she is not going to lose her identity, her "self" in them.
Significantly, most of this group began their college studies after
marriage, and all are continuing to study.
"Before I started taking courses, I had been home taking care of
my children for 8 years; before that worked full-time in an insurance
office. Until I branched out from this existence I felt practically
tongue-tied to express myself in a group of any size." She is now PT A
President and a Substitute Teacher.
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One woman stated it was an advantage to pursue her general
education later; since she already knew who she was, she could "select
or refuse to add to the total." "Now joy comes in knowing I have a
good background, the ability to express and share it, the stamina to
pursue it and the sense to forget the unwanted and cherish that which
means something to me." She is Community Relations Librarian, active in AAUW and Soroptomist, etc., and keeps house for 3 children
and a mother.
Another quote: "My high school education meant that I could be
gainfully employed; after one year of working I got married and started a family ... Both my husband and I started our college education
after we were married." They took turns working while the other
studied. "With both of us holding college degrees, we felt more secure
financially .and socially. Not only more secure, but more aware. Education removes many blinds." She is an instructor at a Community
College in art and humanities, has a real estate license, and is President
of an AAUW branch. "I am hoping that thru AAUW, I will be able
to do something constructive for the community and for all humanity."
And an administrative assistant, divorced, mother of 3 wrote: "To
me, general education is the key to broader horizons; education can
be a means to .an end or a life-long companion."
The group of women in their 50's are pretty special. This is the
"age group that was caught financially by a depression and emotionally
by a world-wide war." Most of the women in this group mention being
poor or middle class; they can be distinguished, however, by family
expectations. Very few families considered an education beyond high
school necessary fr a girl. Those rare parents who wanted more for
their daughters, couldn't afford it. And so we find in this group, more
women who attended high schoool only, and some interesting insights
into the effects of general education, or the lack of it, on the life-style
of women. These women listed their social roles as worker, housewife,
mother and wife. Their education was mainly directed toward attaining work skills. Here are some direct quotes:
"It has been the means of earning a good salary during my working years which has made it possible to lead a better life than I was
accustomed to during my hildhood; I was raised m a poor
household."
A secretary wrote: "I have taken courses to help me m work
duties."
Another woman wrote that her education by necessity was always
work-oriented: secretarial skills, a medical terminology course, etc.;
she now works for a mortgage company as a foreclosure clerk. "There
is still .a restless feeling of not having attained a college education."
Far more important than what was said, is what is left unsaid.
These are the women who grew up in the great depression when
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economic and social restnct10ns shaped one's life to a great extent.
Material survival was more important than anything else. Special interests had to wait. There is no mention of courses taken for their own
personal development or enjoyment. There is only the awareness of
something missing in their lives, not the awareness of something gained.
Compare this to another statement by a woman who graduated
from high school in 1912, and studied some music and painting afterwards-this oldest correspondent, now 80, said, "My 'general education' has served me very well. I have 'made it do' quite successfully
by being a 'most of the time' housewife. My musical education of long
ago still lingers on at times. My attempts at art were greatly enjoyed.
Occasionaliy, even at this late date, the urge to try it all again gets
strong." The depression and its pressures cannot be fingered as the
sole cause of this limited development. Several women who attended
college but concentrated on career-oriented studies only made much
the same statements and omissions.
All the other respondents in the 50-year age group had some college education beyond high school. The general attitude is that they
were making up for lost time; and they were grateful for the opportunity to do something for themselves, while not neglecting their family
or occupational responsibilities. They are keenly aware of the financial
benefits of college education, yet most expressed the greater importance
of the intangible profits; one woman wrote: "My parents taught us
very early that education was the one thing which no one could take
away; education was never a functional thing, but was to be regarded
always as intellectual currency-a source, or base for judgments based
on reasoning and knowledge and, incidentally, a shaper of taste regarding excellence in humanistic achievements. It also became part
of one's moral fiber in terms of judgments bearing on, say, social and
economic questions."
In one way or another, this idea was repeated again and againtheir general education enabled them to participate in the activities
of life with more knowledge, more assurance, more enjoyment, less
frustration and less boredom, "I chose education as my exodus from a
segregated vacuum, ... I am happy to be able to identify and compare the changes that have occurred in my life time to other poignant
and dramatic eras. This extra dimension has been available to me
through wide reading in history, psychology and philosophy." Another
wrote, "My liberal educational background is excellent to draw upon
for writing now, and, in the future, when I shall grow old, I expect
my interest in continuing education to keep 'restoring my soul.' " And
another, "They have improved the quality and style of my life. One
cycle has seemed to move into the other more smoothly because of
my studies." This writer also sees it as a preparation for retirement.
And another: "At age 54 I feel this is only the beginning and I antici200

pate an even richer future." All of these women regard their liberal
education as helpful in raising their families and establishing the
quality of the family environment.
This was also expressed by one woman who, after only one year
of college, then raised her family in an increasingly affluent and social
environment. Her busy life revolves around family and business activities; but she ended her statement with the question, "So why am I
bored?"
Among the group in their sixties, and seventies there were some
at the heiGht of their professional careers, and others retired, from
work or from raising families. They spoke strongly about the benefits
of on-goin:; general education for women in their later years, when
retirement, widowhood, the children grown and gone, have left them
to their own resources. They express a certain serenity and satisfaction
about their choice to study, and a refreshing stubbornness in pursuing
their own interests. Neither the criticism of their peers or the younger
generation can deter them.
"My family grown and out on their own, I made the remark, 'I
think I'll take a few courses, in fact, work for a degree.' 'What? You
return to school, whatever for at your age?' 'What could you possibly
do?'
"Perturbed, not at the questions but the tone, the grinding undertone that bore so deeply within me, the tone of a put-down, slowly
my skin crawled away, my mind groped for words only to find they
disappeared within my skin and I was standing, passive and not responding, unable to do so. This incident coupled with others similar
confirmed my will to fulfill my desire and once active within my
studies, I found them to be a rewarding experience and wondered
why I delayed and waited so long. The most meaningful realization is
an insight and understanding of myself. (2) A deeper appreciation
of myself as a person within my own might. (3) Importantly, it is a
joy, new exposure/new knowledge changes an individual and one is
not where she/he was before, this in turn has changed my attitude
towards others I come in contact with. ( 4) Besides what is life for
but to be more. (5) It beats living in a vacuum." She concluded with
the statement "God is where man's knowledge is of himself."
I have attempted to show, by using the actual words of the women
who participated in this study, and by reading between the lines, the
effect of general and liberal studies, or the lack of them, on the lives
of women during their life-cycle, from the second decade to the ninth.
Depending on economic circumstances, liberal education has been a
luxury, a privilege, an opportunity, and a right. The intangible benefits count for more than any financial ones. I believe it is important
that we listen to these voices, for once again, as the trend in education
becomes increasingly career-oriented, we, who are in the business of
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improving the quality of life through liberal studies, are under pressure to justify our work. Their words are our justification.
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SESSION 9

Educating for the Full Life
Cycle-Including After 60
One Source of Financing
Demonstration Proj ects
By P. K.

NuMINEN

The Social Security Act has been a continuing source of support
for more and more of the basic functions related to the Aging process.
Best known aspects of this act relate to income maintenance and
medical care which I will by-pass in an effort to meet the challenge
given by Dr. Haak entitled "One Source of Financing Demonstration
Projects."
Allow me to zero in on one title of the Social Security Act, that
being Title VI, which I understand may become Title XX by the
first of the year, and incidentally, a combination of Title I, IV, and
XIV of the act which became effective on January 1 of this year.
Needless to say, it is difficult to keep track of the Federal government
and the changes that are constantly occurring.
It is helpful to know that each state is required to have a single
state agency responsible for administering the act and also that services
must be separated from financial assistance. An inquiry to State government, usually social service, social welfare or just plain welfare will
bring yo u to this single state agency. Also an approved state plan must
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be developed by this single state agency wihch is in accord with guidelines and regulations published by the Federal government in the Federal Register at various intervals, dependent upon the Administration's
interpreta tion of passed legislation.
Now what can be funded and how does the funding affect General
and Liberal Studies? Assuming your state plan has an active adult
service component that encompasses all of the allowable services to
adults, we might say tha t methodology and innovation are the keys to
implementing a meaningful program for those people entering the
restive (from employment stand-point) period of the life cycle.
In Michigan we have developed two systems of funding educational programs for adults. We have a state agreement with the Department of Education that allows for reimbursement of services provided our clients that meet eligibility criteria established by our department. We also have a donated funds system which allows for
purchase of service from specific agencies. Due to time limitation, I
will concentrate on the Purchase of Service system and pass over our
inter-department agreement .at this time.
The Purchase of Service system can be used in conjunction with
other services to be provided by the service agency. An example of
this method is the senior citizen center program. Educational services
are one component of a comprehensive service package, which includes
other services such as transporta tion, counseling, informa tion and referral, etc.
We have also funded programs for adults through community
schools of continuing education, adult education systems of local school
jurisdictions. These programs are usually focused on a select population such as mentally retarded, h andicapped, .academically frail to the
degree that independent living is jeopardized. All such programs must
relate to independent living or strenghtening the family unit, and
again eligibility must be determined by the local department of social
services in cooperation with the provider agency.
We have also purchased services from colleges and universities of
a technical nature. An example of this type of purchase would be the
creation of a h andbook to be utilized by our department in its training
program. Usually these technical assistance purchases are restricted to
highly sophisticated research or unique demonstrations that would
benefit our state's human service delivery system.
Our P.O.S. system also requires a donation of 25 % of the total
budget. It is also necessary that the donor and provider be separate
organizations. Federal funds cannot be used to acquire other federal
funds ; Model Cities money is the only exception to this rule. Sources
of donor support should be developed by the local or regional service
office and should not necessarily be the responsibility of the provider
agency.
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In closing my suggestion for pursuing the development of a program is to start with the local, i.e., county governmental unit responsible for administering social services and seek their aid with the
proposal writing process; in Michigan we have regional staff available
for additional assistance. Grass roots involvement is still basic to attaining funding for any program serving people.

A Developing Undergraduate
Interdisciplinary Program at
St. Clair Community College
By RrcHARD

J.

CoL WELL

I appreciate the invitation to be part of this group of educators.
Bob Huber, Jim Lampkey and Phil Numinen and I have known each
other well ever since those two-year weekend seminar sessions in 1969
and 1970 at Ann Arbor. They are certainly aging friends.
I will divide my remarks into four basic areas:
1) How St. Clair County Community College became
involved with Gerontology in the first place.
2) The process of getting a Sociology of Aging program
going given our College's complicated curriculum
system.
3) The courses at St. Clair County Community College
as it is now proceeding.
4) Some projections for the future of the program at
our college and in the Community College movement
in general.

How Did Our College Get Involved?
In 1968 and 1969, the Institute of Gerontology at the University
of Michigan conducted sixteen weekend seminars over the two-year
period. Twenty-eight faculty members from colleges, both two-year
and four-year, across Michigan came together and were given a rather
thorough grounding in the many discipline areas touched by that broad
field that is called Gerontology. We were exposed to some of the pioneers in the field like Wilma Donahue, Woodrow Hunter, Clark Tibbitts and Leo Pastalan.
St. Clair County Community College was represented by Eleazar
Curti from Spanish, Janet Kelly from Sociology and Richard Colwell
from English. Our participation was encouraged by our then Vice
President for Instruction, Dr. William Peters.
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It soon became evident that the Institute expected this investment
of time and money to pay off across the state. We were directed to
begin to get our college involved in our local communities in aging
programs. Then, too, we were encouraged and helped to begin longrange planning toward courses in aging on campus·.
Our representatives to the Faculty Seminar brought together an
inter-disciplinary committee and began work toward both of the above
aims.
I began making contacts with our local senior-citizen housing project activities groups and started two discussion sessions a week between
senior citizens and college students. Soon I was asked to join the Board
of the St. Clair County Council on Aging and have been its president
off and on over the last five years. Our Nursing Club started a project
on taking Seniors shopping, writing letters, visiting shut-ins and other
direct services to aged citizens in the community.
Then our inter-disciplinary committee held a community Seminar
and invited representatives from all community agencies related to
working with senior-citizens in any way: 1) heaJth, 2) social services,
3) recreation, etc. We offered our services in courses or in information
and data or in making ourselves available to speak to any groups on
aging. Soon we had help in getting going on a fairly comprehensive
program on aging in the community. In the area of direct services we
have now:
1) Had two Continuing Education Courses, "You and
the Oldsters in Your Life," and "The Sociology of
Aging."
2) Hosted the White House Conference in 1970 for the
thumb area of Michigan.
3) Held Woodrow Hunter's Retirement Education Planning Course in conjunction with several local employee groups.
4) Held a Recreation Workshop for area Center
Directors.
5) Had an on-going program of taking students to
senior-citizens in various ways and bringing seniorcitizens to campus for special events.
6) Developed an on-going program of lecture-social
orientation for Registered and Practical Nursing students at the college and afternoon lecture-discussion
session for nurses aides.
It is sufficient to say that our College is involved in aging programs
in our Community.
The Process of Offering Academic Level Courses
Our college, like all such institutions, has an organized and some-
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times lengthy process for the institution of new programs and courses.
Our Inter-disciplinary committee soon saw that an important first
step to any such approval was the sensitizing of our own faculty and
administration to Gerontology as a discipline and to the unique place
that our Community College held in our own service area as to services to the aging.
In order to institute new courses or programs, an important first step
is a thorough research in the areas of bibliography objectives and transferrabili ty. Mrs. Janet Kelly, who now teaches these courses, worked
hard on these matters with the assistance of Bob Huber from the University of Michigan.
The previously mentioned programs in Continuing Education,
"You and the Oldsters In Your Life" and "The Sociology of Aging,"
too gave us valuable experience in preparing courses in the general
area of aging and especially in evaluating their acceptance in the
community and at the college. Indeed, we soon found that some regular college students took the two programs in the non-credit division
of the college because of an expressed interest in the study of aging.
Then, too, our committee of aging can not stress too much the allimportant value of the involvement of the administration, first of all on
the committee and throughout the whole process of community outreach and college sensitization to the viability of aging as a legitimate
area of study in the regular college offering.
Mr. Jerry Lynch, our Director of Continuing Education, has been
our faithful supporter throughout the whole process. And too, our
Dean of Liberal Arts, Edward Bush, and our Dean of Admission, Earle
Richardson, have helped us especially in the area of trans.ferrability.
Most of all, the President of our College, Dr. Richard Norris, has
been our encouragement. His office has been always open and he has
made his time available as much as possible to speak to visiting groups
of senior citizens and to other groups from the Institute of Gerontology
who have made visits to Port Huron as a regular part of their
programs.
Let me then, say just a few words about the final process of approval of courses at our college. We use a College Forum made up of
administration, faculty and students as the method of intra-College
operation about academic matters. Mrs. Kelly had made very sure
that her outline for Sociology 170 had been submitted to the University
of Michigan for transferability review long before the council meeting
with the Curriculum Committee of the Forum. When we were approved for a transferable course in aging, Sociology 170, by the University of Michigan's Sociology department in the spring of 1973, we
became the first Community College in Michigan to have such a course
transferred for Sociology majors.
The Curriculum committee then readily approved the course and
it was ready for offering in the Fall of 1973.
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Some Facts About The Course Itself
Sociology of Aging, Soc. 170, was first offered at night in a threehour block in the F all of 1973. The course was well advertised to
agencies throughout the area and had an enrollment of 29 for its
first trial.
Mrs. Kelly has given me a demographic breakdown on that course.
Age and Sex of Students
1) The age range was from 19 to 70.
2) There were 21 female and 8 male students.
R ecruitment of Students
1) 8 were regular college students.
2) 5 were nursing students.
3) 5 were working in agencies directly related for the
aging in the community.
Reasons for
1) 7 were
2) 13 were
3) 7 were

taking the course
taking the course to transfer.
taking the course for their own background.
taking the course for job upgrading.

Even the above incomplete breakdown shows you something about
our Community College and about the general student body we serve.
It also shows that such courses in aging offered when working people
can take them will be successful.
Our second attempt, too, at offering shows something more about
the above matters. It is being offered this Fall for the first time in day
school at noon. Seven are sociology majors and three are psychology
majors. The age range is from 19 to the mid-40's but only one student
is over 25.
The course itself uses two texts: 1) Aging and the Aged by Fred
Cottrell and 2) Aging in Contemporary Society by Ethel Shamas.
A simple reading of the main subdivisions from the outline might
help you see the scope of the course.
Mrs. Kelly divides her course into three general areas:
I. Introduction
II. Aging and Social Organization
III. Aging and Social Re-organization
Under "Introduction" she covers:
A. Concepts of aging-what is aging and who is old?
B. The Demography of aging
Under the Section called "Aging and Social Organization" she
covers in brief:
A. Rules and Statuses
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B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Psychology of aging
Physiology of aging
Economics of aging
Recreation and aging
Education and aging
The politics of aging

Then finally under the third major division, "Aging and Social
Re-organization," she briefly touches upon:
A. Services to aging and aged (both Governmental
and other)
B. New Concepts in the Education of the aged
C. Unmet needs and Challenges.
It is worthwhile to note too that Mrs. Kelly has taught for a long
time a special Sociology course in Marriage and Family and has made
heself an expert on the concepts of widowhood and on the newest research on Death and Dying.
She gives three hour long tests during the semester and a final
exam.
The course itself has received much favorable comment from the
faculty and student body but Mrs. Kelly has said that subsequent offerings, for a while anyway, will be restricted to night offerings and that
she intends to advertise and offer a third section this coming spring
semester especially on request of several local public agencies.
I have brought you copies of the Bibliography section of Mrs.
Kelly's research in preparation for her course. If you wish to contact
her about the course outline or the general plan of the course you
may write to her:
Mrs. Janet Kelly
Professor of Sociology
St. Clair County Community College
Port Huron, Michigan 48060
Some Projections for the Future

We at St. Clair Community College are happy with our beginning
on an academic program in Gerontology. It probably is not unique nor
is it having the greater impact that we eventually hope to have on our
total course offering at the college.
Yet the groundwork laid in the community, with four year institutions and with the College Forum and within the whole College in
in general, make it obvious that aging as an academic discipline is beginning to come about at our school. The Business Department is in the
generation stage for a course on the economics of the life cycle from
middle age through old age with special emphasis on retirement.
Our college is building a new Union Building which will encom209

pass a Food Service and Nutrition Program; members of our committee have been asked by the Vocational Division to consider Nutrition
for Aging and Aged as a possible special offering.
Given the basic demographic facts of the population of the United
States as it moves toward the year 2000, it is obvious that such a college as ours, whose campus is truly the community, will continue to
find demands both Vocational and Academic in the growing educational field of aging.
Take a look at Schoolcraft College in Livonia and Betty Andrews'
excellent program in a college actually running the Senior Activities in
their special suburban community or visit Mid-Michigan Community
College at Harrison and see a college that conducts travel programs
for senior-citizens. Bob Huber and I could probably give you ten or
so other examples of both four-year and two-year colleges accepting
the responsibility for serving their community's senior-citiens directly.
And on an Academic base, too, programs are growing across the state
in the universities and also in community colleges whose students
transfer to those universities. Yes, the Institute of Gerontology is getting
its money's worth many times over from its Faculty Seminars seven
years ago.
Let me end by telling you a story about one of my experiences from
working in aging programs at our college.
As I told you, I conduct a two-session orientation each academic
year for nursing students. The first section is lecture and the second is
a visit to a residential setting for senior-citizens, a beautiful home
called Marydale Center. The Practical Nurses, however, train part of
the time at one of our local nursing homes.
One day before the second session one very young lady came up to
me and said, "Mr. Colwell, may I be excused from visiting all those
old people. I see them every day at the nursing home and they make
me nervous." She then said rather definitely, "I'm going to go into
nursing to take care of babies."
Mrs. Brunelle, the extremely competent Director of the Practical
program, had overheard the remark. She came over and pointed her
finger at the girl and said, "Listen, dearie. You'd better get over that
fast. With the way people aren't having babies these days, we nurses
had better all face the fact that old people are going to be where our
jobs are."
I think Mrs. Brunelle spoke for me too. My work with senior-citizens has made me a more humane and tolerant person. It has given
many of the true satisfactions of service to people that persons educated in liberal arts can enjoy. But, from a purely economic and survival viewpoint, I see clearly that both two-year and four-year colleges
had better "get hopping." The job market potential alone is enough
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incentive to make us look carefully at programs for the aged and
secondly at programs for training students to work with them directly.

A Developing Undergraduate
Interdisciplinary Program at
Central Michigan University
By

DR. JAMES LAMPKY

Central Michigan University
Sometime ago Dr. Haak contacted me about a presentation of the
developing undergraduate program at Central Michigan University. I
must admit that I was and am delighted to have the opportunity to
share with you the "beginning," the tribulations of slow growth, and
the present status of Educating for the Full Life Cycle ... Including
after 60.
Some of you might well be pondering, "How does a biologist figure
in on an interdisciplinary program dealing with aging?" My interest
began a number of years ago when the Institute of Gerontology in
Ann Arbor offered Faculty Seminars. After attending the Seminars for
about a year and at the same time searching the biological literature
I began to get the feeling that there was a real dearth of pertinent
interrelated biological information regarding the poorly understood
processes of aging; even now I feel there remains a great void in our
biological understanding of the aging process. Presently there are
several workers reporting on longevity and other experimental work
upon fruit flies, mice, and rats, but our understanding of the biological
processes are far from complete. In addition, I have a couple of other
reasons for being interested in developing an interdisciplinary program
for undergraduates.
1. Most educated persons learn about the development of humans

from embryogenesis to early adulthood-and that's where their
education ends! Generally nothing is taught about maturing, growing old, to say nothing about death.
2. I'm not getting one minute or one day younger and neither are
you! For myself, I need to know what to expect as I become older.
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As I learn about the aging process and as I help both young and
older persons alike learn the process, then we all gain some wisdom.
But enough about why and how I became interested in such a program-let's tum our attention to the program itself at CMU.
In the Spring semester of 1971 I was able to develop and offer an
Honors Colloquium entitled, "Perspectives of Aging." Eighteen students were assigned readings, and through directed discussions they
learned about the several theories of aging, the biological aspects or
parameters of aging, and the psychological changes normally occurring
with aging. In the beginning of the course it appeared that the study
of aging to these 18-20 year olds was something like reading or talking
about organisms from another planet; 18-20 year old students tend to
have a very narrow concept of the world about them. As the course
progressed the students became more acutely aware of the limitations
and problems faced by aged persons. Finally, by means of an assigned
study, each student made a comparison of the services offered to the
senior citizens in their home town versus the services offered to senior
citizens of the city of Mt. Pleasant. This comparative study was a real
eye-opener in that the student learned where and how to obtain hardto-get information, and what to do with it after the information was
collected. The study has provided benefits far beyond my hopes;
several of my former students have written to tell m e that they were
able to encourage officials to establish home town services such as free
checking services, reduced medication costs, and free admission to various community events.
As a result of the success of the Honors Colloquium, beginning in
1972 the Recreation Department offered a course, Recreation for
Senior Citizens, to 33 students, increasing in 1973 to 38 students, and
this year ( 1974) has jumped to 54 students. Dr. Herb Kipke, nearly a
senior citizen himself, is the instructor of this worthwhile course. The
course is designed to provide informa tion and techniques to students
to propose, organize, administer, and conduct recreational activities for
senior citizens, taking into account their various limitations. The course
is divided into three portions: 1) older Americans in our society, 2) effects of aging on social functioning, and 3) development and administration of social programs. Invited guest speakers present and discuss
on-going recreational activities statewide and the problems related to
them. Films and slides are used to depict various recreational programs
and the techniques used. The students are required as part of the
course to participate as volunteers in the local level Senior Citizens
Recreational Programs. Dr. Kipke tells m e tha t students taking this
course are considerably more aware of, and better equipped to develop
a broader and more extensive recreational program for all ages.
Also as an offshoot of the Honors Colloquium, Dr. Douglas Friedrich instituted a course dealing with the psychological aspects of aging,
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"Maturity and Old Age." The course begins where most psychology
courses and/or programs end. Initially the course attracted 20 students
in 1972 and presently it accommodates over 50 students. The goal of
the course is to present aspects of physiological, psychological, and sociological stages of stability and decline with human maturity progressing
into old age. An attempt is made, where possible, to correlate all three
aspects indicating the dependency of one upon the others. To supplement the lecture-theory portion of the course, students are required to
volunteer their time for several weeks to work with senior citizens at a
medical care facility, a food with friends program, or at a hospitality
corner gathering place. After having discussed the field volunteer work
opportunity with several of the students upon completion of the course,
it seems that if nothing else the attitudes of the students toward senior
citizens are greatly changed in a positive direction.
Due to the past and ongoing course on aging, the Psychology Department recently instituted a Colloquium which enables high-interest level
students to select and research, in the library, a problem of their own
choosing. This is done in conjunction with a faculty member who is
interested in that particular area of investigation. The student has a
great deal more latitude to delve deeply into a subject of his or her
choice, while at the same time has the opportunity to discuss with and
have faculty direction.
A Practicum is usually elected by each student as an experimental
continuation of a Colloquium. The reading, discussion, and faculty
advice gained in the previous academic endeavor usually has opened
several avenues of experimental investigation. In consultation with the
faculty member, usually a 1: 1 situation, the student presents in writing
an experimental design or model. The faculty member serves as a critic
to aid the student in either enlarging or restricting the experiment, as
well as acting as the director of the experimental work. Experimental
work is expected to be done in the field (as opposed to the laboratory)
in order to either support or refute the experimental hypothesis. This
portion of the work allows an undergraduate student to ascertain for
himself or herself if he or she really wishes to go on into experimental
graduate research work.
I have attempted to present to you a synopsis of the several courses
offered at Central Michigan University in what I consider a developing
undergraduate interdisciplinary program. Although we at Central did
not move rapidly into a wide range of interdisciplinary courses, we have
moved steadily and with appropriate deliberation. Basically, CMU is a
nationally recognized institution for teacher education. We are cognizant of the need to expand education beyond teaching to and about
the young of our society because of the availability of more leisure time
and earlier retirement; indeed, a whole new frontier has been opened
to educa tors. For this reason we have been made acutely aware of the
necessity of Educating for the Full Life Cycle ... Including after 60.
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Community College Action with
Area Senior Citizens
By D. R.

McLAUGHLIN

This paper is presented in three parts to give a rationale for
Asnuntuck Community College's involvement with senior citizens of
the North Central Connecticut area. In the first section a brief framework will be given onto which one can place the action taken by the
College. The second session will briefly define the role of a community college and the third will indicate the action of the College.

Th e Framework
The extended family is all but gone from North American society.
This fact, coupled with other social developments, has produced a
climate in which youth and aged suffer similar problems. These problems are caused, for the most part, by the large group of wage earners
that serve as a wedge separating young from old.
Our society places a great emphasis upon being successful, earning
a living and maintaining a nuclear family. In reality, the latter emphasis may be false, or just a public relations game, since the young are
part of the nuclear family and yet are excluded or segregated for an
extended period of time from the mainstream of society. They are
"maintained"-not a valued part of the mainstream of society. For
the most part, when a person becomes old, as all people do, they are
excluded from both family and society.
The term society, used in a popular vein, is not, therefore, aiJI encompassing. Since control of money means power, one could say that
with historical developments being what they are, it is quite natural
for the young and the old to be excluded from the popular conception
of society. The young and the old are inconvenient to the efficient
wage earner; they really are "leeches" in a streamlined world. The
paradox is that the wage earner refuses to admit that he or she is aging
and will be old some d ay. In 1970, five billion dollars were spent in the
United States on cosmetics that reportedly removed signs of aging;
only 1.86 billion dollars were allocated to old age assistance. Perhaps
it is time for people in North America to straighten out their feelings
and prejudices about youth and aging so that clear policies and action
can follow. Aging is here to stay. Everybody's doing it and there is as
yet to be born the person who is a middle-aged earner before his
first birthday.
The extended family, as one of its benefits, provided a system where
young and old related to one another, shared and solved problems
together, and helped solve each others shared problems. Since the

SECTION I:
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extended family is gone from North America and the age is one of
confusion, convenience and rapid change, youth and aged suffer because the shared problem-solving mechanism is missing. Death becomes a taboo subject and gives rise to the American way of death
because it is not part of life. Surface solutions are substituted for basic
problems: creams to prevent wrinkles and gray hair; a dance or a
club to keep youth off drugs; a few dollars or food stamps to keep the
old folks in the pasture.
Modern day social developments have many disadvantages just as
in the "Good Ole Days." Life today has many advantages, too. The
computer has made simulation a common occurrence; a social setting
can also simulate and recreate positive parts of former situations such
as the extended family.
SECTION II: The Role of the Community College
There is a continuum in higher education between the role and
function of a university and a community college. It is much more fun
to be with a community college because that is where the action is.
However, if one plays on words, one can see that a university is apart
from society while a community college is a part of society. The difference here is a part of and apart from society. The university's role
should be one of researching and instructing professionals in the highest levels of decision making and knowledge as well as serving as a
severe critic of society. On the other hand, the role of the community
college is helping the people in its immediate community, area or
society, cope with the problems that they face; the lives of the people
in the immediate area are improved because the institution exists.
Another way of viewing the role of the community college is to
see it as a recycling agency for people. If glass, paper, and aluminum
can can be recycled, it seems logical that in an era of Future Shock,
brought on by rapid change, there needs to be an agency like the
community college that can recycle people and improve their situation
in life. Too often there is only talk about change, not action. Higher
education is noted for talking. Unfortunately, people are experiencing
this Future Shock now and it is occurring at a much more rapid pace
than in prior years. There has been enough talking; action is needed.
The community college is where the action is. The university is where
the research is and there needs to be a very direct line of communication between the university and the community college.
SECTION III:

Direct Services and Simulation at
Asnuntuck Community College
Asnuntuck Community College is the youngest state community college in Connecticut. It is located in North Central Connecticut in the
Connecticut River Valley; its area forms the corridor between Hart215

ford and Springfield, Massachusetts and is undergoing a trans1t10n
from tobacco farming to suburban and industrial development.
All college funding comes from the state legislature to the state
board of Regional Community Colleges which in turn reallocates
monies to the twelve state community colleges. There are two other
state-funded two-year college systems in Connecticut: the technical college system and the university branch system. Like most state institutions today, there are insufficient funds to do the job required of the
College. Regardless, the College has grown in its two years of operation
from 200 to over 1,000 students.
Unfortunately, in Connecticut as elsewhere, the term college connotes a certain audience in most people's minds. This audience means
people who are around the age of 25, give or take five years, and who
are studying for the purpose of obtaining a degree. One might add to
this that the purpose of the degree is to help the individual be one of
the more efficient wage earners spoken of earlier in this paper. This
concept of the singular purpose of higher education may have been
fine for a few years after World War II, but change has occurred in
society since then, and, like all institutions, higher education is a manmade institution and it too must change. Had the land grant institutions followed their initial purpose, there would possibly be no need
for community colleges today.
A community college in Connecticut has an open-door admissions
policy. Asnuntuck's policy is perhaps a little more open than others
in that it accepts people who have dropped out, or are dropping out of
high school and do not have any form of high school diploma. The student age range runs from approximately 15 through 80, or as is often
stated, until death. And, courses on death are taught at the College.
Special emphasis has been placed on recruitment of housewives and
other populations often ignored by colleges. In the near future the
College hopes to merge with the technical high school so that the institution will cover grades 10 through death with recycling recurring on
appropriate community college levels.
As a part of North Central Connecticut's· society, Asnuntuck's college personnel noted that, as elsewhere, many senior citizens were being
shoved into non-productive roles and herded together in various ways
by the efficient wage earner. While certain programs were being conducted in a few towns of the college's area for senior citizens, not all
of them, and there are some 9,000 in the area, received similar benefits because of the location of their residences. Communications were
lacking between programs and people primarily because identification
is not with area or region, but rather with immediate town, subdivision,
Hartford or New England. Confusion also reigns in some programs
such as Social Security because part of the area is serviced by Springfield, Massachusetts and part by Hartford. In addition, the area's pop216

ulation growth is not communicated or understood by power figures
in various agencies.
As one might guess, Asnuntuck did not have any money for action
in the senior citizen area. It became a question of how does a community college accomplish its role of being a part of its community
through working with senior citizens and youth when it does not have
money and many other resources? Since grants are also at a premium,
the College recognized that it must pursue a different course of action.
As a first step, the College sought to find out what resources or
agencies were available in the area and were providing services to
youth or senior citiens. Next, the College looked at what other colleges
were doing in the New England area. Basically, except for Brandeis
University and Leicester Junior College, both private institutions, not
much is happening in New England between senior citizens and
colleges.
Brandeis University is following the university model through research and model programs construction; Leicester Junior College
offers seminars and a gerontology degree program. A few public colleges in New England invite senior citizens to participate in credit
courses at a special fee and cultural events often at no fee. In other
cases, senior citizens are invited to dress rehearsals and other special
pre-performance showings without a fee involved.
In Connecticut, the state legislature passed a bill this past year
waiving all credit tuition charges for people over 62 years of age.
In addition, Asnuntuck requested that the Board of Trustees waive all
student fees. A person over 62 now attends credit courses on the campus at no charge. Over 90 credits are being taken at the present time
by people in this category. Such is not the case with non-credit courses
offered under self-perpetuating programs.
This legislative action was seen as a significant step in breaking a
myth that most all educational dollars are to be spent on the young.
Hopefully, as more senior citizens attend the college courses, the myth
that college is only for people in their twenties will also be dispelled.
College personnel seized upon this change and took immediate action
to further foster programs for the senior citizens, but these programs
are not degree programs and are not even credit programs in most
cases.
During the course of the College's first two years of existence,
faculty often commented on the richness that was added to the classroom when a spectrum of ages was present in a course. Because blood
lines were not involved, generations were talking to other generations
and they were discussing things that they had wanted to talk about
for some time, but felt they could not raise at home or with other
relatives. The simulated extended family was happening and the college had but to recognize it and capitalize on its advantages.
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With the legislative action of waiving costs and the college's natural
resource of the simulated extended family in mind, the staff established
an organizational framework to provide guidance for senior citizens'
activities sponsored by the College. The College has an Advisory Council which is a group of local citizens appointed by the state Board of
Trustees for the purpose of providing advice to the College on a
number of matters. The staff and this body nominated one of its members as its contact person for college-sponsored senior citizens' activities.
It was suggested that an area steering committee be formed by appointing three people from each of the ten towns in the region; each town's
team of three people would be composed of two senior citizens and one
person known for his ability to get things done in the town. This group
is called the Senior Citizens Think Tank.
Concurrent with the framework activities, the college sought ways
of staffing the program. Regular state or college positions were not
available due to budgetary restrictions. The College approached
ACTION and was granted five VISTA workers and one Retired
Senior Volunteer Program person; to this the college added one person from the student payroll. Except for the last person, each of the
other program personnel actually belongs to another agency. In the
case of the RSVP person, the contract agent is the Greater Hartford
Council of Churches; VISTA personnel all belong to the Community
Renewal Team of Greater Hartford. Matching funds, some of which
were in kind, were raised by the College to support the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program.
Near the end of the last fiscal year a few dollars were found in the
budget to conduct an in-depth study of the existing agencies in the
area providing services to senior citizens. Graduate students were employed to conduct this study and it resulted in a directory of services
which has been verified and is now being printed for distribution to all
senior citizens in the ten-town area. Hopefully, this directory will have
supplements, including one that is in its developmental stage on discount cooperative buying locations in North Central Connecticut.
The roles of VISTA and RSVP confused a number of people who
were not at the local level. Resolution of the problem came only
through many letters and conversations. Basically, the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP) is singular in its purpose to get older
people involved and participating in the mainstream of life through
volunteer activities with non-profit organizations. Some of these volunteer activities may be as a result of VISTA activities. VISTA, on the
other hand, is multiple in purpose. It was assigned the responsibility of
further developing situations to simulate the extended family by mixing young and old together to accomplish tasks that would benefit
senior citizens of the area. The VISTA workers were to carry out the
activities and wishes of the Senior Citizen Think Tank. When viewed
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as a whole, VISTA, RSVP, various local agencies and groups and the
College all became mutually supportive in working with senior citizens.
A point that is stressed with all of these groups of the whole is that
they work for or with senior citizens; too often younger people think
they know best and do things to senior citizens.
When personnel became available, more action transpired. During
the summer months a pre-retirement course was developed and both
VISTA and college personnel were trained to conduct the eight-session
seminar. All businesses and industrial firms were contacted about the
program and it is currently being offered in a variety of locations.
Asnuntuck is fortunate in having on its small staff very hard working, imaginative people. The mixture of former VISTA and PEACE
CORPS members on the staff with others concerned for ecology and
people resulted in the organization of an organic garden and a form of
the old Civilian Conservation Corps program during the summer of
1973. The CCC program has been temporarily shelved due to lack of
staff. However, the organic garden proved so popular that it was again
instituted with more acreage this past summer. This whole project is
operated on the spare time of the staff. By careful planning, the
organic garden project fostered the simulation of the extended family
by mixing the some 200 young and old participants together through
the assignment of gardening plots. Next year more acreage will be required and more planning done to mix young and old not only in the
garden, but also in seminar-like meetings concerning all aspects of
planting on through harvesting and preserving the food produced.
Senior citizens will conduct many of these meetings.
It should also be indicated here that during the 1972-1973 academic year, the college's chemist, Ms. Elaine Folkers, who is also a
weaver and a former PEACE CORPS member, developed a credit
course on the Chemistry of Foods. One text used in the course is
Frances Lappe's Diet For A Small Planet. While the Commission for
Higher Education's Standing Committee on Accreditation within Connecticut had difficulty recognizing the legitimacy of the course, its inexpensive but nutritious and tasty products have fed many groups.
Since its inauguration, however, course credits given for the Chemistry
of Foods have been found quite transferable to a great variety of institutions. This course, in a modified form, will be given to senior citizens
in the college's area to assist them in achieving a nutritious diet on a
fixed income.
The Senior Citizens Think Tank was called into action with the
opening of the current academic year through the help of the Enfield
Jaycees. Much of the first meeting was spent dispelling the idea that a
college is only for young people taking credit courses. When this had
been accomplished, the people split into small discussion groups. Each
group was composed of people from different towns. The only instruc219

tions given the members of the group concerned their task at hand
and the frame of reference they should use in developing it: they were
to act as both individuals who were senior citizens and also represent
the other senior citizens not present at the meeting. Their function was
to produce a prioritized list of problems senior citizens face in North
Central Connecticut. This was done with some items being added by
Advisory Council and College staff members. Top priority went to purchasing power, especially food purchasing power and the transportation of food from the store to the senior citizen's home. A second meeting of the Think Tank was planned to explore, consider and take action
on food purchasing and delivery systems. A number of systems were
discussed including food co-ops, buying clubs, food delivery systems
and local merchants. Knowledgeable consultants from a variety of
agencies had donated their time to assist the Senior Citizens Think
T ank in their deliberations. As a result, a committee was formed
from the area to develop the best course of action which will be carried out by the senior citizens and the VISTA workers.
It became apparent during the second meeting that conflict was
present in most every towns' group of senior citizen representatives. It
appeared as if the conflict groups followed social class lines. Quick
recognition of this allowed the Advisory Council Representa tive and
the college to take advantage of the situation and increase the activity
of the Think Tank through promoting a quasi-competitive situation
between groups without actually identifying circumstances.
The productivity of the Senior Citizens Think Tank has increased
to the point that the College has been forced to seek outside assistance
for a director's position and other labor costs. For example, the College's facility is now being used during its off hours as a Senior Citizen's Center; this fall, a H alloween party will be h eld for area
senior citizens in cooperation with various groups and agencies. Over
600 senior citizens are expected to attend this function alone. A grant
has been received to inaugurate the Whistle Stop Safety Program for
senior citizens. The grant will provide the whistles which will be purchased on a diminishing return basis, and the college will provide the
education or sensitizing program for the neighbors of senior citizens
participating in the program.
Other activities m vanous stages of discussion and development are:

1. A regional transportation system through the cooperation of the
area Jaycee Clubs.
2. Dial-a-Ride and Dial-a-Friend systems.
3. The College as a craft center for craft courses taught by both
faculty and senior citizens.
4. The College's facilities and personnel as resources to a Cut-Under220

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The-Tape action group designed to help senior citizens investigate
and solve problems with bureaucracies, agencies, and businesses.
This group will be totally staffed by senior citizens.
A senior citizens hobby sale shop.
A senior citizens institute for seminars and mini-courses taught
by senior citizens.
A talent bank of various skills available to senior citizens on a
barter basis.
The Think Tank as a communications link to the senior citizens
of the North Central Connecticut area.
A Golden Purchasing Club Card using the College picture identification equipment.
A living museum of taped interviews with senior citizens.
The College facility for use as a preventative medical check
station.
Other long-range planned events include:

1. The merger with a soon to be built technical high school, as previ-

ously mentioned, one by-product of which will be a food program
including meals on wheels and a special nutrition program for
various and typical eating problems experienced by senior citizens.
This would be in conjunction with the Senior Citizens Center. A
second by-product is the mixing in the institution of the young
and the older more intent student to develop appropriate work
attitudes.
2. The use of trained work-study students to activate the Brandeis
University model for providing home care for senior citizens at a
greatly reduced cost.
3. The College staff working in various ways with area businessmen
to sensitize them to the problems encountered by senior citizens
as they shop in their stores. Such things as the light factor, signs,
steps, bus landings, etc., will be discussed both by College personnel and, hopefully, research personnel at a seminar that will be
held in the area and concern aging.
SECTION IV:

Conclusion

A framework, the role and the action of a community college as
an area agency working for the solution of area problems which concern senior citizens and youth, have been briefly described to you. The
concentration here has been upon the activities with or for senior citizens. Fulfilling its role as a part of its society and community, a community college has involved numerous people in functions that will
begin to reinvolve senior citizens and youth in the mainstream of
society; wage earners alone do not make a society. Skills and know!221

edge, once passed on in the extended family, have been lost in a rapidly
changing world and the young and the old shunted aside for convenience. But convenience can destroy! Young people take drugs and older
people sleep; they know they are not wanted in an efficient society.
Yet, wisdom rests with older people and energy with the young. What
better way is there to learn? This person has learned more and avoided
certain problems if he had been purposefully mixed with senior citizens during his years of formal education. Such purposeful mixing of
young and old is a role of Asnuntuck Community College and such is
the action it is promoting in North Central Connecticut as part of
its society.
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Liflong Education and
General-Liberal Studies:
.Lt\ Fair Shake for Organized Labor?
By

D EE L YONS

I want to thank the Association for this opportunity to speak to
you, and I begin with the following quote:

" If we should ask, 'Who are you?'-you would probably
give your name. If we persist in asking, 'Who are you?'you would probably say, 'I'm an accountant, an engineer,
or machinist, or businessman, or educator.' You would
relate 'Who you are' with "What you are'-your job,
your vocation ... your career.
"D on't you see that this is what career education is all
about? D on't you see that if we continue to allow the
majority of our youth to complete public education
without any career knowledge and preparation, then
many of them may become nobodies-except for name?"
This quote came from the Michigan State Chamber of Commerce
in September, 1973. This is a statement often taken as fact. So what
is wrong with it? Nothing, except its implication that human beings
are robots which come out of one kind of a mold or another.
It answers none of the individual's questions about values apart
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from a job. Let me emphasize here, that labor organizations do not
relegate a job to low priority. We do hold individual human beings as
a top priority. Is someone really a nobody unless he is related to a job?
Conversely, does a job guarantee that he is somebody?
I am reminded of a speech by Sidney Harris in 1968 or '69 when
he talked about morality as how a person treats another in his dealings, his relationships, with that other p erson. He went on to say that
because we view people by their function, their job, we are inhibited in
our relationships with them; they take on less the garbs of human beings, but more of the impersonaliza tion of a machine.
We meet the new postman at a church supper and hardly recognize or know what to discuss without the familiarity of his uniform and
the mail he carries.
Our child meets the kindergarten teacher in the grocery store and
finds it incredulous tha t her teacher could actually buy groceries as
her mother does. For her, the teacher did not exist outside the boundaries of school. And so it goes.
We develop a mind set about people in relation to their function
in society, blocking out our consideration of them as unique individuals.
The correlation between a person's job and the rest of his na ture is
usually an assumption based on that function. Witness Congressman
Mills, who suddenly did not seem to fit the long-held assumption.
Only recently, comparatively speaking, have teachers been allowed
to talk-like, smoke-like, drink-like, and marry-or-not like, other human
beings. The "Who are you" being "What are you" stunted their
"process of becoming," as described by the German philosopher,
Goethe. In fact, it stunted their process of plain, ordinary living.
Take my example. I hardly fit the description of the typical "SOB
from the Union Hall," though I almost achieved that distinction.
Guess which words were left out.
Let me go back to the Chamber of Commerce quote. Yes, we need
to help people-of all ages-make good choices about jobs and to
have a positive attitude about them. But is that all life is about?
We feel that career education and lifelong education a re concepts
we can support. We cannot say what the mechanics should be. \,Ve
will say that organized labor makes up a significant part of America n
society and should be given, finally, a fair shake in the decision-making
processes in education a nd elsewhere.
For instance, we do not wish to see more emphasis put on career
education as a euphemism for vocational education or as a way to
find an excuse for less federal support for higher education. Our members and working people in general, have less access to higher education because of the too prevalent attitude exemplified by our departed
former vice president Agnew. He said in 1970 that there had been a
rediscovery of the "natural aristocracy of intellect," and so colleges
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and universities should admit only those who have demonstrated
"superior intellectual qualifications." The others would be better off
taking vocational education.
Now we do recognize the glut on the market of Ph.Os who cannot
find employment and would agree that some could be culled out.
Especially those whose only avocation is to be a professor because
"where else can you make this kind of money for working half the
time."
Fortunately, this questionable attitude is not typical. We, as a nation, have many whose abilities and attitudes may never be allowed
to surface, though they are eligible candidates for the "natural
aristocracy." Their place in the social hierarchy pre-determined their
place in the world of work. This becomes a circular problem because
when we go back to my original quote about "who" and "what" you
are, we find that their place in the world of work determines their
place in society.
We realize that there is almost no free, flexible, self-determining
individual. Even Rockefeller is finding a tough row to hoe.
It is especially frustrating when we consider that too often, education-contrary to being a continuing thing which focuses on helping
an individual reach his maximation of human potential, is instead a
brainwash job for the good of someone who is going to utilize that person. Again, to paraphrase the chamber of commerce at a career
education seminar, "Since industry and business are the largest utilizers
of the products of education, it is only logical that they be first in helping decide the curriculum in economics, etc., so that the free enterprise
system will be protected."
Just last Tuesday, I attended parents' night at my daughter's junior
high school. There was a marked difference from the school she attended last year.
From the orientation to the evening's program by the Principal,
and on through most of the presentatiom by teachers, the concept
which came through loud and clear was that of teaching children:
"What an employer expects."
"What industry wants."
"Values." Not how to help children develop values of
their own which they can live by.
"What I want the children to do," as opposed to helping
children define their own wants.
"What Oldsmobile looks for in an employee."
The attitude reminded me of what one hears about the propaganda of Communist China and its preponderant slogans: "Chairman
Mao wants ... " "For the good of the state, Chairman Mao wants ..."
Do not dismiss this as a rude analogy; I used it precisely because it
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is rude. Because it does say to teachers and institutions that it is wrong
to perpetuate a class system of the exploiters and exploited in the late
twentieth century.
Where in the curriculum anywhere do we see education for living
which teaches avoidance of manipulation as well as duties and responsibilities which go along with being an employee?
Education for living implies that if innovations such as the shorter
work week are implemented, that workers have adequate knowledge
to make a decision based on their self-interest. Thy may get another
job because of conditioning by the work ethic coupled with the conspicuous consumption ethic, or they may find value in increased leisure
time. I did not say which should be chosen. I am talking about reasonably free and flexible choices which people can make only with adequate education.
Lifelong education must recognize that all aspects of living must
be included in the process.
For instance, there is no teaching of any significance in the public
schools, K through 12, about the structure and role of unions or about
the process of collective bargaining, though teaching units for these
grade levels have been developed.
This has been done by a few teachers in isolated instances, by certain school boards in cooperation with segments of the community,
and by the Joint Council on Economic Education, which is comprised
of industry, labor, educators, and other groups.
There is very little education which is adequate in colleges and
universities. There are only a few graduate programs which go deeply
into labor and industrial relations with equal treatment of labor. MSU
is one of those which has a good program, but not, however, at the
undergraduate level. What was developed as an area of concentration
is a farce. In fact, the School of Labor and Industrial Relations knew
nothing about it.
I spoke at a pre-employment class a couple of years ago and saw
in the teacher's unit, that to enforce contract demands, "Unions go on
strike ... and most often do." There was complete ignorance of the
fact that less than five percent of all contracts in the United States
are settled by use of the strike.
Students at every level are taught to be dutiful, docile, non-uppity
employees but are taught none of the rights, responsibilities and advantages of being a union member, even though many of them will
go to work for the first time in a place where union membership is
automatic, and then will be chastized when they make uninformed,
adverse decisions.
This lack of education carries over into other occupations like
those of journalists who cannot write an accurate portrayal of an impasse situation in collective bargaining.
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There is a difference in the meaning of the sentences:
"The labor bosses called a strike." and "A strike vote
was taken and the majority of members voted in favor
of striking."
There is little knowledge about the arbitration process or the
grievance procedure; or, I might add, the unique contribution the
labor moYement made to the creation of specialists in labor law and
arbitration-high-paying specialities.
With the advent of PERA in 1965, we found city managers caving
in to demands or resorting to arbitration without even going through
the motions of trying to negotiate. They hadn't the foggiest notion of
what bargaining was all about, and their understanding of unions
seemed to be that whatever a union wanted, must be given. Unions
almost had to do managements' jobs for them. There was none of the
ritual, the finesse, the nuances of sophistication which have developed
in the industrial sector, and in the old craft unions.
Some months ago, I went as a representative of our organization
to an arbitration hearing to verify that our organization was, indeed,
a union for purposes of time off with pay written into the local contract of a firefighters' union. The city attorney maintained that ours
was not a union, not necessary to the firefighters' union, even when
I pointed out that the compulsory arbitration act which governed
those very proceedings could not have come about without the input
and vote and participation of the firefighters' union.
There is no value in history if we cannot learn from it. If that
history is not recorded and taught, the same mistakes must be repeated.
We ask that unions be included in that education. We have made
definite contributions in the fields of politics, economics, and legislation. We were among, in fact led, those who brought about free public education. We have managed to achieve a better standard of living
for working people and for the poor non-working. We have worked
for safety laws, layoff protection, consumer protection, health legislation, mass transportation, highway building. And we have lobbied for
adequate funding for education, including universities like this one.
Education is a necessary condition for social change; it can also
perpetuate outmoded attitudes to the point that we have social stagnation. I believe general studies can be the place to break the cycle.
Though I pointed out earlier that broader education encompassing
the role of unions was necessary at an early age, we must have teachers, writers of ads, newscasters, politicians, economists--every occupation-take us for granted and get us out of this qua~i-legal status. We
think it is time we got justice for our education dollar.
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